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EDITORIAL.
THE OI REACH TAS AND THE ARMY.
E can say this much at least for recent debates on the Army in
the Da.il and Seanad, that they display a keener interest in the
matter on the part of deputies than has heretofore been apparent.
While the speeches of deputies and senators still indicate great
and important gaps in their knowledge of defence matters, there is, nevertheless, a distinct improvement in this respect. One cannot help noticing,
however, that members of both big parties were not apparently animated
by any clear or coherent party, much less national, policy on the matter at
issue. Some members of Cum ann na nGaedheal are of the opinion that
the Army exists solely for the purpose of maintaining order. That politicians
should hold such views is understandable, but if their views prevail, the
sensible thing to do is to cease think of armies and to organise a semimilitary body on the model of the R.I.C. or R.U.C. forces. If it is seriously
intended to maintain an •• army " for the purpose indicated, it is due to
the public that tl'e force so maintained be capable of fulfilling its function.
Does anyone believe that the existing defence forces constitute suitable
machinery for suppressing internal disorder?

W

A NATIONAL POLICY.
If, on the other hand, the view be accepted that this State or this
nation must be prepared to fight for its rights and the liberties of its people,
if and when the occasion arises, other obligations rest upon our political
leaders. The first requisite for the satisfactory organisation of tl'e nation
for defence is the acceptance by all parties of a national policy which, however it may vary in detail, will in principle be pursued by successive Governments with the support (again in principle) of the successive oppositions.
If N ationsl Defence is to remain the plaything of parties, we can never
Qrganise our people effectively in their defence.
Another step that becomes necessary is the careful study by politicians
of power, and Ministers and aspirants for Ministerial office, of the fundamental factors-economic, geographical, diplomatic and strategical-which
go to make up our problem of defence. There cannot, of course, be universal
agreement upon the lessons which a study of these factors teaches. Each
party will have plans of its own, but all must agree upon the general framework of our defensive measures. Our machinery of defence, to be of any
real value, must be so designed that it will not be scrapped and reconstituted
as the codlins replace the shorts in our political life.
With any such agreement in principle, there is still scope for eaeh.~arty
to develop to the fullest extent its policy for the employment of our Military
power in various possible contingencies.
.
..
We suffer acutely from the fact that there is no educated public oplDlon
on such subjects 8S defence, and no efforts are being made by any party to
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educate the people by
the promulgation of a
reasoned an d practica~
We are, of course, still
policy.
very ne ar the Civil W ar,
and a lot of bltte~ess
and suspicion mu st be
lived down before we
can ha ve a rea lly na tIo
defence organisation.
na l
Fo r tl..is reason one
mu st ~gret very mu
politicians see fit to ma
ch th at
ke the Army a peg up
on whIch to ha ng pro
tions of the iniquity of
cl.amatheir opponents. There
is no rea son wh y Fl an
Flill deputies should att
na
ack the Army as if it
were an ins tru me nt of
political, pa rty in powe
the
r, and lay at its door
charges tha t sho uld pro
be directed against the
perly
Oireachtas. The Army
serves the St ate un de
laws as made by the Sta
r the
te, and t1:.:e me n wh o
make the laws ca n ma
what they will; bu t the
ke us
y mu st not regard us as
the au tho r of the ir ow
or bold us accountable
n law s
for shortcomings, rea l
and imaginary, for wh
law-makers themselves
ich
the
are alone responsible.
TH E ARMY AND TH
E CO NS TI TU TI ON .
Replying to questions
raised by prospective
me mb ers of the Galw
University O.T.C., the
ay
Inspector-General to the
Forces sta ted : "I f the
was a change of Govemm
re
ent the Army would ha
ve to tak e its orders fro
the new Government,
m
an d if the Governmen
t wanted to alt er the
tion, tha t was no busin
Constituess of the Ar my 's. "
A contemporary, the
quotes this sta tem en t
Nation,
in its issue. of the 15
th March, and me nti on
it is long overdue. W ea
s tloat
re quite sure tha t thi s
is a sta tem en t wh ich
have been e%pressed by
would
any Army Officer at an
y tim e during the pa st
years, if the occasion ha
six
d arisen.
In succeeding paragrap
hs our contemporary dra
ws att en tio n to the oa
which members of the
th
Volunteer Reserve are
required to tak e, an d
tha t if the Inspector Ge
say s
neral .. is speaking tl'e
tru th, the oa th should
scrapped. " The oa th
be
is to the Constitution
as by law established,
the military mind, thi
an d to
s means the Constitu
tion as am en de d by
people's Government fro
the
m time to time. Howe
ver thi s ma y be, an d we
DOt pre urne to be in
do
a position to int erp ret
the Co nst itu tio n autho
we deaire to draw att en
ritively,
tio n to the fact tha t the
oa th in question is pre
by an Act of the Oireach
scribed
tas--m•. , tl'e Defence Fo
rces Act. Th e no te referr
\0 seems \0 indicate a
ed
belief tha t the Army reg
ulates its own conditio
moe. Such & sta te of mind would
ns
of
be extraordinary if expre
~ of p~bli~ opinion
ssed by an y
; it is even more amazi
ng when it is expresse
JOurnal whioh 11 generally
d in a
regarded as the semi-oftic
ial organ of an im po rta
political party.
noh oomment can on
nt
ly ten d to confirm the
mp . n ha publio me
common
n in the Dlill and elsew
und
here have no t begun
and the n itution of
to
the co un try 's Defence
Forces.
I . in
. ting tQ note t~at anoth
er pa pe r in dealing ind
ma t r trik . tot.all
irectly wi th
y diflerent note. In its
leading article on the
arch, the ~".h Indepen
dent, in mentioning the
,\alaeD:le:n , eta
Ins pe cto r-G en era l's
1
conviction tha t •• We bel
ieve tha t the se sen tim
by \he whole Army."
en ts are
Ev en more heartening
is the rem ind er in the
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same Editorial that •• In other countries politicians, who observe the
courtesies of public controversy, make it a rule to keep the Army, like the
Judiciary, above the level of party squabbles." That the day is at hand
when Irish politicians, of all parties, will accept this principle must be the
earnest hope of every individual recruit who has the defence of this country
at heart.

THE FREEDOM OF SMALL NATIONS .
.. We think little Denmark is the State which has most completely
disarmed itself. Anyhow, whatever force it could create would be ineffectual
before any possible or probable enemy, and it was better to rely on moral
power. There is no excuse for using force against a State that has no
offensive power, and even the most predatory State needs some plausible
excuse before it proceeds to overwhelm another State." We were surprised
to see this statement in the Irish Statesman of the 14th December, 1929.
The theory enunciated is common enough, but we had thought that its
fallacy would be apparent to all students of history and international
relations. It seems not to be confined to the exclusively simple, and people
whose faith in mankind obliterates their intelligence in matters of this kind.
As for the value of moral power. Has it saved Greek neutrality from
violation during the world war ? What did it avail Belgium?
History
teaches no lesson more conclusively than this, that nations are absolutely
pragmatical in their actions. The end always justifies the means, and moral
power per se is a very poor defence against a State which can have what it
wants without further hurt than the gift of propagandist material to its
enemy. Nations are essentially selfish. We should like to hear of a single
instance in which one State went to the rescue or assistance of another from
moral motives. Self interest alone will urge a people to war. The moral
factors are of great weight truly, but alone they will not move nations to
action.
People who think or say that a small nation cannot be powerful enough
to defend itself, betray their ignorance of the most elementary and fundamental
principle of warfare, which is that in war the object dominates everything.
The value of the desired object will dictate the amount of effort that will be
expended towards its achievement. It is only when its very existence is at
stake that a people will put forth all their efforts in war. As the imporlance
of the object diminishes the amount of energy and power that will be made
available likewise declines, and the small State is secure if it can make the
game not worth the candle to possible aggressors.
The Germans originally planned to make their great invasion of France
through Holland as well as Belgium. The military advantages of using the
Dutch railways and the "Maastricht Appendix" were enormous, and, in
the view of the original designers of the great plan of campaign, essential to
success. The Dutch proceeded to prepare effective means of defence, and
before the time came for the plan to be put into effect, the Germans
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calculated that Dutch resistance would more than outweigh the advant
ages
of using Dutch territory. It needed the increased military powers
of the
Dutch to effect the change of plan, and save their country from war.
M?ral
power was not enough. It had to be supplemented by militar y power
suffic1ent
for the needs of the case.

MODEL EMPL OYER S-MOD EL EMPL OYEE S.
Among all the recent panegyrics bestowed on Messrs. Ford for the
gre~t
extension of their Cork Factory we have seen no mention made of
what 1S,
from our point of view, the most significant thing- it is a factor that
we feel
certain Messrs. Ford themselves would put in the forefront as regards
the
efficient working of their gigantic concern.
.
The Cork factory of Messrs. Ford employs 2.500 ex-soldiers of the
Insh
Army. Just think what that means to any business establi shment
-2,500
of their men who will do exactly what they are told to do at the
exact
moment they ale told to do it. The possibility of wasted effort is
reduced
to an absolute minimum. There is from such a personnel a concen
trated
and organised return unobtainable from the same number of men,
however
efficient individually, who have never been subjected to militar y discipli
ne.
This is a point that the pacifists of the present day miss compl etelythe superiority for peace-time work of the man trained in an Army.
It is
not an accident that so-called militarised countries have in recent years
made
a more successful attemp t to solve their post-war problems than those
whose
entire male population has run riot in its youth.
A NATIONAL INFER IORIT Y COMPLEX.
It is nowadays fashionable to speak of an "Inferi ority Comple
x."
Some time ago we used to describe one form of this as a " Slave
Mind" ;
either name will do. Names are immat erial-it is the thing that needs
to be
combatted. It is with reference to the treatme nt of Reserve Officers
that the
Slave-Mind-Inferiority-Complex comes properly into play-b y an
ostrich
policy of trying to hush up the fact that there are IRISH Officers.
Press organs of the most varied shades of opinion -some of which would
assuredly repudiate the imputation of "Slave Mind" in no uncerta
in
terms-r efer deliberately to all such officers as "Mr." Even
official
carr pon~~ce is frequently addressed to - - Esq. This paltry procedu
re
does not lD]Ure the Reserve Officer person ally-it annoys him probab
ly for
the ~oment, but that is all. It does, however, quite definitely injure
the
p tige of the State; because it indicates a would-be contem ptuous
attitud e
towards men who have done their best for the State.
The curious thing about this mentality is that it is reserved exclusi
vely
for Irish Officers. The same people would not dream of employing the
same
style of addr
to anybody who had even the most innocuous service in
another ~y-~e veriest .. Etappen-schwein," as the Germa ns-a
people
not unfamiliar Wlth war " in the best circles "-fami liarly term such.
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OURSELVES.
Although this is not by any means a new journal it is new in its present
form, and it is only quite recently that we have been in a position to appeal
to a really wide public. Accordingly, it is very gratifying to us to find that
we are genuinely welcomed by that public. And we hope that-being, as
it were, young, and needing encouragement-it will not seem amiss for us to
dwell at some length on this welcome.
In the first place, naturally, it is gratifying to read favourable notices
in the Irish Press. A few extracts will afford the best means of enabling our
readers, generally, to form an accurate idea of the situation from this angle.
For example, take the Irish Statesman:
" In the AN T-OGLACH we find to our pleasure a very high standard in
the literary content, and in most of the articles we detect at once the
tone of the man who is sincerely interested in his profession, and has
the desire of the expert for more efficiency. The Editorial Notes are
admirable, and those relating to aviation, civil and military, deserve
to be studied by members of the Oireachtas."
The Irishman:
" Cumann Cosanta Naisiunta is taking seriously its self-imposed mission
of stimulating public interest in the problems of national defence,
and AN TOGLACH deserves to be studied, not only by those who are
professionally interested, but also· by those who take any serious interest
in public affairs."
The Irish News:
"The January number is the third of the new volume begun when
control of the publication was taken over by the recently-formed
National Defence Association. Military matters, of course, are dealt
with to extent, but in such fashion as to make them of general interest,
and there are contributions on historical matters, and on present-day
topics-such as aviation development-that puts the production in,
perhaps, a leading place in the field of Irish magazines and monthlies."
In view of the foregoing expressions of opinions we can fairly claim that
people in Ireland are on the whole friendly and favourable. In short, our
own people have reasonable confidence in us, and this is naturally a sound
reason for a similar confidence in ourselves.
We get a sort of professional endorsement of this from the attitude
towards us of foreign military journals-American, Belgian, Canadian,
English, French. These reviews-in most cases our seniors-have in many
cases reviewed us favourably, and in all cases have agreed to exchange
publications. They have further in many instances authorised us to
reproduce articles contributed in their own pages.

Members of the Association should support tL'e advertisers who support
their J oumal.
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THE IRISH REG IME NTS IN TH E
SERVICE OF SPAIN.
By His E%Cellency

THE MARQUES DoN ALFONSO MERRY DEL VAL.

The lecture that follows was given to The Irish Literary
at Caxton Hall,
London on the 30th November, 1929. We are indebted to HisSociety,
Excellen cy for the text
aDd W; gracious permission to publish it.-EDIT OR.

follow the feats, the fortunes and the fate of fi.gh~ing men, whatev
er
their origin, their nationality or their flag, cannot fall to appeal to those
who, like all of us in Spain and Ireland, have felt, or feel, the c~ of
the
sword tingle in their blood. But the lure grows stronge r still when
those we follow are sprung from our own race, as were the warriors who
have
carried the glorious names of Ireland and of Spain to the remote
st nooks
of the earth.
Thus I, a Spaniard of Irish origin, am assured to find willing hearers
in this Irish Society which, with characteristic courtesy and hospita
lity, so
graciously opens its doors to me this evening and consents to listen to my
words.
The tale I have to unfold would in itself honour the proude st nation
in the world. Unfortunately it is far more meagre than I should wish,
a mere
bare outline in fact, because, in spite of its special attracti on for
me, I have
not had time to make it a subject of the close and thorough study it
deserves.
This would be a task of years. My cold and arid narrativ e will, I hope,
serve,
nevertheless, as an incentive for further research in Spain itself as the
principal
field and prime source of information, but also in Ireland on the part
of some
descendant of those doughty soldiers in one or other country, so that
in the
fullness of time we may see this grey thread of hard facts and continu
ity
interwoven with the brilliancy of individual prowess and temptin
g detail
which in reality make up the romance of War. (1)
The material in my hands has been kindly furnished by Lieutenant-Col
onel
Don Eduardo de Fuentes, who is at the head of the Historical and Geographical
Department of the Spanish Army. In his tum he has drawn on the
following
publications, first, General Count de Clonard, Historia Organica de las
Armas
de Infanteria y Caballeria desde la creacion del Ejercito Perman ente
hasta
nuestros dias, (History of the Organization of the Infantr y and
Cavalry
Arms from the creation of the Permanent Army down to our day,
Madrid,
1861- 16 vols.), secondly. General Count de Clonard, Album de las Armas
de
Infanteria y Caballeria. (Album of the Spanish Infantr y and Cavalry
, Madrid
1861- 2 vols.). thirdly, Francisco Barado, Museo Militar (Military Museum
).
Barcelona, 1886-3 vols. The laSt two works contain illustrations of uniform
s,
and weapon formerly used in all regiments of the Spanish Army.

T

~~ lrork of The ~uess MacSwiney of Mashanaglass in this field
of historica l
of the F:n~=
(J0QmaJ of

t~ I~ Officers, and

we hope that his .. Notes on the Formati
~ents in the Service of Spain in the Eightee nth Centuryon
..

Ant fnaita :e~=~~~tiqUaries of Ireland, VoL LVII., Part 5.) are
but the
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Last, by by no means least, he has put at my disposal the copies of two
curious manuscripts concerning the Irish Regiments in Spain. One is entitled:
" Old Infantry Regiments," and is kept in the Library of the Spanish Military
Engineers in Madrid. The other was apparently written in the early years
of the XIXth Century, possibly by an ecclesiastic, at all events by one well
acquainted with the course of relations between Spain and Ireland in the
XVIth and XVIIth centuries. It gives the history of one Regiment alone
and brings it down to the end of 1818. This account is prefaced by a general
review of the history of the Irish troops in the Service of Spain since the time
of our King Philip III. and Queen Elizabeth of England. Written from the
Spanish point of view it illuminates more than one detail of interest and
deserves a brief extract before we give our attention to the story of the more
modern Irish Regiments themselves.
According to the anonymous author of this chronicle it was in 1600,
that is to say in the reign of Philip II. that" four fine Regiments of staunch
Catholics officered by men of the best families" were raised and incorporated
into the Spanish armies under Stanley, Bostock, Studer and Arundel, who
each held the rank of "maestre de campo" (Field-officer) in Spain. As so
often happens in the writings of the day there appears to be some doubt and
confusion as to the Irish quality of all these troops, resulting from the
manuscript itself. Of the four names given Bostock and Stanley only are
reckoned as Irish in a list given later on. The Chronicler then describes at
some length the unfortunate expedition of Kinsale (August, 1601), when he
mentions the names of the Earl of Tyrone and "his son, O'Donnell."
There follows a list of Irish and Anglo-Scottish regiments formed in Spain
from the year 1600 to 1710. You have them here:
Year of creation.
Names of the respective Colonels:
Irish Regiments.
1600
Stanley
1600
Bostock ...
1609
Earl of Tyrone
1632
Earl of Tyrconnell
1632
James Preston
1636
Eugene O'Reilly
1638
Christopher O'Brien
1638
Sir N. Gage
1650
Sir N. Murphy
1657
Bernard Patrick Coghlan (Kollan)
1658
Walter Duggan
1659
William Dempsey
1660
Denis O'Mahon
1665
Bernard O'Reilly
1677
Denis O'Brien
1690
Bernard Fitzpatrick
1695
Stephen O'Lawlor (O'Lulla) ...
2
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Anglo-Scottish Reg ime nts:

Sir N. Stud er
1600
Ear l of Arundel
1600
Ear l of Argyll
1621
William Trezzani (?)
1636
Count de Castellane
1677
George Cubsack
1677
These bodies of troops were not orga
nised on the model o~. thos~ whic
~:
in Spain, came to be designated
und er the mod em nam e Of. Reg
Iments,
but rath er on tha t of the old form
ations, originally raised lD the
XIV th
century and known as "ter cios ."
It was not unti l the XV IIth cen
tury
that the Reg ime nt" proper appears
in Spain und er the House of Bou
rbon.
The arrival of the first of these Iris
h Regiments to Spa in followed the
conclusion of the Peace of Utre cht
(1713-15). The y were the rem nan
t of tha t
part of the army of Jam es II. which
had joined him in Fran ce, to the num
ber of
twelve Infa ntry and five cavalry Reg
iments.
Of these five were incorporated in
the Spanish Arm y und er the Roy
al
Decree of 1680 and 1701 (Charles II.
and Phil ip V. of Spain), assimilating
t~e
natives of Ireland in every respect,
righ t and privilege to thos e of
SpaID,
among other reasons i. because
the Iris h people notoriously orig
inated
there. The names bestowed on thes
e Regiments were Wat erfo rd, Hib
erni a,
Ultonia (Ulster), Limerick and Irla
nda or Irel and (Royal Ord er of
1713).
Those of their first Colonels under
the King of Spain are Joh n Com
esford
(breveted 1st August, 17(9), Don
Lucas Pati no (breveted 3rd Sep
tem
ber,
17(9), Denis MacAuliffe (breveted
1st November, 1709), Jam es Fitz
Jam
es
(breveted 28th Janu ary, 1711), and
Fran cis Wauchope (breveted 27th
Jun
e,
1715). A Royal Order date d 25th Sep
tember, 1732, places the Iris h Reg
iments
on the Army List on the same foot
ing as thos e of Spajn.
Besides the above mentioned Corps ther
e was a Regiment of Iris h Dragoons
in the service of Spain, for thei r stan
dard is still preserved in our Mil
itary
useum, but of this latt er I have at
pres ent no furt her knowledge.
The records of the Irish Regiments
of the Spanish Arm y hav e bee
n
card ully kept and are drawn up with
grea t minuteness to judge from thos
e at
my disposal. Their examination
might well repa y the stud ent' s
labours.
They would probably turn out long
and arduous, however, as the resp
ective
documents hav e been filed long ago
in different archives, some civil,
some
military, and considerable thoroughnes
s in research, inge nuit y in discove
ring,
and much patience, besides prop
er preliminary prep arat ion wou
indispensable.
ld be
In the course of a few years, possibly afte
r the Peace of Ras tadt (6th March,
171.), which stip ulat ed a reform of
the Irish Troops, amongst its othe
r clauses,
the Dumber of these Spanish-Irish
Regiments was reduced to thre e
.. I.I • ...a ." _L.L ._.JI
the
namely,
- - . Vou uu.: u"
fam ous ,"" Hibernia," and .. Ult oni '
a" (Ulster).
AD three surviWd the vicissitudes of
time uuti l the second decade of the
XIX th
II
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century, when they were disbanded. After their first arrival in Spain the rank
and file were recruited, nevertheless in Ireland, in fact their Colonels invariably
included in their Warrant of Foundation the right to raise their men elsewhere,
including the Peninsula itself, but they were always, and at first, only, officered
by Irishmen, the Royal Warrant of one of them (Hibernia) expressly declaring
that they were to be a means of employment for young Irishmen of noble family.
Let us briefly scan their History, beginning with that of "Irlanda the
Famous."
This formation, known as Burke's, so long as it fought in the service of
France was declared on no less an authority than that of James III. to have
been raised by James II. in 1688, under the name of the Queen's Regiment.
Its Colonels, Francis Wauchope and Felix Jones, have solemnly declared
that originally the regimental title was: "The Queen's Guards," an
appellation which was dropped in France because no similar body of troops
existed in the Army of Louis XIV.
On the 27th June, 1715, Raymond Burke was Marechal de Camp, or
General of Division, in the French Army. Thus it fell to the lot of Colonel
Francis Wauchope to transfer the Regiment to the service of King Philip V.
of Spain, the first of our Bourbon Kings, whose dynasty may God preserve.
Wauchope did things well. In a letter to King Philip's Secretary for War,
he recounts the brilliant history and actual state of the Regiment, quite a
good one according to the ideas of the time for its total strength was over '
500 men. His conditions are a model for all who should find themselves in
such case for they guarantee not only the military, but the civil rights of the
officers, and of all Irish in Spain under every aspect, and enter meticulously
and conscientiously into the rates of pay, mess allowance, officers pensions
and organisation of the Corps. We may note among other peculiarities that
while the rank and file were to be mainly recruited among the flower of the
Irish people the strength could be made up with men of any foreign nation,
that the Colonel must always be Irish and that the Regiment should never be
inspected or commanded by anyone not Spanish or Irish. These ·articles of
engagement were signed by Raymond de Burke (sic) and countersigned by
John Maclaghlan.
The Regiment passed into the service of Spain at their own request as
the Prince of Asturias' Regiment, a title soon to be exchanged for that of
Irlanda. Although not the first to be incorporated into the Spanish Army
(the Articles expressly refer to those entered on the Army List as MacAuliffe
and Castelar), it was placed, in view of its seniority, under James II. of Gr at
Britain and Ireland, at the head of all the Irish Regiment in Spain.
At the moment the Colonel was Brigadier Francis Wauchopc, the Li utenant-Colonel, Peter Baker; the Adjutant, Raymond Burke; the Ag nt,
Peter Power. Its twelve Companies were the Grenadiers, the Colonel's, the
Lieutenant-Colonel's, Archdeacon's, Gibbon's, Tyrrell's, Burke's (Raymond),
Coghlan'S, Power's, Persick's, Gallway's, and Burke's (Richard), the nine last
bearing their respective Captain's name. Among the officers we find, besides
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those mentioned, Supple, O'Rourke, Kennedy, 0' Ryan, Roche, MacM~
on
Power, O'Brien, Flahert y, O'Madan (?) Mengher, MacNamara, Dow~,
0 Hart
(O'Hara), Connor, Browy, Butler, Kilkenny, Lynch, Throy, Plahqu
et and
Bray (?).
In 1739 the recruitment of Spaniards for its rank and file was authon. d
se
and, no doubt, when merged into the three Spanish Regiments of
EI ~e!,
Asturias and Princesa in 1818, it was no longer Irish save in name and
the ongm
of a few of its officers.
The arms borne by the" Famou s" Regiment were the Golden
Harp
of Erin on a blue field, with the well-eamed motto: "In omnem terram
exivit
sonus corum." Saint Patrick was its patron ; the regimental numbe
r XXIIIr d
of the line. During the 140 years of its existence its name change d eight
times.
" Irlanda " also appears to have varied its unifonn frequently,
for
between 1717 and 1815 its coat passed from red to white, sky-blue
and blue,
its cocade through blue to red and green, black and red, buff, red, and
finally
to green, red and buff.
In our military albums, of which I can show a copy, the uniform appears
as red, with blue collar, cuffs, waistcoat and breeches and white
leggings.
It is noticeable that certainly at first the Irish Regiments in Spain kept
the red
coat which denoted their connection with the Army to which they
once
belonged and their allegiance to him whom they recognised as
their King.
Reckoning from the formation of the Queen's Guards or Regime nt,
the
Colonels of "Irland a the Famou s" have been the Marquis of
Antrim ,
Ferdinand Wauchope, Reginald MacDonald, the Earl of Berehaven,
Raymo nd
(Edward) de Burke, Francis Wauchope, Daniel MacDonald,
Reginald
MacDonald, Joseph Comesford, Vincent Kindelan, Joseph O'Donn
ell, John
MacKenna, Eugene O'Reilly, James (Diego) O'Reilly, Felix Jones,
the Earl
of Iveagh, Joaquin Gomez de Menchaca, Antonio Gaspar Blanco,
Julian
de
Estrada.
From the first day of its existence this Regiment showed itself capable
of going anywhere and doing anything. As the Queen's Guards, it
took part
in the expedition of 1689, Siege of Londonderry, and subseq uent operati
ons
nnder Sarsfield. After the final defeat of James II. it entered the
service of
France in 1693, and took a brilliant part under Catinat in the Italian
campaign
of that year, being present at all the principal battles and deciding the
victory
of Mardella by a brilliant bayonet charge which entirely discom
fitted the left
wing of the Sardinian Army. The following year saw the regime
nt fighting
against the Prince of Orange in the Low Countries under Marsha
l Luxenb urg,
where it distinguished itself more particularly at Vignemont, and at
Dixmude.
The year. l~ ~ked its return to Italy where it fought once more
against
the. Sardinians allied to England and Spain under the orders of
Marshal
Catmat. The Queen's Guards entered the Peninsula for the first
time in
lWJ, when they fo~ part of the French forces commanded by
the Duc
de Vend&me, and With them entered the towns of Rosas, San Feliu de
Guixols
and Barcelona. Raymond de Burke was their Colonel in 1701
when France
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opened in Italy the War of Succession and they found themselves at the orders
of their first Spanish Commanding Officer, Don Francisco Torralba. They
were present under Marshal de Villeroy at Cremona, Castiglione, Luzzara,
Guartola, Vercelli, and under Vend~me in the Tyrol, Ivrea, Vertua, Cassano,
and Nice, during the campaign against the Austrians, where they covered themselves with glory, particularly at Cremona and Cassano, and obtaining from
King Louis XIVth a general increase of pay as a reward. After helping, in
1707, to put down the insurrection of the Cevennes, they were at Audenarde
Malplaquet, Landrecies and Denain. Their fortunes took them to the Rhine
in 1713, when, under Marshal de Villars, they fought at Mannheim, Landau and
Freiburg. In 1714 they entered Spain for good although still in the service
of France as one of the forty battalions sent by Louis XIV. under the Duke
of Berwick to pacify the principality of Catalonia after the final retreat of the
Archduke and the Anglo-Austrian Forces, entering Barcelona with the Spanish
Army and passing in the following year to the service of the King of Spain.
Philip V. employed them, first under the name of the Prince of Asturias'
Regiment in Sardinia, where they once more proved worthy of their fame,
and later in Sicily. Here they suffered terrible losses in 1718, at the battle of
Melazzo. Colonel Reginald de Burke, Lieutenants Manushy, James and
Richard Bouch were wounded, and Captain George Plunkett, Lieutenant
Cavanagh and Second Lieutenant Denis Brandy were killed. Colonel Reginald
MacDonald then' took command and led the Regiment, now known as Irlanda,
at the battle of Francavilla. After the retreat of Palmero and the termination
of the Sicilian campaign, Irlanda performed garrison duty in the Peninsula
for more than ten years, embarking, in 1732, for Oran, and contributing very
materially to the conquest of this town, where it remained as part of the
garrison distinguishing itself to the highest degree in repeated actions against
the Moors, until transferred, in the following year, to Mallorca. The victorious
Italian campaign of 1734 added the names of Valla, Santelmo, CastIenuovo,
and Naples to their laurels, while, at the battle of Vitonto and later at Syracuse
and Palermo, they again performed prodigies of valour. Three years later
they were on the frontier of Portugal, and in 1741, once again in Italy, this time
in Tuscany, where they lost at the famous battle of Camposanto (1743) six
officers and 186 men killed, and 25 officers wounded. At the gates of Naples,
in 1744, this brave Regiment found itself shut out and surrounded by
infinitely superior forces, was reduced to half its strength without giving ground,
and eventually threw back the Austrians who were completely routed. The
casualties on this occasion were among the officers, Lieutenant-Colonel Daniel
MacDonald, II captains and almost the whole of the subalterns hardly one
escaping without wounds. From 1746 until 1757 "Irlanda el Famoso"
fought in Italy under the Marquis de Castelar and General Barrais at
Cremona, Tedone and Nice, adding fresh laurels to those already won on other
fields, or rested in Spanish garrisons until the stronghold of Ceuta, being
attacked by the Sultan of Morocco, it was drafted for service with the
Expeditionary Force which, in 1759, put an end to the siege. After the Portu~
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guese campaign of 1762, and som~ years s~ent in .the north of S~ain , the
Regiment took part in the famous slege of Glbraltar m 1782, and .agam fought
in Morocco. The end of the second siege of Ceuta, in 1791, was 10 great part
due to a magnificent sortie by "Irlanda " which destroyed the enemy.'s fi~t
line trenches and was the signal for the retreat of the Moors. At that time ItS
strength was three battalions, with 2,251 men as a result of t~e many reforms
which sometimes increased and sometimes slightly reduced this number. War
having been declared against the French Republic in 1794 by King Charle~ IV.
of Spain, the Regiment took part in the victorious campaign of the Rousillon,
under Colonel Felix Jones, and again in the siege of Gibraltar of 1796. The
opening years of the XIXth century brought with them the Peninsular War
which offered new opportunities to the Irish Regiment. It was active in !he
operations preceding the battle of Bailen, at which it was present, under the
command of General Castanos, sharing with him the glory of this notable
victory. During the whole of the Peninsular War " Irlanda " was employed
in different parts of Spain with signal success. The end came in 1818, when,
on the reorganisation of the whole Spanish Army, all the Regiments of foreign
origin were disbanded.
Lengthy as this account will probably seem to my hearers it is in reality
an extremely abridged version of the manuscript in my hands and this, in turn,
hardly gives more thart the mention of the whereabouts of "Irlanda" for
many years. Even so the tale is such a glorious one that had Ireland
produced that Regiment alone she would have won the highest place among
the nations that do or die. As a matter of fact, however, "Irlanda el
Famoso" merely holds the place of the best known of the Irish Regiments
in the service of Spain. The military history of the other two is no less
remarkable, and it is with regret that I am reduced to yet narrower limits
in this review by a still greater want of interesting detail. Yet with this
example before our eyes we may well say, with the Latin poet: "Ab uno
disce omnes."
Another manuscript, jealously preserved in the library of the Corps
of Military Engineers in Madrid, under the title, "Regimientos Antiguos de
Infanteria," (Old Infantry Regiments), includes an interrogatory drawn up
on the 16th lay, 1806, by the Inspector-General of that Arm with the
written replies given by Colonel Lawrence Flood, on the 1st July ~f the same
year, from the town of EI Ferrol, where the Regiment was apparently doing
garriso~ duty. From this document we see that the Regiment of " Hibernia"
raised on the 1st November, 1709, under the name of "Castelar," with
uthority to recruit Irish men and other foreigners. Its depot was in the towns
of Carin~a and. Longares (Aragon). It was always to be officered by men
of ~~ Irish Nation, ~e object being to give the sons of the Irish gentry and
nobility an opporturuty to follow the honourable profession of arms without
harm for their religious convictions. The name of " Castelar " was, no doubt,
tha~ of the .~panish Grandee who obtained the privilege from His Catholic
a)esty, Philip V., the title of Marquis de Castelar with the Grandeship of
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Spain having been granted in 1693 to the family of Patino, which seems to
have had frequent and intimate connection with the Irish of the day for we
see that a member of this house, Don Francisco Patino, was repeatedly
commissioned by his Sovereign to treat with the Colonel of the Senior Regiment
of " Irlanda." It would be interesting for Irish research to consult this point
with the present representatives of this ancient lineage. As a matter of fact
we know that in 1715 the Secretary of State for War was Don Miguel
Fernandez Duran, who, in 1721, was created Marquis de Perales del Rio,
with the Grandeeship of Spain. This house is to-day allied to the house of
Castelar, and it is possible that in their archives some interesting information
regarding the old Irish Regiments can be discovered, particularly as a later
family connection has brought an Irish name, that of Drake (de la Cerda),
into close relationship with them. Whatever may have been the, at present
unexplained, reason this new Irish Regiment bore the name of Castelar for
It was first
a few years, but soon exchanged it for that of "Hibernia."
organised on the footing of two battalions of thirteen companies each, tha
companies numbering fifty men, including sergeants, corporals, and drummers.
The second battalion, suppressed in 1716, was again added in 1719 without any
change in their numbers until 1792, when a third battalion was raised. Meantime the number of companies had been altered more than once.
" Hibernia" fought against the French at Montetorrero on the 20th
August, 1710, under the command of General Marquis de Daz, and again
at Brihuega and Villaviciosa, as also at the siege of Barcelona, therefore side
by side with "Irlancla," in 1714. One battalion was present at the battle of
Francavilla already mentioned, and the siege of Palermo, and Melazzo, and
the ensuing battle under General the Marquis of Lede. Both battalions took
part in the siege of Gibraltar in 1727, and the expedition of Oran in 1732.
They fought through the whole Italian campaign from 1742 to 1748,
distinguishing themselves at the battle of Camposante and capturing by
surprise the Royal Sardinian headquarters at Velletri. This latter engagement
very nearly saw the end of the Irish brigade, of which only a few survivors
remained after losing one Colonel, thirteen captains and fourteen subalterns.
The Irish troops were, however, reorganised, and once more fought brilliantly
at Nocera, the Zarzana bridge, Solara, Tidone, siege and retreat of Alexandria,
relief of Asti and assault of Boltaggio. In 1748 seven companies of the second
battalion, some sixty men in all, were put on board a small galley, fighting for
six hours against two large Algerian ships of war of which they took one but,
decimated by the fire of the other, were obliged to surrender and were taken
prisoners to Algiers, where they remained as captives for three years.
" Hibernia" took part in the war against Portugal in 1762, defending the
fortified town and position of Navas. The 8th July brought them to the landing
and sanguinary action of Algiers, when they were obliged to take ship again
under the orders of His Excellency General Count O'Reilly. The second
battalion of the Regiment sailed from Cadiz in 1777 for South America as
part of the expedition commanded by His Excellency General Don Pedro
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Ceballos, helping to take the Island of Santa Catalina, on the Brazilian
coast,
the town of Rosario in the Bay of Brito, the town of Sacramento,
and the
Island of San Gabriel outside Buenos Aires, and garrisoned the Island
of
Santa Catalina: The first battalion left Cadiz in April, 1780, for the West
Indies,
under Lieutenant-General Don Victorio de Navia, and, starting from Havana
,
was represented by the Grenadiers Company and seven platoons at the
siege
of Pensacola and adjacent fortifications until the surrender of the
same to
His Excellency, General Count Galvez. The whole Regiment landed
in 1782
on the island of Santo Domingo with the rest of the Army prepare d
for the
conquest of Jamacia, and the same year fought against the English
at San
Augustin de la Florida and different settlements on the coast of Hondu
ras,
such as Trujillo and Banco de Rio Tinto on the Mosquitos coast.
In 1791
the whole Regiment took part in the defence of Oran against the Moors
until
the day of its surrender. Two years later they were in the Rousillon
under
Lieutenant-General Don Antonio Ricardos fighting at Masdeu, Argeles
, and
Fahir, and in the assault against Perpignan, during the campaign
against
the French revolutionary Republic. On the 3rd September of
1793 a
battalion of "Hiber nia" entered Toulon when this town surrendered
to the
combined Spanish and English fleets. Here the Irishmen covered themse
lves
again with glory in various brilliant sorties, particularly at the capture
by their
Grenadiers of the Fort of the Federation. After the evacuation of
Toulon
the same battalion returned to the Rousillon, taking an import ant
part in
the Battle of Seret and ensuing retreat, which it covered most efficien
tly.
Their behaviour in different actions, but particularly at Nuestr a Senora
del
Roble under the command of the Adjutant, John Hogan, was so remark
able
that they received special and public thanks from His Majesty, The
King of
Spain, through the General-in-Chief, Count de la Union. The Regime
nt
of .. Hibern ia" appears during the whole of the campaign against the
French
Republic, and in 1800, in the Portuguese Expedition under Genera
l Don
Ventura Escalante and the Marquis of San Simon. The second battalio
n
was in garrison at Cadiz until the Peninsular War in which "Hiber nia"
also
took part.
Their Articles of engagement under the Spanish Crown, still extant,
are
no less detailed and complete than those of " Irlanda ."
The following is a list of the Colonels from 1709 to 1806. Mter this period
until th~ir suppression in 1818 it would be necessary to consult the
Spanish
Army Lis~ of the da~. .. Hibern ia's" first Colonel was His Excellency,
Don
Lucas Pa~o, Marqws of Castelar, a Grandee of Spain.
2. His Excellency, Don Antonio Patino, son of the former.
3. Thaddeus O'Connor Phaty.
• John Creagh .
5. Oliver O'Gara .
6. James Oxborough, who attained the rank of General of Divisio
n
and died as Governor of the town of Manresa.
7. Felix O'Neill, Lieutenant-General, Captain-General of the Kingdo
m
of Aragon, and Inspector-<ieneral of the Spanish Infantry.
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8. William Vaughan, who also attained the rank of Lieutenant-General.
9. Edward Nugent, who died as Brigadier of the Spanish Army.
10. Terence FitzPatrick.
11. William O'Kelly.
12. Brigadier Terence O'Neil.
13. Brigadier James Pettitt.
14. Lawrence Flood.
A third Irish Regiment was that of ~, Ultonia " (Ulster), created in 1703.
This Regiment was formed of two battalions of ten companies, each with one
company of Grenadiers and another of Fusiliers. " Ultonia " fought side by
side as part of the Irish Brigade with " Irlanda " and " Hibernia," in Italy,
Gibralter, and Oran. During the defence of this ,town they landed as part
of the relieving force on the day of the death of the General Commanding,
Marquis de Santa Cruz de Marcenado, when, with a battalion of the Spanish
Regiment of Murcia, they came to the help of the garrison which had been
driven back by the Moors. " Ultonia " also distinguished itself at the siege
of Genoa, and in Portugal. The first battalion formed part of the expedition
against Menorca, and was present at the last siege of Gibraltar, while botli
took part in the defence of Ceuta in 1731, and 1732. The Regiment fought
against the French in 1734 and 1735, as part of the Army of Navarra and
Guipuzcoa, where they lost their Colonel, Francis Comesford, Captain John
Pierson and Lieutenant of Grenadiers and Bervet-Captain John Lyons, as
well as several subalterns wounded. For its behaviour at Irun, Villabona,
Tolosa, Valle de Ulazama, and on the heights of Surauren, (Pamplona), it
received a special Coat of Arms as a mark of distinction.
The Colonels of this Ulster regiment were; after 1738, previous to which
date they are unknown ;
1. Brigadier-General William de Lacy.
2. Philip Barriogue.
3. His Excellency John Sherlock.
4. John Slattery (?)
5. J. Aylmer.
6. John MacKenna.
7. Peter Tyrrel.
8. Michael Knaresbrough.
9. Francis Comesford.
10. John Kindelan.
ll. Antony O'Kelly.
Colonel O'Kelly was in command during the Napoleonic invasion when
this Regiment took part in the memorable defence of the town of Gerona
against the French, one of the most famous in History, performing such
prodigies of valour that the Regimental flag had been preserved as the
" Senyera" or standard of the town, where it remains to this day, and is,
therefore, not to be found in the Army Museum with others of the Irish Brigade,
such as that of "Irlanda" and the Irish Dragoons.
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The unifonn worn by "Hiber nia" was, apparently, all red, with
green
cuffs and lining and white leggings, whereas " Ultonia " wore blue
breeches
and white leggings under a red coat with blue cuffs and a turn-do
wn collar
of the same.
In this outline of the life of the Irish Regiments in Spain we come across
many well-known names, of which several still exist in the Peninsula.
They
do not by any means, however, exhaust the list of those to be found
there
to-day. Other Irishmen must have served in the Army outside these formati
ons,
or, perhaps, passed rapidly through them to other employment, others
again
arrived and remained in the country as civilians. I believe that a
century
ago some four hundred Irish names were to be found in Spain. The
Irish had
a quarter of their own in Madrid, where the Calle de les Irlandeses,
or Irish
Street, now a mean thoroughfare, but once of some importance, is still
to be
found, and a fine Parish Church, San Pedro de los Irlandeses. A
certain
number of families were to be found at Barcelona and others in Seville,
Cadiz
and Malaga.
As time goes by the memory of the Irish Regiments becomes fainter
and they are hardly remembered to-day, in spite of their wonderful
bravery
and staunch loyalty to the Crown of Spain.
My hearers may be interested in the following list of names still existing
in different parts of the country. Some of them are on the verge of extinct
ion
and are only to be found in the female line. I do not profess, however,
that it is
completely accurate for, made up from memory as it is, there may be
several
important omissions:
Archdeacon
O'Kelly
O'Donoghue
Blake
Kindelan
O'Lawlor
Butler
Livennore
O'M)lhyan
Cologan
MacMahon
O'Neill
Creagh
MacCrohon
o'Phelan
Drake
Merry
Parting ton
Duany
Moore
o'Ryan
Garvey
Murphy or Morphy
Prendergast
Jones
O'Brien
Pritcha rd
Kelly
O'Donnell
Terry
~t is now long ~ce these families left Ireland. They have become
Spamsh of ~e ~panish. Yet they have not forgotten their origin
and are
proud of therr Irish descent. Their sentiments towards the country from
which
they ~e are those which have been handed down to them by
traditio n
at
SO t.h
if they stood around me this eVening they would heartily join with
me
saymg:

God bless Ireland .
o M~ ..~ I~~=-~f. ~~ s~e 01 our distinguished
contribu
family is
au
.
0 .
~m
'?UJDte Gaedhea l is Gall" (WouUe): tor's
.. the name of
Co.~~ ~c:ro~ chiefs of Ul Fathaidh
. now the Barony of lila and Oila West.
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THE INSTABILITY OF THE
"STATUS QUO."
NE of the most difficult and preplexing problems confronting the
Nations i~ the .permanent solution of ~e pro~lem of Peace. There can
be no gamsaymg the fact that peace IS desIred by the vast majority
of the peoples of the world, by most of the world's great leaders, ill
every realm of thought and action, by rich and poor, by the stupid not less
than the intelligent, by young and old, and-those who do not understand
may doubt it-by soldier no less earnestly than by civilian. The
equally irrefragible fact is not so evident that the vast majority of the
human race has always wanted peace, and has always detested war.
Normal men and women of whatever age or clime do not enjoy, and have never
enjoyed, being injured, maimed, and killed, be it with the club of the
Paleolith, the poisoned arrow of a later era, or the poison gas of to-day. The
human animal, examined only as an animal, shrinks from injury to his own
body.
There is an inborn and immutable physiological objection to war.
This objection has been, and always will be while the will to live continues
to restrain the race from extinguishing itself.
The intellectual in men, the human mind, cannot be disassociated from
the living human body. The mind is builded on the basis of matter, works in
alliance with matter as its agent, is incapable of projecting one thought
unrelated to matter. A Poet's dream of paradise is a vision of beautiful
bodies living in sylvian glades of material trees-its symbols are all the
symbols of matter. That from which the body instinctively recoils, the
mind will inevitably re-act; and as the body hates pain, the mind registers
in the spiritual and intellectual spheres a sense of evil and wrong-it
condemns war morally, primarily because of the evil wrought by war on the
bodies of those individuals who are called upon to share in its horrors.
We may, therefore, conclude that mentally, morally, and materially
the human race always has hated war, and has never desired it frivolously
as a form of entertainment. It is necessary to get this apparently obvious
fact clearly understood, so that one may have no doubt that this juncture
in world affairs, with its great urge to peace and international understanding,
is nothing unique and phenomenal in the life of the race-that it is, in fact,
only a temporary vocalisation of the inherent and permanent instinct of
mankind.
With this general desire for peace and loathing of war, how may war
in its appalling frequency be explained. Out of what terrible self discipline
does mankind impose this scourge upon itself? War is no penance voluntarily
imposed. It is an inevitable outcome of conflicting interests arising
primarily out of the natural acquisitiveness of men-the desire to hold what
one has against the same desire of others to get what they can. If one
must have diamonds from South Africa, and South Africa must also have
them herself. and if negotiations fail to satisfactorily divide them, they will
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be taken in arms by the stronger party if the desire to have them
is so
pressing as to outweigh the pain of getting the~. T~s i~ .not, pe~haps
, a
clinching example, for diamonds are not essential to mdivld ual life,
but
they may be essential to a nation's commercial system, and that
syste~
may be essential to the prosperous life of the millions who operate
It.
Thus, in reaction, diamonds may be as vital as bread.
War is then the outcome of a conflict of interests so vital that
the
consideration of bodily suffering becomes subordinate to their satisfac
tion.
To eliminate any disease the causes of that disease are diagnosed,
and the
conditions in which those causes germinate are avoided. The causes
of war
are expansion on one side, and resistance to expansion on the other.
To
avoid war the desire to expand must permanently be checked.
Can this
be done? Can nations be reconciled to accepting as their final
portion that
which they have, desiring nothing to the inconvenience of their neighb
ours?
If I were as rich as Croesus I can conceivably resist picking twopen
ce
out of the pocket of my neighbour. If, however, my neighbour is as
poor as
a church mouse, can he be expected to resist the tempta tion to nibble
my
gold. In fact for me to proclaim peace with my millions, while
my
neighbour counts his wealth in halfpennies, may be an excellent
doctrine
from my point of view, consolidating, as it would, my richness
and his
poverty, but it is not a doctrine to which he is likely to subscribe enthusi
astically
until he also is rich, probably at my expense. In other words, when the
peace
of God is proclaimed by rich nations, the lesser nations will rightly
suspect
that it is not so much the desire for peace that is the motive so much
as the
desire cheaply to retain that of which the great ones have in other
times
forcibly possessed themselves. The proposal will appeal only to the
rich.
Would Napoleon have been accepted as a disinterested advocate of Europe
an
peace if in 1806, having overrun the half of Europe, he had called a confere
nce
of the little bits of nations that then remained, and announced to them
the
Gospel of Disarmament and universal peace, based on his mighty possess
ions
and thei, cabbage plots?
To-day Britain, America and France are mighty States, the first owning
half the territory of globe, the second owning half the commerce
of the globe,
and the third secure if Germany can be stereotyped in post-war helpless
ness.
Wby should not they in their self-satisfaction talk of peace, and
make
Protocols binding the smaller nations to leave them alone in their fatness
?
But will the smaller nations be bound to permanent leanness? Not
only
th h' tory of the world, but human nature in its very essence says
No. As
well talk of the beauty of poverty to the starving unemployed. In
other
words,. Pea~ cannot be based on the status quo, while status quo has
its
unrectified history of plunder. Big powers, becoming invertebrate
in luxury,
may plead for it, and blind sentimentalists may pray for it, and newspa
pers
m~y pret~d that it is here, but vigour and power in the growing Nations
will spurn It as the Teutons of old spurned the peace which the
Roman world
begemooey sougbt

to impose.
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" We find it difficult to believe that wars can be avoided by stereotyping
the relative naval strength of powers . . .". It is imposs1:ble to believe.
Nor can it be maintained by stereotyping territory while territory is
divided as it is. Nations on the upward curve will not have it. They will
expand in war, and grow mighty at the expense of to-day's great ones, and
when the curve flattens as the greatest development and maturity are reached,
they will then speak of Protocols and Conventions, believing only then in a
peace in which the spoils of war can be uninterruptedly enjoyed. I taly now
is such a nation. Russia in Europe, perhaps. There are others existing
like Jonas in the bellies of the great who will emerge to smash the status qftO.
The status quo cannot last. Just as old men must give way to the younger,
and more virile in the business of life, old nations grown venerable but
nerveless, are superceded by the young and virile, the young to grow old ;n
twn, and the old, perhaps, to be revivified and rise again to new conquests.
And this is no philosophy of pessimism, but the Law of Life, this casting
out of the old, and their supplanting by the young. This law does not pennit
decrepitude to be stereotyped and eternalised. It is ruthless in pulling down
the bloodless aged ones, and replacing them with full-blooded youth in the
kingdom of man no less than in the animal kingdom, in the country of
nations, no less than ill the sphere of vegitation. Little nations grow strong.
and great bestride the world for a while, contributing to its achievements,
and then fade and decay. Egypt and India, Persia, Greece and Romegreat names, and great legacies, and great memories-a wonderful panorama
passing down the ages. Those who have seen them in the books, and can
make them live again in imagination, may sigh or may smile at the pitiful
cry of Halt that sentiment now emits at this vast parade, but the parade goes
on relentlessly-the status quo ante becoming Statl4S quo post.
The division of the world to-day is but a phase, and those who would
erect this fantastic structure of permanent peace on the impermanent basis
of status quo, are recking without the Law which will sweep them and their
arrangements into" the dustbin of history." The wise old nations will not
evade the Law, while the strong young nations will gird their loins for the lole
which they may be called upon to play when the world stage changes, and new
players are summoned to their parts.
X.Y.Z.
• AN t-OGLACH, January, 1930.

" In the interests of peace, which they seek, to avoid war, which they
know so well, ex-Service men stand for the adequate defenoe of the Empire.
We have seen what unpreparedness cost this generation.
Young lads
scarcely more than boys, many of them, sacrificed to the neglect and lack of
foresight which left us to face the World War with an army in numbers and
artillery totally inadequate. "-Earl Haig; speech in London, July 27th, 1923.
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"THE HUMAN ELEMENT IN WA R."
Address by General C. P. Summe rall, Chief of Staff, U.S . Army,
at
the Army War College, Februa ry, 19th, 1927.
Note.-T he following address by General Summer all was publishe
d in .the U.S.
Congressional Record through the instrum entality of the
Hon. J.ohn Q. Tilson, rhepresenta tive of the State of Connect icut.
In the course of hlS remarks on t e
address the Congres sman said:" It is quite generall y conceded that among all America n Army
leaders broug~t
out and developed by the World War none is better qualified
subject than is General Summerall. Along.w ith great .k!l0wledge to speak on t~llS
of ~he. professlO n
of arms, and unusual ability, he has as hlS most strikm~ .charac.t
erlstJc the possession to a very remarka ble degree of those human quahtle s which
sessed oy every great leader of men in war or in peace. He possesse must be ~s
s. the fac ty
of being able to so impress himself upon others as to extend and
multJply through
others his own superior qualities of mind and heart."

W

IDLE the conside ration of the human elemen t is predom inant
in
war, there is great necessi ty for compre hending it as an essenti
al
in the manage ment of men in peace. Indeed , if one does not understan d and practice the art of control ling the human elemen t
in
peace, he can not do so in the test of war. It is trite to say that
the human
e!ement remains , as it has ever been, the determ ining factor
in battle.
Machines and arms may be multipl ied and change d, but the man
who uses
t.hem will determ ine the final issues of victory or defeat.
The psychol ogy
of men is a definite quality . It cannot be change d. To be used
it must be
understood and taken as it is fixed by nature. It can be used to
bring about
results just as successfully in garrison as in campai gn. Indeed , the
qualitie s
of discipline, morale, efficiency, loyalty, etc., are only evidenc
es of the
degree to which some leader has directed the psychology of his
men. For
example, to-day we are concerned by a high rate of desertio ns.
Yet we
find organizations where the same evil exists only slightly , if at
all. Some
posts have large number s of men absent withou t leave, while
others are
proud of their good record.
Most evidences of indiscip line are capable of
being corrected or removed by method s that take advanta ge of
the human
elemen t, for any given number of men are essentia lly the same in
the human
characteristics as any other like numbe r of men.
It is not so much the
Iault of those responsible as it is their lack of underst anding and,
in some
c Be , the aptitud e to apply to few psychological principles.
All of our
2chool should teach the theory and practice of dealing with men
accordi ng
to method that are readily under toad. While everyon e would not
be
qually Succe ful, there would be marked improv ement in all
standar ds,
nnd the officer who lacked sufficient aptitud e would subject
himself to
elimination.

\~~ile much has been written on psychology, the principles needed by
the military leader are few; but they must be so thoroug hly assimil
ated that
they become a part of his life and persona lity. The following
truths are
ta~ a some of the more essential guides in directing the human elemen t
bo\h m peace and in wat' :
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MEN THINK AS THEIR LEADERS THINK.
This is absolutely true in every echelon of military command. Thoughts
are things, in that a man cannot act or talk other than as he thinks. If an
officer wishes to influence his men he must actually be what he desires them
to become. A single disloyal remark or act will spread through the minds
of his men. He not only will be unable to lead, but he will deprive them
of the will or the power to follow. On the other hand, a resolute, loyal, unquestioning leader of any grade will inspire his men with his own i~domitable
spirit. Thus they will react upon each other and perfect confidence will
make an invincible unit within its power, be it a squad or the largest command that one personality can permeate. The power of example thus becomes the measure of leadership.
ALL IMPULSES COME FROM THE TOP.
From the very nature of command the minds of subordinates turn to the
leader for direction. A military unit CIUl( be no stronger or more efficient
than the leader. A subordinate may influence his echelon, but he will not
affect other echelons or higher elements.
Human nature is jealous and
proud. A leader naturally resents the effort of a subordinate to instruct or
guide him, and is thus not receptive of influence from below. From this it
follows that if a command of any size is good or bad, one has only to fix the
responsibility upon the leader.
The real leader will give his subordinates credit for all of their accomplishment, but he can no more escape a similar honour from them than he
can escape blame for failure. The true leader not only initiates impulses
for his subordinates but he adds force to impulses from above. With a
chain of such leaders an order gathers momentum, and on reaching the point
of execution it strikes with an irresistible force.
MEN FIGHT FOR THEIR LEADERS .
The average mind is such that it does not analysc abstract causes or
even the great principles over which wars are fought. Men are elemental
and practical, and cling to real things. They want to have leaders. They
want to admire them and they want to follow them.
After the classic
assaults at Plevna, General Skobeleff II. divided men into three categories:
A small per cent. have no sense of fear and are eager for combat. They
will expose themselves recklessly and soon become casualties. Another
very small per cent. have not been endowed with enough courage to sustain
them in danger, and they will soon disappear. The great majority of men
in face of danger gladly surrender their wills to their leaders, and are easily
controlled and guided. These are the men who properly commanded will
win tht} battle. Danger, hardship , and tragedy develop a peculiar bond between men of aU ranks, for basically human nature i the same. As one
real leader has expressed it: " In the face of death all men are equal. " Thus
men come to have a perfect and almost childlike confidence in a 8UCce luI
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leader. The man who in any unit shows sympat hy, helpful ness,
and comradeship for his men may he sure that they will fight for him .
To secure
this response a leader must he known to his men and must he seen
hy the~
at the point of danger as well as elsewhere. 'rhey must know not
only his
name and appearance but his record and they must have persona
l proof of
his care.
MEN RESPO ND TO APPRO VAL RATH ER THAN TO BLAM
E.
Men do not fight for fear or for materia l reward. Courag e and
fortitud e
are spiritual and are not influenced by materia l conside rations.
A man
fights for pride in himself and in his comma nd. Pride is a basic
elemen t of
human nature.
There is no human being wholly devoid of self-respect.
The soldier is especially sensitive by reason of his subordi nation,
and when
once his pride is aroused he becomes intense ly solicitous and jealous
of preserving it. In the same way he becomes loyal to his comma nd and
his comrades, and he would forfeit his life rather than act unwort hily
of them or
incur the censure of those whom he respect s. His sense of justice
require s
that his good performances be recognized, and where such recogni
tion is
withheld he experiences discouragement and depression. His richest
reward
is recognition by his leaders. This may vary from a simple word
of approva l
to the highest decoration or citation according to his merits. On the contrary, censure or blame rouses the equally elemen tal quality of self-pre
serva·
tion. The man who humilia tes his subordi nates or who abuses his
authori ty
will forfeit their respect and arouse their antagon ism or their hatred.
Men
want and admire firmness and positiveness, hut comma nd must be
exercised
so as to leave no personal sting. True discipline comes from pride'
and not
from fear. Arbitrary and harsh measur es may be easier to adopt,
but they
will multiply troubles out of all proportion to the gain.
The ways by which a leader's hold may be obtaine d on men are
few
and simple. He must live and conduc t himself so as to be worthy
of their
respect. They are unerring in their perceptions, and they not only
quickly
di cover but they abhor shams of every kind.
Men demand a reasonable degree of justice. They expect a
leader
to be fair and underst anding. A single act of glaring injustic e will injure
his
prestige and influence. Men must trust their leader in order to follow
him.
I~ goes withou t saying that men demand the same courage and
fortit~d~ ~ th~ leader that they are expected to possess. A single evidenc
e of
tmudity will end his usefulness. It is perhap s for this reason that
officers
have at times unduly exposed themse lves and suffered unnece ssary
casualt ies.
Men are easily discouraged in the face of hardshi p and unreaso
nable
~. Wi~ the loss of physical strengt h and with the exhaus tion that
is
III parable m campai gn. the mind become s corresp
ondingly weaken ed. The
leader must know how to assign missions possible of accomp lishmen
t under
the conditions and to organize his resources so as to make success
reasona bly
aure. Repeate d failures can only result in a lOllS of confidence and
in ultima\e lou oI.lllOrale.
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Men are pleased by having their superiors know their names and something of their performances. While the limitations of higher commanders
are soon reached, in the lower echelons a leader should make every effort to
know his subordinates personally and make them realise his individual interest in them.
Men read the expression in the face of their leaders and are unconsciously influenced by their appearance, manner, and tone of voice. Selfcontrol becomes, therefore, a vital attribute of a leader. To be calm, selfpossessed, and self-confident is indispensable. A leader must not only believe that he is right, but he must be so sure of it that he will convince
everyone else, by everything he says and does, that his plans and purposes
are right. Thus he will make men sure of success even though the plans
might not be the best that could be adopted.
Men are capable of understanding the tasks demanded of them and the
purposes to be accomplished. They respond eagerly to the leader who will
talk to them and explain their accomplishments, their situation, and the
necessity for further effort. Thus they require a personal relationship toward
the leader and a personal identification with his plans. Each man comes to
feel an individual responsibility to perform his part even to the extent of
feeling that success depends upon his own efforts. In this way the leader
accomplishes not what men think they can do, but what he knows they can
do. He dispels imaginary evils and obstacles and creates a state of mind
and a method of thinking that add immeasurably to the fighting power of his
command. Indeed, many difficulties are wholly imaginary. Defeat comes
not so much from 'physical effects as from a state of mind which makes men
I'educe or cease their efforts. When properly identified with his troops, the
personality of the leader remains in their minds, and in the stress of battle
his influence encourages them and strengthens their resolution.
Within the limits of personal contact, men should be encouraged to go
t<> their superiors with their difficulties and they should find help or be convinced of the reason why it cannot be given. The strongest nature needs
human sympathy at some time, and a single act of consideration and help
may change the entire career of a man for g~.
These precepts may be somewhat commonplace and unscientific, bub
they embrace the essentials of human nature. The greatest responsibility
one can have is to be entrusted with the lives and the sacrifice of men and
No labour is too exhaustive, no
even the fate of one's country in war.
effort too great, and no detail too small for those who, as officers of the
Army, have dediCAted themselves to the motto "Duty, honour, and country."
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CHAPTER VIII.
THE PROBABLE COURSE OF OPERATIONS.
THE THEATRE OF OPERATIONS.

At the time of Hoche's expedition there were three roads leading from
Bantry to Cork. Putting ourselves in his place we shall consider the distan~es,
as being given in Irish miles-which they would have been-and multIply
by two for kilometres, which is practically exact.
The principal, and shortest, road led by Drimoleague, Dunmanway, and
Bandon, and by this the journey was forty-two Irish miles. This was the centre
road, and was flanked on the north by the road which went by Macroom.
That route measured forty-six miles, and Macroom was exactly half-way.
The southern flanking road led by Skibbereen (thirteen miles from Bantry),
and Clonakilty, and measured forty-eight miles. There was thus only a
matter of a few hours difference in the march by any road, and the lateral
distances were not excessive-never more than a day's march from flank
to flank. The roads in question were all rugged, wild, and mountainous, and
around Christmas, 1796, they lay under heavy snow. They were, however,
quite passable-seeing that a despatch-rider from Bantry did the forty-two
Irish miles of the centre road in four hours on December 22nd.
While the main French force would certainly use the centre road, it is
probable that detachments of some strength would have taken the flanking
routes-in order to occupy and influence as wide a band of country as possible .
.. Small bodies acting independently," wrote Humbert in his Memorandum,
.. will have as their main object the prevention of the enemy's concentration,
the starting of insurrectionary movements, and the spreading of the belief
that the French were everywhere." During their movements the French flanks
would be perfectly protected-on the left by an extensive tract of wild,
mountain country. and on the right by the sea.
To the westward of Bandon the country was wild and poor, affording
only very limited resources. It contained plenty of potatoes, but no surplus
of any other commodity. But Bandon would have been reached in two days
at th out ide. and from there on the country was rich; grain and meat. and,
indeed, all kinds of supplies. were plentiful. On the whole. there would have
been no great difficulty in maintaining the Army during the early stages,
and ubsequently it would be an easy matter.
Owing to the fact that all the principal terrain features run East and West
there was no good defensible line for the English to occupy. between Bantry
and Cock: any position taken up could be turned without any difficulty,
and no ~ent stand could have beeB made. The entire region could have
been secured if only a reasonable strength of French troops were available.
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ENGLISH FORCES ON THE SPOT.

Seeing that the Theatre of War presented no difficulties to a French
advance, it is now necessary to see what opposition was to be expected from
the defending English forces during this momentous last week of December.
The English possessed at Bantry-in the person of a local landowner,
Mr. Richard White, of Seafield Park-a staunch and active adherent. This
gentleman commanded the local Yeomanry Corps and enjoyed great influence
in the district. At once on hearing of the arrival of the French fleet he called
together his Yeomanry Corps, despatched messengers with the news and
established a centre of information. His Yeomanry also furnished a chain
of vedettes extending over twenty miles along the Muntervary peninsula,
and when General Dalrymple came from Cork on Christmas Day, he used
Seafield Park as his headquarters. For his services on this occasion White
was later made Lord Bantry.
The forces in Bantry numbered 4OO-Galway Militia and Yeomanry.
There were a further 150 at Drimoleague, and 1,200 with two guns at
Dunmanway. The intention was to make a stand at Drimoleague-half-way
from Bantry to Dunmanway-if possible. The quality of the troops was not
good; all were Militia except a skeleton detachment of the 30th Foot (100
strong), and a weak Dragoon regiment. There were no tents nor blankets,
some of the units had no flints for their muskets and some were short of powder.
It is said that 9-pr. shot had been provided in error for the two 6-pr. cannon.
There were no nearer reinforcements than small parties at Bandon and
Clonakilty. Beresford, in a letter to Auckland, said that there were: "no
magazines, munitions, hospitals, or rations!"
Neither Dalrymple, commanding the Southern District, nor Coote, his Second-in-Command, had any
confidence of being able to offer much resistence. The fooner is alleged to have
said that if the French had landed on Saturday (i.e. 24th), they would have
been in Cork by Sunday afternoon. Teeling-it is true an avowedly hostile
narrator-declares Dalyrmple to have been only a gourmet, quite incapable
of confronting Hoche in the field. Certainly his own utterances display a
distinct lack of confidence.
PLANS

FOR

RESISTANCE.

Lecky quotes from his letters to Pelham of December 23rd and 24th in these
terms: "Our numbers will probably fall so short of those of the enemy that
a diversion is all to be expected. Some artillery are now at Bandon, as well
as tents, . . .. w~will have at, or near, Bandon, towards 2,000 men in some
days if the prospect.af affairs does not clear. With every effort to conc ntrat
the troops, it would be impossible to collect more than ,000 men near Cork
before the enemy had reached it.
His light troops at least may be expected to reach it in four days from
the landing of the main body at Bantry. Whatever can be done by pickax
and spade upon the three approaches from Bantry may occasion a further
delay of two days, if artillery accompanies the march. In eight days, supposing
II
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Cork to be abandoned by falling back towards the Blackw ater with the
tr~ps
previously advanced,- 12,000 infantry may be formed in a strong
posltIon
near Kilworth and Fermoy, besides a considerable corps of cavalry
and
artillery. ".
_
Now, the foregoing is not the report of a General Officer m
whom the
.. volonte de vaincre " was very strong at the moment. The lack of confide
nce
displayed by Dalrymple seems to have been shared by the English
adheren ts
generally. In the very valuable Morgan .pamph let, which has been
freely
drawn on for the present chapter, the author expresses his views
thus:
"Thoug h, perhaps, unable to cope with them on a plain, we mig~t
harass and retard their march- every field afforded a bulwark, every
hill
and valley (of which the country is wholly composed), offered favoura
ble
opportunity of attack- de1ay must have been their destruction, for
the who~e
country between Cork and Bantry would have been insufficient
for thelr
subsistence even during a short period. The practicability of this opposit
ion
is, it must be confessed, mere matter of opinion, for happily we were
not put
to the test."
This is rather " hoping against hope," and the author falls into
the very
easy mistake for a civilian of thinking that difficult terrain gives an advant
age
to poorly-trained troops over well-trained adversaries.
Actually, of course, the few thousand troops strung out all over
West
Cork would have simply provided the French with the facile initial
success
that would have meant so much to them. Dalrymple's detachm ents,
beaten
in detail, would have been hustled back eastwards or dispersed. Cork
would
have been occupied with very little real fighting, yet with the unmist
akable
evidence of English reverses. The effect of the French over-ru
nning so
extensive a territory, and capturing Cork would have been very far-reac
hing
as far as the civilian population was concerned. Even those dispose
d to be
favourable to the English interest would have begun to trim their sails
to suit
another wind-p ending the second and more importa nt clash of arms
on
the
Blackwater.
It is very questionable, indeed, whether anythin g like the force named
by Dalrymple could have been in position along the Blackwater inside
eight
days, i.e., by January lst or 2nd. Take, for instance, the case
of the 89th
Regiment alerted from Wexford.
On December 27th the commanding
officer was instructed to halt at Waterford until further orders, reportin
g to
ajor-Geoeral Crosbie at Kilkenny (28 miles), commanding troops
on the
road : .. You will hold the regiment in constan t readiness to
move on the
short t notice either from Ueutenant-Generals Dalrymple, Smith, or
MajorGeneral Crosbi ." This order was from Lieutenant Colonel Charles Handfie
ld.
Carhampton's military secretary, and is truly remarkable as exhibit
ing the
uncertainty of the Commander-in-Chief. The regiment may have to
march
towards Cork, towards Kilkenny. or suppress an uprising where it
is-suc h is
•
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the implication of the order. On January 9th the regiment was at Cahirminus its Colonel, as we have seen earlier in Chapter V. above.
THE TERRAIN OF THE FIRST MAIN ENCOUNTER.

There is a further very important technical point to be noted about the
terrain in the area mentioned by Dalrymple for his defensive position on the
Blackwater. The country there is exceptionally difficult and close. It presents
an extensive picture of hills, and hollows, woods, hedges, enclosures, sunken
and winding roads. In short, it was very similar to the terrain of La Vendee,
where so many of Hoche's troops had been campaigning for years-together
with all his senior commanding officers. In such country they would at once
have fallen on their feet, so to speak.
The English, on the other hand, would have been at a grave disadvantage.
Such terrain calls emphatically for speed, for initiative of small detachments,
for prompt decisions: for the qualities these particular French units had been
developing for years, and which their adversaries had never had any chance
of practising. Under such conditions the chances were all in favour of the
French being successful even if confronted by appreciably superior numbers,
which would not have been the case.
In his remarkable memorandum of October, 1800, Humbert stresses this
tactical inferiority of the English: "The slight experience of the English
officers, troops unaccustomed to war, the nature of the country, intersected
everywhere by high hedges, which form an insuperable obstacle to the action
of cavalry, the only type of troops capable of being troublesome to us. For
we need not fear light infantry, the employment of which the English do not
understand." And again, in the same memorandum: "The Englisb troops,
though of good military appearance, are by no means formidable. The English
generals do not understand continental war, and are as slow in their decisions
as in their execution. Ireland is a country cut up by hedges .and ditches,
affording everywhere excellent positions which the enemy cannot turn to
account . . . . . ..
In short, it is not unreasonable to assume that the complicated Blackwater
terrain would have had the effect of any other complication in war-it would
have given additional opportunities for securing decisive results to the more
experienced and better-led of the opposing forces.
THE SOLITARY ALERTE.

Only one incident approaching an armed clash took place while tbe French
armament was in Bantry Bay~n December 31st in the afternoon.
From two of the ships-of-the-line-now anchored off Whiddy Islandthere put off two boats, each with a 2-pr. swivel gun in the bow, and carrying
about fifty armed men. The boats actually proceeded to board an American
vessel in the bay, but it was thought they heralded a landing. A contemporary
pamphlet says: "The infantry, which were stationed in Bantry, inuned.iately
flew to their arms, and under the command of Colonel French, of the Galway
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Militia, marched to the shore (at Young's Point), to dispute th~ir
landing~
the cavalry galloped off to Beach, the house of Mr. Simon White
(one mile
west of the town)- the entire did not exceed four hundre d men. The
Generals
withdrew themselves from Bantry to Dunma nway."
A French naval officer commented on the action of the troops on
this
occasion to the effect that had a landing really been intende d the troops
were
exposed to be cut to pieces by the guns of the ships covering it. A remark
to
the same effect was made on the spot to the Colonel by a sergean t of the
Galway
Militia who had been a sailor in the American War of fifteen years
before.
So passed the only warlike incident. Apart from this the only inciden
ts
were the capture of the crew of White's launch- -eleven men-o n Decemb
er
24th, and that of Lieutenant Prosseau and seven men of the Resolue,
two days
later. From time to time, however, people from the shore visited the
fleetprobably to sell fresh provisions. The natural effect of such contact s would
have
been to dissipate any uneasiness that might have existed among the populat
ion.
That the English Commander-in-Chief, Carhampton, was not very
clear
about the situation is evident from a letter written on December
29th, by
Mr. Joseph Brownlow, son of Baron Lurgan, to his brother-in-law, Lord Darnley
.
This gentleman had just seen a report from General Dalrymple
which he
had sent up per Lieuten ant Prosseau's escort, and in which the
French force
was placed at 20,000 men. Mr. Brownlow further writes:
" Immediately upon the first imtimation of this fleet the garrisons
were
ordered to march and the Volunteers to take the Duty, which they did
with the
greatest alacrity, and all the Military, south of Drogheda, marche d as
speedily
as possible to repel the Foe. They were ordered to halt on Tuesda
y (i.e.,
December 27th), in consequence of various reports that they were an
English
Fleet, &c., &c. Those north of Clonmel are again ordered to proceed
to that
place."
It is interesting to note that in this letter Mr. Brownlow comme
nts on

the fact that the Irish Militia had marched withou t question,
and in another
written the following day he expresses surprise at the attitud e
of the
peasantry. It is clear that in both cases it was generally expected
that the
Irish would side with the French -which is a reasonable guide as
to the

probable effect of initial French successes.
The troop-movements ordered are instructive as throwing light on
the
probable course of events. In the first place, it was units" South of Droghe
da "
which were moved to oppose the French. In other words, Carham
pton's
Northern forces were contained in Ulster by the strengt h of the United
Irishmen
in that province: there was thus a dangerous division of strengt
h imposed
~ the English army as a whole in Ireland. Carhampton had to face
Hoche
WIth only a portion of his forces.
In the second place, the concentration towards Clonmel is to be noted
i.,., some 30 miles East by North of Fermoy, and thus in support of
Dalrymple on the Blatkwater. But here again Carhampton's uncerta
inty
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as to the situation caused him to hesitate, and the orders and counter-orders
must have resulted in Dalrymple being beaten before any considerable force was
got together on his left rear at Clonme!'
THE DEVELOPEMENT OF H OCHE'S O PERATIONS.

We have seen that by J anuary 1st, 1797, the probable situation of the
opposing forces would have been the following:
French-Grouchy at Cork, 6,000 of all arms, 13 guns.
Hoche at Bantry, 5,000 of all arms, 11 guns.
English-Dalyrmple concentrating advanced forces near Fermoy.
Carhampton concentrating reinforcements near Clonmel.
The English Commanders did not intend to attack the French: their
aim being merely to defend the Blackwater and Suir river-lines. It is, therefore,
a quite warrantable assumption that Grouchy's Advance-guard of 6,000 could
have established themselves strongly in and around Cork, and procured ample
transport and supplies for their forward move-a forward move contemplated
by Grouchy himself as his letter to the Directory showed.
By January 4th, at latest, the entire French Army would have reached
Cork, and probably its advanced elements would have been in touch with the
English forces near Fermoy. Hoche, in fact, would have been on the point
of initiating in person the second phase of the operations. We get a fair insight
into his intentions from a letter he wrote to the Directory after his return to
France:
"TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORY.
PARIS,

8 Pluviose anV.
(27th January, 1797).
" All the general officers of the expeditionary army have furnished
me with reports of the several occurrences which happened to them
while on board the fieet. All have confirmed the details given which
the Directory is sufficiently conversant with from reports addressed to it.
One only, General Grouchy, has seen fit to state several times in his
Journal, and no doubt has made the same statement to the Directorythat he had received no orders or instructions from me. I am bound to
contradict this assertion. For that purpose I attach the secret order
addressed to the General Offi.~s of the army which I gave him, along
with an excellent map of Ireland. I had previously explained to him-map in hand-my proposed operations in the province of funster, in
which are situated the ports of Bantry, Cork, Baltimore, Kin e (wh re
there were at the time of our arrival 1,500 French prisonen), Waterford
Youghal, and We.nord.
" This southern province of Ireland is the richest of the four forming
that kingdom. It contains abundant supplies of horses, cattle, com, and
fodder. The stores of the ports I have mentioned would have amply
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supplied the French fleet with hemp, cordage, sail-c~oth, s~t provisions,
etc., of which there are copious stores. Moreover, this provmce ~ossesses
excellent roads leading from Cork 1.0 Limerick, Cashel, Kilkenny,
Waterford, and other important towns in the country. It is, therefore,
quite wrong for General Grouchy to criticise as stro~gly as he do~<;
those who se1.ected Bantry as the objective of the invaslOn. The bay III
question is the safest and easiest of all the British harbour~. The en~my
could neither bring our fleet to action there nor blockade It. For ~ds
which facilitated our exit would drive off a fleet cruising between MIzen
Head and Dursey Island.
"The Directory will allow me to describe General Grouchy's conduct
as peculiar. And its members will also remember what mine has been
towards that officer.

"
Hoche's plan, then, was to definitely secure Munster and thus gain
possession of one-third of the country with its resources of every kind. That
done, he could later develop his campaign as seemed best.
The end of the first week in January, 1797, would have seen Hoche
fronting the Blackwater position with some 11,000 French troops and 24 guns.
Seeing that 1,500 Irish insurgents fought with Humbert at Ballinamuck it is
probable that even nllmericaUy Hoche would have equalled Dalrymple's force.
And, of course, in point of quality Dalrymple could not have had eleven
hundred of the same stamp as Hoche's eleven thousand. In this connexion
it is interesting to find some of the hand-picked French Cavalry, who were seen
as prisoners at Kinsale, later described as "a remarkably fine set of men."
With such a difference in the quality of the contending armies, and such a
disparity between the opposing Generals and their subordinates, the "Battle
of the Blackwater" could have only one conceivable resuIt-a victory that
would have secured Munster for Hoche and opened his way thence to any
part of Ireland he wished to turn towards. Probably a second battlesomewhere in the counties of Tipperary, Kilkenny, or Kildare-would have
been necessary to deal with the reinforcements hurriedly assembled by
Carhampton. But by that time the United Irishmen would have been
everywhere in arms, and Carhampton would have been circumstanced much
like Bourgoyne at Saratoga twenty years before.
RESOURCES FOR A PROTRACTED STRUGGLE.

For Roche it was the natural assumption that England would not have
aim would be,
if ~ble, to ~late and Wear them down-subsequently taking the offensive
agam t them m overwhelming force: in short, to apply the strategy used in
~t some years later. For himself, conversely, the aim must. be to secure
mili~ary cont:~l of the country, develop its resources in a military sense, and
be m a posItion to defy any attempt at re-conquest-this independently
of any further offensive projects against England herself. If he could do moreso much the better: the problem was not changed, it was merely simplified.

~t on~ relinq~ed Ireland upon the French landing. Her
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On this basis Hoche's own Expeditionary Army must be the nucleus
and rallying-point for a large Irish Army. One of his first pre-occupations
must be that of organising, arming, and training such an army. We have seen
his arrangements as to cadres for the organisation. What is more important
to assess is the question of arming, and keeping armed in sufficient numbers,
and for a sufficient period.
To begin with there were the arms and munitions brought over expressly
for the purpose. Wolfe Tone sets out these in his diary under December
22nd, 1796: "I have been looking over the Schedule of our arms, artillery,
and ammunition, we are well provided; we have 41,600 stand of arms;
twenty pieces of field artillery, and nine siege, including mortars and
howitzers; 61,200 barrels of powder; 7,000,000 musket-cartridges; and
700,000 flints; besides an infinite variety of articles belonging to the train ... "
I t is true that a certain proportion of these would not have been available,
simpiy because of the ships which were lost. But, if all :were landed that could
have been landed, the vast bulk of these stores could have been counted on.
We can safely say that enough war material was available to have trebled
the nUmbers of the expeditionary army, as soon as recruits presented themselves
in sufficient numbers.
Initiating the campaign, however, would not suffice. It had to be sustained,
and any initial success had to be exploited. Hoche had provided for farreaching exploitation in the event of a really outstanding initial success.
This he had done by organising a second echelon at Brest, a full month before
he sailed. This Second Expedition was composed as follows:
46th new demi-brigade
52nd demi-brigade
81st derni-brigade ...
34th demi-brigade ...
1 Squadron 7th Chasseurs
Volunteer gunners
Total forward

3,000
4,500
3,600
4,000
180
800
... 16,080

To these were to be added the 3rd battalion of the 27th derni-brigade, of
which the 1st and 2nd battalions sailed in the first expedition; and 500 of the
94th demi-brigade-survivors rescured from the "Seduisam "-making a
grand total of 17,580 men, or an appreciably larger force than the first one.
Hoche had applied to the War Minister for 3.000 coats, 2,000. cloaks,
4,000 shirts, 4,000 pairs of shoes to complete the equipment of this force.
He had also directed that 100,000 livres, sent to him too late for the first
expedition, should be set aside for the pay of .the second one. In his last
communication to the Directory before sailing he dealt with this reinforcing
expedition. Amongst other matters he recommended that change to meet
its running expenses should be comed in Brest from bells and from the copper
shavings left in the dock-yard after coppering the bottoms of the ships.
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The energetic Hedouville, left at Brest by Hoche to hasten matters,
wrote to the Directory on December 24th: "We have not yet had any news
of the fleet, which seems to indicate that it has reached its destination ....
Not a moment must be lost in sending reinforcements: 17,000 troops are
allotted for the second expedition. The Minister of Marine seconds your
intentions with an activity which is giving life to the port of Brest .....
I have written the commissaries of the four principal divisions to forward
clothing to Brest promptly."
At the same time, vessels for transporting the second expedition were
available in Brest. Villeneuve had brought from Toulon 5 ships-of-the-line
and 3 frigates, and had collected some further vessels at Lorient en route.
Then there were some 3 ships-of-the-line and 5 frigates of Richery's
squadron returned from their successful raid on Newfoundland-besides other
ships getting ready. Altogether there were available 10 ships-of-the-line,
4 frigates and some flutes (i.e., ships with their guns unmounted) ready for sea.
The crews of these, too, would be rather better than average for French crews
of the period, having been more at sea than was usually possible, at that time.
Finally, Hedouville had received shortly after the first expedition left
a report from MacSheehy, who had been sent to Ireland at Tone's suggestion,
and reached Dublin on November 27th. MacSheehy's news was by no means
calculated to discourage anybody. He reported the English forces in Ireland
at 25,000 Militia, largely disposed to go over to the French: 20,000 Scottish
Fencibles of doubtful military value; 5,000 Regulars, Yeomanry negligible.
On the other hand there were said to be in the North of Ireland 50,000 men
ready to rise, possessing some elementary training and 15,000 muskets.
But actually for continued success in Ireland no such comprehensive
reinforcement was necessary. Once the ball was set rolling a succession of
small reinforceing expeditions would suffice to maintain the pressure. It
was a question of type and quality rather than numbers-Staffs, Artillery,
Engineers, Munitions were what was needed. Such a method of small
detachments is not, admittedly, as satisfactory as the employment of the same
strength in mass: but for French 1797 oversea eXpeditions it had the
conclusive advantage of being reasonably certain to succeed in view of the
generally superior sailing qualities of French light craft at that epoch. The
large expedition might with equal probability be expected to fail.
. In point of fact the French did in other instances employ this method
WIth uccess, notably their feeding of the War in the Antilles by comparatively
small detachments. Another example was the recovery of Corsica early in
1796. It must be recognised that Hoche in Ireland could never have been as
effectively isolated as Bonaparte in Egypt. The distance was only one-sixth,
there was an open, as distinct from an enclosed sea to traverse the English
had n~ directly intervening base, there was a far mo;e varied ch;ice of points
of amval-:-both arriving and returning.
. The Directory were by no means blind to all this. In an Instruction to
Villaret dated October 18th, the adrniral was told: .. It will further be
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necessary to have following the expedition a number of brigs, sloops, or light
craft, to be left at the disposal of General Hoche on his arrival in Ireland
in order to enable him to maintain communications with France."
It is only necessary to cite in this connexion the three French expeditions
which actually reached Ireland and landed, or could have landed, in 1798when all the circumstances were far less favourable than was the case a year
and a half earlier:
1. Humbert's expedition (3 frigates), left Rochefort, August 6th, landed
all troops and stores at Killala, August 22nd, 1,099, all ranks, with
3 field guns, caissons and munitions, 3,000 muskets, bayonets and
cartridge boxes, 200,000 cartridges, 400 sabres, 1,000 uniforms.
2. Napper Tan(ly (I fast-sailing brig), left Dunkerque, September 4th,
landed at Arranmore, September 16th, Irish and French officers
and Artillerymen.
3. Savary's second Killala expedition (3 frigates, I covette), left Rochefort,
October 12th, reached Killala, October 27th, 1,090 of all ranks, 2 field
guns and ammunition, 4,000 muskets and ammunition, 2,000 uniforms.
Yet another example is the Tate-Castagrier expedition of 1797, to
Fishguard-2 frigates, I covette, 1 lugger; 1,200 men with their muskets
and 200 rounds apiece.
Finally, as far as this subject is concerned, it is reasonable to accept
as conclusive the considered opinion of the English on the matter. For they.
after all, were presumably the best judges. Corbett, in his "Principles of
Maritime Strategy," is unequivocal: "There is, however, one condition
which radically differentiates comparatively small expeditions from great
invasions, and that is the power of evasion. Our experience has proved beyond
dispute that the navy alone cannot guarantee defence against such expeditions.
It cannot be sure of preventing their sailing or of attacking them in transit,
and this is especially the case where an open sea gives them a free choice of
route, as in the case of the French expeditions against Ireland."
POSSIBILITY

OF

ENGLISH

REINFORCEMENTS.

We must refer the reader back to two earlier chapters-II. and V.for detailed information about the English military forces available for
operations in Ireland. It will, after perusing these be clear that there were
not available any serious forces of troops capable of carrying out an offensive
campaign. Such would have to be either gathered back from the four quarters
of the globe or raised and trained ab initio. It took years to put an army into
the field capable of defeating the French in Egypt-i.e., in a hostile country
where they were completely isolated: it would have been out of the question
in Ireland where they would speedily have been backed by the nation in arms,
and where isolation would have. at worst, been only partial.
In point of fact the task of complete re-conquest-for that is what it would
have been-was entirely beyond the power of England at this time. It is not
generally reali$ed thClt the population of Ireland was then almost one-half
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that of the larger country, a factor that changes the problem entirely. ~ar
from trying to take the offensive, with its resultant policy of powerful armIes
and forced landings on a large scale, England would much more probably
have adopted a completely defensive attitude. The choice and power of
attack would be much more likely to pass definitely to the adversary.
THE DIVERSIONS IN ENGLAND.

It will be remembered, further, that in Chapter IV. mention was made
of two diversions on English soil which were intended to work in with the
expedition of Hoche. It is not inappropriate to indicate here the fact that
such enterprises would assume a much more serious aspect if once Hoche had
secured a solid footing in Ireland.
The first of these enterprises-that of Quantin from Dunkerque-which
never even sailed for England-caused a certain amount of perturbation
to the English Command even before Hoche sailed. On November 1st, 1796,
Cornwallis wrote to Major-General Ross as follows: "Information from
Calais states that the troops and gunboats collected at Dunkerque are intended
to make a descent on the Essex shore at Fillingham Marshes, near BadweU,
Mersey Island, and St. Osyth's Bay. In any event the publicly declared
intention of invading us and the preparations in hand oblige us to take the
thing seriously. I intend to go to Colchester next Friday."
The second diversion actually landed at Fishguard, in South Wales,
although owing to the very inferior character of its components nothing
came of it. At the same time the important point to note is that even. this
quite useless body contained the local forces for some days. At a time when
England had only a very small strength of disposable troops every diversion
w.as of value. Such would have rendered still more probable an attitude
disastrously passive.

I~ the Augu t issue (Vol. II., NO. 2) articles dealing with Trout Fishing and
y chting ~ppeared, owing to PUblishing difficulties, rather late in the season.
Th attention of readers i invited to these articles. Those interested actually or
potentiall sh uld
.
,
take tune by the forelock and get in on the ground floor
.
y, 0
m th~ preparat~ry peri~. The boat yards are taking on an air of activity, and
~ work of fitting out will serve as an apprenticeship in the manly and fascinatlllg sport whil th disci·
,.
e e
pIes of Isaac Walton can prepare their plans and
choose tbeU" weapons for the COming fray,
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ON THE USEFULNESS OF AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY.
By MAJOR NIALL MACNEILL.
Deputy Assistant Director of Ordnance Survey.
)

T

1

HE man in the street probably regards Aerial Photography merely as
a means of securing interesting pictures of buildings and landscapes
from a new angle, or at a greater distance without obstructions in the
foreground. It probably does not occur to him that in it we have a
new art or science-it is both in some degree-of incalculable usefulness to
the soldier, engineer, town-planner, architect, surveyor, and last, but not least,
If, perchance, he has guessed at these wonderful
to the archaeologist.
potentialities, he certainly does not appreciate at their true worth the vast
strides made by this craft in the last tblee or four years.
Here then are facts which would be hailed as almost equal in importance
to the conquest of the air itself if their real significance were grasped. As a
result of modem developments-modem at any rate as applied to aerial
photography-in lenses and cameras, in flying technique, and in instruments
and methods for utilising air photographs, it is now possible to do the following
things:
(1) To get a "close-up" from a relatively great height.
By this means views of factories, buildings or other comparatively small
subjects may be taken at considerably less risk to the airman and his macillne,
and without having to use plate and shutter speeds which may give
comparatively poor results, or alternatively be content with blurred pictures.
For military purposes this development is of extraordinary value, since
tactically useful photographs may be taken with much less hazard. The means
employed is a lens of exceptional focal length.
(2) To take vertical, as distinct from obliq1te views, keeping consistently
within an error of not more than 2 or 3 degrees inclination between
the plane of the photograph and horiz01ltal plane.
Ability to do this derives from improvement in the performance of airmen
and flying machines. It furnishes photographs from which accurate maps may
be made.
(3) To correct by rigorous, and, therefore, dependable methods, eHors
in position of objects appearing on photographs due to unevenne in
the configuration of the ground or to tilting of the camera.
By this means the 2 or 3 degrees error already mentioned and allow~
for may largely be negatived in effect. The methods employed to do tills
are too complicated to describe here.
(4) To view the photographs in such a way that the relief of the groundthe hills and hollows-may be clearly visualised.
Tills is done by means of a stereoscope. Some readers will be familiar
with the old-style drawing-room stereoscope, in which double photographs
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were viewed in such a way that their contents were seen in realistic perspective.
In those days stereoscopes were of little practical value. The same cannot
be said of the instruments-similar in principle though of different type
and greater precision-which are now used for examining pairs of aerial
By their use we have added to ability to make a map
photographs.
or plan the further faculty of being able to contour it accurately. T~e
stereoscope has other valuable uses besides. The air-photo mapper calls .It
to his aid whenever in doubt as to the precise nature of a small item of detail.
Thus on examining, in the ordinary way, a single air photograph which had
been taken at a great height it might not be clear whether a particular item
were a flat-roofed house or a paved yard: the stereoscope immediately
discovers which. An equally valuable power of the stereoscope is that it enables
any point arbitrarily selected on one photograph to be transferred to an
adjoining overlapping photograph in its precisely true position, even when
there is a lack of detail in the photographs for guidance, and when the
photographs err in scale or plane relatively to one another, within certain
limits. Thus, if I make a fine mark (pin-point) somewhere about the middle
of a large area, with perhaps irregular boundaries, on one photograph, I can
locate the same point precisely on the other photograph, a thing which is
virtually impossible by other methods.
(5) To revise large scale maps with rapidity and accuracy, from air
photographs.

A newly devised instrument, call an epidiascope, gives plOmise of greatly
facilitating this work. Everyone is familiar with the ground-glass focussing
screen of a camera. The principle on which the epidiascope works is roughly
this. The old map to be revised is printed, or otherwise reproduced, on a
medium which has the same characteristic as the ground glass, namely, that an
image thrown on it by a lens may be seen. A special type of celluloid is used
for the purpose. On it the epidiascope throws an image of the photograph.
By means of the mechanical adjustments provided in the instrument the
image i adjusted until three or four points of old detail still remaining,
correspond with the same points on the old map (now re-printed on the
celluloid).
When in a small area, these points on the image and
print are got into correspondence, the rest of the image within that area
may be accepted as an accurate replesentation, providrd the ground is fairly
I vel- a condition usually present in new building sites and the like. A
draughtsman simply draws in the new features and cancels those which no
I n r
i t. Th proc
is applicable to uniformly sloping as well as to
) ' v 1 ground.

In some countri , notably Germany, elaborate and expensive instruments
have been devised for plotting maps from air photographs, but by the simple
means already described, practically all the advantages of such machines
have been ~de available in much simpler and less expensive form. Even
before th
lDlprovements had been introduced the usefulness of Aerial
Photography a a means of revising large scale maps had been realised, and
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experiments were carried out in other countries. Satisfactory figures 0
comparative costs have not been made available, but even in the experimental
stage the cost of photography compared more than favourably with the cost
of the corresponding part of the work when done by other methods. Utilizing
the recent improvements there can be no doubt that there are areas of certain
types in which revision from the air woulq prove very much less expensive
than normal revision.
Some ground work will always remain necessary,
but the tendency of aerial work is to reduce its extent more and more.
Granted accuracy within the limits required-and this is in sight-there
can be no doubt that aerial revision will prove its usefulness and economical
nature.
(6) To take a series of photographs at a pre-arranged interval of time
between each exposure, with an automatic record on each
photograph of its serial number, the height and time at which it was
t~en, and any other written data required (which latter is written
on an svorsne tablet beforehand).
This is done by using the automatic aero-cameras now available. These
cameras further give a visual warning, by means of an electric flash-lamp,
to the pilot, a few seconds before each exposure occurs, this enabling him to
concentrate for the necessary moment or two on flying steadily and truly
horizontal. The rest of the time he is free to concentrate on keeping his proper
Course and height. Using such equipment, photographic missions may be
carried out by single-seater machines, or, at any rate, without the aid of a
second man as operator. Should there be a second man in the aeroplane,
he is left free to assist the pilot in navigation, by identifying and following up
landmarks and soforth. The camera only demands his attention whenon a whole spool of 100 or so exposures having been taken-it requires reloading,
or when it is desirable to change the interval between exposures, as for example,
on turning round into a head-wind from a following wind. In the older cameras,
which these types supersede, all these operations of making the exposures
and changing the plate or negative for each exposure, had to be manually
performed. The introduction of the human element under such conditions
and with such a host of details to be attended to in such brief intervals of time,
naturally led to many wasted negatives and need of repetition flights. As
will have appeared from what has already been stated, the principal and
most useful type of photography is that which gives series of vertical vie~s
which overlap one another. The overlapping is necessary for stereoscopIC
purposes and to enable accurate reconstruction of ground distances from the
prints. For providing such photographs these automatic cameras are ideal,
nay, almost indispensable.
From the foregoing observations it will be seen that small scale maps can
be made and large scale maps revised by means of aerial photography. The
limitations in accuracy which were originally considered to be ~ren! in
air photographs are being overcome one by one, until now we are ill Sight
of the point in progress at which no sensible inaccuracy need arise in the process.
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Already maps have been made approximating very closely in smallness of
error to the least ptottable error, and the practical surveyor is not concerned
with any finer accuracy than that.
But air photographs are not limited in usefulness either to precise map
surveying at one end of the scale, or to general illustrative purposes at the
other. They meet in a way that no other expedient can, every degree of
illustrative portrayal and survey between those limits. For example, it may,
with confidence, be stated that if the Shannon Scheme were being begun
afresh, the first step, granted present-day facilities and developments, would
be to make one or several air surveys of the Shannon valley, or of parts of it.
We have excellent large-scale maps, and small-scale ones which are accurate
in their general characteristics, but no maps, however good, can give such
detailed and up-to-the-minute information as can air photographs taken
with modern equipment by skilled airmen, and interpreted by modem method<;,
with the aid of the stereoscope, etc. The same applies to smaller engineering
undertakings of every degree of magnitude, including suburban building
projects and harbour developments.
A sphere in which aerial photography owns no rivals is that of the survey
of tidal limits (high water mark and low water mark), and the extent of flooding
along rivers and estuaries. Hitherto the survey of H.W.M. and L.W.M.
was, for obvious reasons, tediously slow and disproportionately expensive.
During the few moments that only occur at infrequent intervals, a whole line
of sea-coast may be photographed from the air, whereas formerly the ground
surveyor could only get a few yards surveyed during each of these brief
opportunities. Coast erosion has been prominently before the public eye
in recent days. A not unimportant aspect of it is the need it creates of
l evi ing H.W.M. and perhaps, L.W.M., and the detail of roads, fences, and
buildings along the coast line. Here at once is a sphere for aerial revision.
Floods, which abound in this country and cause vast suffering and loss, and
drainage schemes which are the antidote, are of no less public concern than
··on. There is nothing to touch aerial photography as a means of precisely
det rmining the extent of flooding and of ascertaining the amount and kind
of drain ge best calculated to mitigate or remove the evil.
Lastly, I must not omit to mention the great assistance which aerial
photography may give in archaeological research. By means of air
photograph taken with high-class equipment and under suitable conditions,
tra
n th ground of the arly works of man can be detected which are
di ernibl by no other mean .
One condition peculiarly favourable to this
or i ' land on which young crops are growing. Such crops show up in an air
~hotograph faint, but unmistakable traces of very early human works. Even
m the b:ience of crops-a far too prevalent condition in this country-traces
?f man' early activity may be found in air-photos, especially if they are taken
~n the early morning or late evening, when shadows are long. There are few,
if any, countri ' , in the more highly developed part of the world, which present
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a better field for archaeological research than does this one, and for this purpose
alone suitable aerial photographic equipment and activity would be justified.
Experimental work, already carried out, proves conclusively . that we
possess in the Army the requisite skill, both for purposes of photography and
utilising the photographs to the best advantage. Fortunately the necessary
equipment is dirt cheap by comparison with anything that would even
approximate to the same results by other methods; indeed it is intrinsically,
as well as compcuatively, cheap. Moreover, this craft will tend in a much
more rapid way than any other activity in the air towards paying its own way.
If the public in general, and civil engineers in particular, were aware of-what
can be done, heavy demands for aerial photographic work would soon be the
order of the day. .

PREPAaATION FOR WAR CANNOT BE IMPROVISED .
.. All of our wars have been prolonged for want of judicious and economical preparation, and often when the people have impatiently awaited the
tidings of victory, those of humiliating defeat have plunged the nation into
mOurning. The cause of all this is obvious to the soldier, and should be no
less obvious to the .statesmen. It lies partly in the unfounded jealousy of
not a large, but even a small standing army; in the persistent use of raw
troops; in the want: of an expansive organization, adequate for every prospective emergency; in short and voluntary enlistments, carrying with them
Every battlefield
large bounties; and in a variety of other defects. . ..
of the war after 1861 gave proof to the world of the valour of the disciplined
American .soldier; but: in achieving this reputation the nation was nearly
overwhelmed with debt from which we are still suffer'ing, while nearly every
family in the land was plunged in mourning. Already we are forgetting
these costly sacrifices, and unless we now frame and bequeath ~ the succeeding generation a military system suggested by our past expenence ~d
commended by the example of other enlightened nation.s, our rulers and legtslators in the next war will fall into the same errors and involve the country
in the same sacrifices as in the past. It has been truly remarked by one
of our philosophers that
we follow success and not skill." '.' '.'
In
every civilized country success in war depends upon the orgamz~tion and
application of its military resources. "-Emory Upton, Milita.ry PoLICY 0/ the
United States, pp. viii., xi.
II
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VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND
CONTINUATION SCHOOLS IN
THE ARMY.
By

COLONEL

M. J.

COSTELLO,

General Staff.

R

ECENT developments in the organisation of the ~efence Forces ~ust
inevitably make more acute the need of educational and vocational
training for the regular soldier. I t seems to be accepted that the
man who joins the regular army can make the army a career provided
he attains to the educational and other quarwcations needed for promotion
to N.C.O. rank. To enable good men with little schooling to reach these
educational standards the army must provide facilities for education for its
rank and file. The school days of the average recruit who joins now
coincided with the period of war and commotion from 1914 to 1924, when
compulsory school attendance was not enforced, and when labour was so scarce
as to put a premium on child labour on the farms, and in the towns. We
are, therefore, getting recruits with an educational standard much below
that of pre-war days, and very far below that of the present era of rigid
school attendance act enforcement. If these recruits are to be fitted for the
higher non- commissioned ranks they must be educated. Therefore, schools
become necessary.
We have also large numbers of very excellent Junior N.C.O.'s who will
not be fit for higher non-<:ommissioned ranks until they are further educated
up to the standards appropriate to those higher ranks. For these too
educational facilities are essential.
The many specialists of one kind or another that the modern army needs
can only be found from among educated men. If educated men do not join
the army those that do join must be educated if we are to have competent
specialists. It is even now difficult to find clerks, infantry signallers, and such
like, and the only apparent way to get them is to educate the men we have,
up to the required standard.
Men of several, in fact of most, skilled trades are required for the army,
and they must be found from the existing, or future, personnel by a system
of technical training. Fitters and riggers for the Air Corps, fitters for the
Army Service Corps, and the mobile arm, draughtsmen, plumbers, electricians,
carpenters, boot-makers, and others are needed. We should train them
ourselves, and to do so we should approach the problem in a systematic way.
In the new army the soldier can reasonably look forward to a military
career. We shall require a very big proportion of N.C.O.'s to instruct our
non-permanent units, and promotion should be within the reach of all
intelligent and soldiery men. Yet, even though it is to be a long-service army,
many must, for one reason or another return to civil life while still in their
prime. Some will be unfit for prom~tion, and will go When their term of
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enlistment as privates expire. Junior N.C.O.'s who cannot get further up
the ladder, must give way to younger men, and even the very old soldiers,
who retire, will not be so old as to be unfit for useful work as civilians. The
average duration of service should, in the writer's opinion, work out at 71
to 10 years. Here then we have another reason for putting into effect a sound
system of vocational training and elementary education. A citizen joins
the army at 19, before he has properly learned any trade, and probably with
a poor education. We will have him for the ten best years of his life, and we
will turn him out again as a civilian after years devoted to soldering. If
we do nothing else he joins the ranks of the unskilled labourers. A school
mate who does not join the army, but goes to work on a farm or in a shop,
will be an agricultural labourer or a semi-skilled or skilled industrial worker
by the time our ex-soldier begins to look for a job.
Army service may not operate against the man in search of work, but he
can hardly hope to be better able to fight the battle of life, and to take his
place as a useful and productive citizen, than his schoolmate who has not had
service. That will be the position unless the army man be taught a trade.
The State surely owes it to its ex-soldiers that it places them in the civil world
competent to earn a living, and with, at least, as good chances of future
progress as if they had not been in the army.
Let us look at the matter from still another point of view. It is admitted
that this country stands but poorly in the matter of Technical Education.
The Commission that sat on this question has presented a report that
amounts to an indictment if it be ignored by our citizens. We have been
told over and over again for almost a generation about the folk schools of
Denmark, and of the immense value to that small country which these schools
are. But in spite of much effort, and more propaganda, technical schools,
and continuation schools, have made but little progress in Ireland. What a
splendid contribution the Army can make to education, particularly Technical
education, if it seriously tackles the problem of training its personnel, and
securing that every man who re-joins, re-enters civil life with a vastly improved
general education, and with some specialist or technical training I

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE.
At the Artillery Barracks, Kildare, the Aerodrome, Baldonnel, in. the
3rd Infantry at the Curragh, and the Army School of Music, educational
classes are regularly in progress. Through the unselfish and voluntary efforts
of the Chaplains and some officers, the general level of education of men and
boys has been much improved. Aspirants for N.C.O. rank have g~t ~me
opportunity of acquiring knowledge that will enable them to pass exanu~ations
for promotion, and a very valuable means has been found for employmg the
spare time of the soldiers. At the Curragh Camp a horticultural class was
formed last year. The County Kildare Horticultural Instructor came and
lectured, demonstrated and advised. His valuable assistance was cheerfully
given with the permission of the County Committee on Agric~tuIe and
Technical Instruction. The men who formed the class devoted therr off duty
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hours to the work of tilling the garden and growing a great variety of
vegetables. An officer devoted his spare time to supervising and directing
the work, and the profits on the sale of produce paid for seed and all the
capital cost in tools, etc. Irish Classes at the Curragh have also been useful,
if not over popular.
This much, at least, has been done, perhaps more of which the writer is
not aware, but this is no record to be proud of, and the results have not
always been satisfactory. Voluntary efforts, and aftel-duty classes, are not
enough, Men will naturally be shy of a project that involves the sacrifice of
their leisure hours, even for their own benefit, and in view of the great
importance of education of one kind or another, classes should be regarded
as duty, and should be officially taken up and fostered.

WHAT CAN BE DONE AT ONCE.
Even if the holders of the public purse are unable to sanction a scheme
such as the one outlined hereafter, something can be done by officers without
much, if any, expenditure of money to better the existing state of affairs.
If the Army authorities would admit the principle of including educational
training as part of the ordinary daily programme, educational training as
distinct from vocational or technical training could be put on a fairly sound
basis. Officers can be detailed to give instruction in the various subjects
of the curriculum, and men will be more readily enrolled in classes than under
the existing conditions. Those who fail to apply themselves to study should
be struck off the class rolls, and every endeavour should be made to create a
desire for learning for its own sake. Two afternoons per week should be
devoted to educational training. Equipment could, if necessary, be purchased
with Welfare Funds.
The following subjects can, in most cases, be taught, and the advice of
a primary teacher or ex-teacher will be useful in arranging the syllabus and
programme. Two or more classes will be necessary in each garrison,
according to the varying standards of education of entrants.
UBJECfS: English-Reading, Dictation
and Spelling, Grammar,
Composition, including Military Correspondence and
Orders. Arithmetic Irish, Drawing, Keeping of Army
Accounts.
For more advanced pupils:
English, Irish, Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Drawing,
(Fre hand), Drawing (Mechanical), Book-keeping, Precis
Writing.
T~ burden of guard du.ty is so great that many C.O.'s may feel it
. ble to attempt anything of this kind. However, those who can
bly manag~ to do so should attempt to form some classes, even if only
one Or two ubJect are taught, and the poorer the education of the men the
gr ter the need for the effort. Even if a scheme of educational vocational,
and technical training be adopted officially, it will take a lo~g time to
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materialise.
(Great bodies move slowly, they say, and, therefore, nothing
can be so great as an accounting authority). Meanwhile anything that is
attempted will be of real value to all participants and particularly to those
who may leave the Army in the near future.

A SYSTEM WANTED.
However valuable individual and voluntary effort may be, a systematic
handling of the problem by the Department of Defence will multiply the
benefits to be obtained. The benefits to the Army, the individual and the
State, are obvious and numerous, and a little money spent in establishing
and operating a comprehensive and thorough scheme would be very well
invested.
An Official scheme should proVlde for :(1) Educational classes in all Units for all men who desire to benefit
thereby.
(2) Technical training of tladesmen of all units as part of the business
of fitting the Army for war. This training would secure understudies
and substitutes for all the unit tradesmen.
(3) Vocational training at a suitable centre for men who have at least
five years' Army service and who desire to learn a trade or calling.
(4) An unemployment bureau which would place time expired" men
in positions suitable to their training.
tr

EDUCATlONAL CLASSES.
If placed on an official basis educational classes should be specially
provided for by the training of a proportion of Officers as teachers. A
suitable syllabus should be designed for universal application, and three or
four standards fixed. There should be an elementary course leading to an
examination for a first certificate of education," and second," third,"
and fourth" courses of a progressive nature, each leading to its own
certificate. Possession of these certificates should be a condition of promotion
to the various non-commissioned ranks, say a
first" for the rank of
Corporal, a second" for that of Sergeant, and so on for the higher ranks.
Clerical, and such like appointments, should be reserved for holders of
educational certificates: A proper school-room should be provided at each
station, and a number of rooms at the larger stations. School equipment,
and books, should be provided at the public expense. I am sure t~at an
arrangement could easily be come to with the Department of EducatIon f~r
short extern courses at one or other of the training colleges which would eqwp
Officers with the technique of teaching.
It

tr

tr

tr

tr

It

TRAINING OF TRADESMEN IN UNITS.
At present our farriers shoemakers tailors, barbers, etc., are all men
who joined the Army as tr~desmem . It'is only the continuous re~uction in
the total strength that has obviated a serious shortage of such skilled men,
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men, Few, if any, of those who have joined the forces in recent years know
any trade, and all the indications point to a shortage by the end of this year,
unless steps are taken to train new men. Three problems immediately
present themselves.
The first is the recognition by trades unions of army trained
tradesmen. Without this the men cannot work at their trades after leaving
the Army. An agreement must be come to with the Unions concerned, that is
in fact, almost every union in the country, whereby cards will be issued to
discharged soldiers, with an Army trade certificate. To secure this, it will be
necessary to satisfy the unions that such Army trade tests are of a high
standard .In the case of certain trades, a period of apprenticeship, of
considerable duration, will be necessary, which brings us to our second problem.
In those trades in which a long apprenticeship is needed-say, over
eighteen months or a year-our future tradesmen should be enlisted as boys.
Boys so enlisted should be secured by an arrangement with schools, particularly
technical schools, in the case of the highly skilled trades. Boys should be
so enlisted in batches once a year, and obviously they can only be taken by
units, which will absorb, at least, five to ten at a time. Less highly skilled
tradesmen can be trained without a long apprenticehsip, and can be found
from among the ordinary recruits.
The third problem that arises is the one of ensuring that the tradesmen
by whom the new men and boys are trained, are of a sufficiently high standard
to ensure the best results. Instruction could be carefully supervised by
Officers, and as an incentive to thorough work by the master craftsmen, a decent
capitation grant should be paid to each tradesman in respect of every man
or boy whom he qualifies at Army trade tests. These tests should be
standardised with reference to civilian requirements as well as Army needs,
and very carefully carried out. As there are about sixty different trades
followed in the Army, it may be necessary to have each trade taught at one
centre only, and it may be that we shall have to recruit specially in a few
instances, good tradesmen who are competent to train others. Every trade
should be taught.

VOCATIONAL TIWNIN~ CENTRE.
To cater for men who have not learned a useful trade as part of their
normal Army training, there should be established a vocational training
ce~tre. ~his should be set up on the lines of a municipal technical school,
WIth a retired officer as principal. Instruction should be provided in some, if
not all, of the following:Office routine and management;
horthand and typewriting;
B001dceeping ;
Surveying and plotting;
Carpenby;
Cabinet making ;
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Woodworking machinery;
Plumbing and sanitary engineering;
Wireless telegraphy;
Workshop fitting;
Motor driving and running repairs;
Electric \\-iring and joining;
Upholstery ;
Horticulture;
Agriculture;
Many other tradesmen, such as blacksmiths ,painters,bakers, etc., could be
easily trained.
The Curragh, which is a self contained town, with tradesmen of alll..inds
on the strength, would be a most suitable centre. Land could be readilv
obtained for horticulture and agriculture, and shops and machines of all kinds
are there, which could be utilised for instructional purposes. Such additional
equipment as might be necessary could be specially provided for the centre.
Students should consist of men in the last year of their Army service,
who elect to attend. Unsatisfactory men could be returned again to duty.
Subjects should be selected with reference to the state of the labour market,
as well as the mens' own desires. The duration of the course will vary
somewhat with each trade or subject, and in some, a preliminary knowledge
of the trade or of a kindred subject will be necessary. Armourers, for instance,
could be trained as fitters, signallers as electricians, etc.
Men who do agriculture or horticulture would require to be at the
vocational training centre for a full year so as to see the full cycle of operations.
During the first six months of that year they should do regular duty, except
on three or four afternoons per week. A model garden, and a small model
farm, should be operated, and after the first period of part time instruction,
men would devote all their time to work on these. Perhaps, an arrangement
could be made with the Department of Agriculture, or the Kildare County
Council, for the necessary supervision, direction, and instruction.
In other subjects a similar part time period of instruction could be
arranged, and in all cases the last six months of service should be devoted
solely to vocational training. The task of finding instructors would not be
difficult. Shop foremen employed by the Engineers at the Curragh, or N.C.O.'s,
with the required qualifications, could easily meet all the requirements of the
centre not met by the principal or the special arrangements for the farm and
garden.
~ consideration of some importance is this, that the work done at ~e
~ocational training centre would certainly more than pay for the cost of ~g
It, the only financial committments would, therefore, be the loss of the servIces
of the soldiers for a maximum period of six months. Against this loss might
be set the profits of the centre. It could also weigh heavily in favour of such
an establishment, th~t the tradesmen turned out will be a great asset to our
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non-penn anent forces, who must in the nature of things find it difficult to fill
all appointments calling for skilled men. And what a different feeling
towards the Anny the future ex-soldier would have, if he were trained to earn a
living something bettel than that which is the lot of the average unskilled man,
compared with the sentiments of those now discharged! They are not even
qualified for the dole" at present.
II

FINANCE.
The Department of Education should bear some of the cost of such a
scheme as this. Our vocational training centre should have the same status
as a municipal technical school, in the matter of finance, as far as the
educational authorities are concerned, and should get the State Normal Grant,
as now paid to civilian institutions as well as equipment grants, as necessary.
A small annual contribution from the funds of each unit welfare board should
also be made, and the question of charging a small fee to pupils might be
considered. Anyhow, the scheme would not be costly, and the Army vote should
not suffer much, if any, additional demands on its account.
An employment bureau should be established in conjunction with the
Benevolent Fund, recently inaugurated, and steps taken on the model of
foreign countries, to reserve certain government appointments for suitable
ex-army men, when such men are available to fill vacancies.
NOTE :-If 500 N.C.O.'s and men leave the Army each year, as they would
on the basis of an average service of 10 years, it is reasonable to
assume that about 300 of these would be men with, at least, five years·
service. Of this 300 about 100 will be able to pursue their Army
avocations in civil life. Of the remaining 200 it would be reasonable
to assume that 50 to 100 would apply for, and would be given, a course
at the Anny vocational centre. This would, therefore, be the
approximate number of students passed through the centre each
year. Men with less than five years' Army service should not be
accepted with a special reason in each case.

'. Th.~ value of a Staff Officer is in inverse proportion to the amount he

wnt.ea. -General Sir O'Moore Creagh.
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MILITARY LIBRARIES IN FRANCE
AND -POLAND.
By DR.

FRIEDRICH

STUHLMANN.

Translated from the German.

HE arrangement of military libraries-of great importance for the
mental training of every armed Power, and for war scientific research
-varies in different states. In some cases libraries are united under
one head, but in the main they are split up. This tends to lessen their
value. It is absolutely necessary for one office to control all the military
libraries.
The military system in Germany, controlled by the German Army
Library, subject to which are the Defence Command Libraries, the Weapon
Training Library, and the rank and file libraries, is well known. Less,
however, is known about the military libraries and their organisations in
other countries, particularly in France and Poland.
It is the purport of this
article to give an outline of the methods used by these countries in establishing
their libraries.
FRANCE.-Unlike Germany France has no central library. Instead,
the Army and Navy Ministries have their own libraries. The former dates
back to the 17th century, and contains 150,000 volumes, and a further supply
of 145,000 charts and pamphlets. In addition to these libraries there are
libraries for Military Colleges and individual military establishments, Officers'
libraries, N.C.O.s' libraries, and mens' libraries.
The most important of the first kind are those of the higher war schools,
the Polytechnic School, the Military College of St. Cyr, the Cavalry School at
Saumur, the subaltern school of the Artillery and Engineers Corps, and the
military branches.
As regards Officers' libraries, a distinction is made between garrison and
regimental libraries; the former, about 300 in number, are distributed over
the entire domain of France and its colonies. They are under the direct
control of the Historical Section of the General Staff of the Army, and are
placed at the disposal of serving Officers and Reserve Officers. At the
beginning of 1926 they contained about 280,000 volumes.
The regimental libraries are maintained by the Officers themselves.
Each library h~ a compliment of about 150,000 volumes.
. The mens' libraries are partly upheld by the State, and partly by the men
themselves. .The State provides 450 volumes for every major Unit, whilst
~ach ~mpany; squadron, ap.d battery furnishes .about 300 volumes. The
libranes are primarily intended for entertainment and study.
The N.C.O.'s libraries serve the same purpos~ch organisation being
provided with about 900 volumes.
SUpplies of books to the different libraries are controlled as follows:
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(i) Those for military schools and educational establishments by the
superior military authorities of the War Ministry.
(ii) Those for the War Ministry and for garrison officers by the
Historical Section of the General Staff.
(iii) Those for the mens' libraries by the Bureau of Military Works of
the War Ministry.
There is no central authority to supervise all the libraries.
POLAND.-Military libraries in Poland are arranged on similar lines
to those prevailing in Germany. The Central Military Library in Warsaw
has been in existence since 1917, and is known as the Library of the Polish
Military Commission. It received its name in 1919. In 1927 two other
large military libraries were incorporated in it so that it now possesses about
200,000 volumes, besides charts, plans, drawings, etc. Besides this each
Anny Corps has its Corps Library containing books of a purely scientific
character. The number of books on hands equal about 55,000 works and
7,000 charts.
Both types of library are open to military and civilians, and since 1926
showed on their books a total of 27,000 readers.
As regards actual military libraries each regiment has an Officers' and
mens' regimental library, and each military college has its college library.
At the end of 1926 the Officers' Regimental libraries comprised 220,000
volumes, the soldiers' regimental libraries 367,000, and the college libraries
102,000 volumes.
Besides the foregoing there are also the libraries of the Association of
Military Science, the scientific Association for Active and Reserve Officers which,
at the end of 1926, showed 26,000 volumes, and 33,000 readers. In 1925
the aggregate of all military libraries registered 336,000 readers, and
461,000 volumes.
The Dirt'Ctor of the Military Central Library controls the entire Polish
Iilitary Library Organisation, which is a very rigidly controlled system.

NOTE TO READERS.
A. our readers are aware, no small part of the revenue of this J oumal

i denTed from our advertisers. We do not receive these advertisements as
cb"?table contributions, but from business men who hope to do increased
bu ~ from the publicity which we extend to them. They pay us, and we
pUblIsh; but the tr n action does not end there. Tl:.'6y must get our support
~urch
of their war if they are to continue supporting this Journal.
TOOLACB management to ensure that only the most;
P
en by
~~ncern8 in the high quality of whose goods reliance may be
~
. our p
a an advertising medium. And the duty of our
18 obVlOUI; they re bound in honour to support these traders who
pan . We
them. therefore, to ask t1'6mselves this question when
bey
abouL to purchase: .. Does he advertise in AN TOOLACH ". and if
er is in the negative it should negative the buying.
'
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WHY SOLDIERS FIGHT WARS.
(Republished from the Editorial Section, The Ooa8t Artillery Journal, for
September, 1927).
OMEONE with a happy imagination-and probably an Irish ancestryrecently wrote that soldiers fight wars because nobody else can. Our
first· born claims that this is merely a recital of an obvious truth, but
we are not so sure that it is obvious. It certainly took our country a
long time to learn that it was necessary to have soldiers to carry on wars.
We tried to fight the Revolutionary War and the War of 1812 and the Civil
War with ploughboys and clerks and merchants, and we made no progress
until we converted them into soldiers. In the Mexican War and the World
War we made our raw levies into soldiers first, and our successes started with
the first battles.
The premise would seem to admit of no argument-and it applies to all
walks of life. Why do bankers run banks? Why do architects design build·
ings? Why do bootblacks shine shoes? Why do soldiers fight wars? Nobody else can. We do not expect barbers to extract teeth, or dentists to
build bridges, or civil engineers to practise law. And yet, somehow, a considerable part of our citizens seem to expect farmers and artisans and mechanics to be able to fight wars should the necessity arise. The newsboy who
wishes to conduct a drug store first becomes :: druggist, and the farmer who
would manage a grocery store invites disaster if he fails first to become a
grocer.
Likewise, it is unwise to expect the clerk to fight until he has
beoome a soldier.
Those of our worthy citizens who decry the soldier, place the cart before
the horse. They argue from the proposition that soldiers make wars, when,
as a matter of fact, it is war that makes soldiers. The World War made
four million of them in America alone. If we exterminate the soldier we
do not prevent war any more than the discharge of firemen will prevent fires.
But when we can prevent fires the firemen may be released, and when we
can prevent war the soldier may be eliminated.
The moral is, of course: If we are to have wars we must have soldiers.

S

WANTED-THE WILL.
It has been urged that this State is not capable of maintaining its in·
tegrity in arms because it cannot manufacture the material means of its
defence, and that it cannot continue to be otherwise than impotent militarily because of the absence within itself of necessary coal and mineral ores
from which the raw material of armament is evolved.
But Italy possesses no coal mines and no iron ore in workable density;
and Italy is not impotent. Italians have overcome the restrictions ~hich
nature has imposed. Where there is a will there is also a way. It 18 the
absence of the will more than the absence of minerals that damns us.
X.X·Z.
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GUERILLA WARFARE AS TH E
STA NDA RD FOR M?

By CoLONEL J. J. O'CONNELL, GENERAL STAFF.
[NoTE -The following unfinished article was written in the latter half
of
1921, i.e., eight and a half years ago.
Captain Liddell Hart's masterly
analysis of the Peninsular War in the Januar y numbe r of AN T-OGLA
CH
suggested the idea of publishing it exactly as it was written
. The
reference to Naval war in the second paragra ph has nothing to do
with the
London Confer ence-it was suggested by the controversy of that
period
in the London Times, in which the late Admiral Sir Percy Scott and
other
notable authorities took part.
Since the article was written there has been much to confirm certain
views expressed in it. For example, I have since come across a
detailed
work on Schamyl's struggle in the Caucasus, and it is clear from
this that
only a truly titanic effort succeeded in defeating him-af ter a long
time,
and serious tactical reverses. Again, there are the quite recent experie
nces
of the French in Cilicia and Syria, and markedly in Marocco. Particu
larly
noteworthy was Abd-el-Krim's tendency to "regul arise" his guerilla
troops
under certain conditions. Where Abd-el-Krim really failed was in
that he
did not adjust ends and means with any discernment.]
A question that suggests itself naturally enough to us when we conside
r
the World War is this: Did the several countries at war get value
for their
money? And we are very strongly tempted to answer that they
did not.
The World War was emphatically a "War of Material," but technic
ally
nobody was satisfied with it-neit her victors nor vanquished. All
would
have liked to be able to work with more mobile and handy means.
It is
the aim of the present article to explore one avenue -that of
Guerilla
Warfar e-with a view to trying once again to rescue War in part,
at least,
from the completely material domain.
It is interesting to note how the attemp t is being made-s uccess fully
too-to bring war at sea out of the purely materia l sphere. The hopeles
sly
enormous cost of the huge battleships of to-day has forced naval
opinion
on to the question of small craft-l ight cruisers, submarines, destroy
ers, and
aircraft. May it not be possible to devise a method of war on land
that
shall similarly leave less scope for the ponderous and expensive
materia l
of the later tages of the World War?
Small nationalities, at least, will
be very glad if such a method can be evolved.
Th n t effect of the World War developments was to reduce Infantr
y
to a relatively subordinate position. Infant ry-the cheapest and
least
materiaIly-equipped type of troops- diminis hed numerically in proport
ion
to the totals; and a terrific Artillery was employed to pave the way
even
for this diminished Infantry. It would seem then that if we can
restore
Infantr y to something like its old supremacy over the other arms,
we
proportionately reduce the cost of armaments, and increase the fighting
power
01 poor countries.
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The experience of our own fighting here in Ireland is useful for guidance
on this point. We never possessed any of the modern technical appliances
of the more massive and costly kind, and so had to make head without
them. Guerilla employment of Infantry with certain supplementary
assistance enabled us to solve the problem. It is worth while considering
whether a deliberate and comprehensive adoption of guerilla methods would
not in all cases turn the flank, so to speak, of the formidable material
equipment of modem days.
In the first place it should be clearly realised that guerilla warfare has
scarcely ever had a fair trial. It has practically always been adopted only
because the guerillas did not feel equal to adopting any other type of
warfare. In one way or another it was the warfare of the weaker side.
What we propose to investigate is whether it is not the best form in itself
-quite apart from the relative strengths of the contending parties. Or,
at least, whether guenlla methods could not be employed with advantage to
a far greater extent than formerly.
This means that we must look at guerilla warfare from a different angle
to that adopted in most military text-books. In those text-books guerilla
warfare is regarded as something to be met and beaten-not as something
to be adopted and persevered with. In a sense we are better fitted to make
this investigation than anybody else, because at least we fought a guerilla
warfare with our eyes open.
When we come to analyse guerilla warfare in a systematic way we find
that the guerillas have been inferior to their opponents in either Training
or Leadership, which are moral factors, or in the material factors of
Equipment and Numbers. Frequently, indeed, they have been inferior in
all four respects. But suppose the guerillas were approximately equal to
their adversaries in these respects-nobody has ever troubled to consider
what the result would have been in such a casco At the same time we might
hazard a surmise that it would be favourable to the guerillas.
We shall touch first on the factor of Training-nearly always the
guerillas were inferior in Training and Discipline. Where they were not
inferior, or only a little inferior, they either won or were only defeated with
great difficulty. For example, Sivaji, the great Mahratta General who broke
the Mogul rule in India, adopted guerilla methods. His soldiers were equal
in Training and Equipment, and his own superior leadership offset the
Mogul superiority in numbers. An even more striking example is that of
Lettow-Vorbeck in East Africa from 1914--1918. He remained tactically
unbeaten up to the end, and only for the absolutely overwhelming numbers
of the English he would have been completely successful.
The next factor is Leadership, and when we say the guerillas were
inferior in leadership, we mean inferior in respect of Educated Command,
rather than in the personality of the leader himself. Frequently the guerilla
leader, who was eventually beaten, was the better general-Schamyl, De
Wet, and Lettow-Vorbeck for example. But as a rule he had no properly
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trained subordinate officers, the single exception being Lettow-Vorbeck·
A very striking example of what is meant is shown in the case of Abd-el-Kadr.
That great leader made head against the French for a dozen years ~ but,
finally, Marshal Bugeaud, himself a great general, by properly tummg t.o
account the superior training and equipment of his soldiers, compassed his
overthrow. Garibaldi, on the other hand, with good equipment and good
subordinate leading was victorious even in an offensive campaign.
Equipment is the third factor to be considered. We know quite well
what a difference better equipment would have meant to ourselves in the
recent fighting. Really well-equipped guerillas can only be beaten by
grave deficiency in some other respect. Numbers, for instance, defeated
De Wet; thoroughly bad Leadership and lack of training all but defeated
the Spaniards in the Peninsular War. These latter were always kept well
equipped by the English, but many of their operations were quite aimless.
Even so they came out on the winning side in the end.
Inferiority in Numbers is the fourth type of inferiority we have referred
to. The two outstanding examples of succumbing to Numbers are those
already referred to of De Wet .and Lettow-Vorbeck. It is not too much
to say of either of those two instances that a more even numerical ratio
would have turned the tables jhe other way.
Suppose then an army fairly equal to its adversary in Training,
Leadership, Equipment, and Numbers-what benefits would such an army
derive from adopting guerilla methqds? In the first place it would get
more value out of its Infantry, and it would materially reduce the casualty
lists of that army. This in itself is no small gain when we recall the numbers
of Infantry sacrificedjor nothing during the World War. Indeed even during
the World War there were examples of good value being got, from small
groups of Infantry. As time went on group fighting came more and more
into prominence; in the systematic and long-prepared German offensive
of 1918, .. infiltration," as it was termed, of small units between elements
of the defence was the recognised form of advance. Even at the beginning
of the World War the resisting-power of small knots of French troops was a
very marked feature of the fighting.
A second, and even more outstanding advantage to be derived from
the guerilla method of war is the fact that it presents no objective to the
enemy-it leaves him nothing to take hold of. When the enemy has no
d~te military objective his efforts are quite unavailing, and the more
VIolent the effort put forth by him, the more exhausted he finds himself
when it fails to accomplish anything. The story of successful guerilla
warfare has on the other ide a story of completely wasted effort.
It may be objected that if the guerilla method is adopted, and as a
consequence the enemy has no military objective, the civil population wiII
suffer because 1M)' will be selected as the objective. But if this is done
endless opportunities for effective counter-offensive tactical action will
JnSent. themselves. It should be remembered that Wf? are premising
approxunately equal armament.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF RELIEF
MODELS IN SAND.
(" LE PLAN EN RELIEF EN SABLE.")
By

M

LE CAPITAJNE

E.

BENOIT.

Tl'anslated jl'Dm the Fl'ench and Annotated by
MAJOR NIALL MACNEILL.

TI'<lnsi.at01"S FOl'eworJ.
The usefulness and general characteristics of sand models are quite well known,
lJut the ~ethod of constructing them is not nearly so familiar. In these circumstances
a translation of what is in effect a short manual on the subject should not come amiss.
T.he w~ole ground is lucidly, if briefly, covered in the original work, and many valuable
hints ~ven. Most of the detailed instructions in the text I confidently recommend for
adoption as they stand. There are, however, points upon which I have seen fit to
recommen~ alternatives. Local conditions are not identical, either in respect of
top~,,:phical practice or of types of constructional material available, with those that
obt mn m the author's country. This fact accounts for most of the alternatives proposed;
a few, on the other hand, I offer in the belief that they are in the nature of improvements.
Sand models have not been used by ourselves to any noteworthy extent, as
a mean~ of facilitating professional study, yet ' it requires very little reflection
to c~>nvmce one of what great assistance they can be, especially in the study of the
ta<;tics and technique of the various arms of the service. Our neglect of this instructional
adjunct may well be wondered at, since such limitations as those imposed on us by the
smallness of our forces, and the absence of frequent manoeuvres and field exercises,
m.ake resort to indoor substitutes all the more necessary. It is obvious that sand models
will prove of great value in instructing the newly-instituted part-time components as
well as the personnel of the standing army and whole-time instructional cadres. In the
case of part-time element the use of sand models will materially assi~t attempts to counterbalance the inherent defects of part-time training.
One word of warning only is necessary. Our instructio~al auth?ri~es should . take
steps. to «:nsure that the employment of physical relief models m substitution of ordinary
tram~g '.ll map reading is not allowed. All officers. at any rate should be able
to VlSualise the configuration of terrain from a plam contoured un-layered . map.
Su.ch maps, augment ed, perhaps, by air photographs, will probably be the only aids. of
this nature available on active service. Unintelligently applied, or used to the excluSlon
of the esse~tial minimum of study of ordinary. map r~ading, re~ef. models are
capable.of domg harm. The basic study of map reading, earned out qUI~e mdependently
of phYSical models should, therefore, be insisted upon, and .any cou~ m the ~eory or
practice of field operations should be heavily interspersed With occasiOns on which maps
alone are relied on and ability to use them thoroughly tested. The author reco~e.nds
sand m~els as an aid to topographical study: the traJ;ls!a~or. advoca~ a very liffil~
and cautious application of them to that purpose. As an Imtial illustration of the meanmg
?f ~ontours they may be of real value, but once that stage is passed instructors sho~ld
InsISt that students work out for themselves by the aid of contours alone what preclSC
shape of ground any given portion of the map represents.
Footnotes indexed by numbers emanate from the translator; that prefixed by
asterisk is the author's.
This translation is published by kind permissiln of the author, ~~ of the Editor of
La Revile D'Infanterie, in the October (1929) number of which the ongtn'1l appeared.
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PREFACE.
AVING had experience of the material and technical difficulties
encountered in constructing a relief model (plan) in sand, as
required for indoor tactical exercises, it occurred to me to indite
this little article on the subject.
The constructional work may easily be carried out by any N .C.O:s or
Junior Officers possessing elementary topographical knowledge. The expense
does not amount to much, for the necessary material once acquired may be
re-used indefinitely for the construction of a variety of models according
to instructional requirements.
In Part I. of this work I give a brief summary of the uses of sand
models.
In Part II., I indicate the materials, accessories and working personnel
required.
In the following parts are discussed the question of choice of horizontal
and vertical scales, and the methods of modelling the ground-forms and the
representation of detail.
Finally, in a brief Annex, I give the method of representing troop
units, and their armament, during tactical exercises carried out on the model.

H

PART I.
UTILITY OF SAND MODELS.
The sand model is a practical means of studying :_
(1) Topographical features (especially contours) 1; and
(2) The tactics and technique of offensive and defensive combat by
small or large formations.
Neither a map nor an oral or written explanation, however good they may
be, can better demonstrate the irregularities and configuration of terrain,.
nor better serve an instructor in setting a manoeuvre or fire problem.
Every battalion, indeed, every company, should possess one for the purpose
of in tructing the officers, N.C.O:s, and even the men, or at least those
amongst them whose instruction it may be possible or desirable to specialise
(particularly scouts and communications personnel).
The sand model could also be usefully employed with groups of student
N.C.O:s for topographical instruction.

F~~

tonnection with these observations see note of warning in the Translator's
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PART II.
MATERIALS AND PERSONNEL n
A.-MATERIALS.

TOOLS.-The kit of tools required is small. It should include: a
hammer, a small saw,' an ordinary trowel,' an entrenching tool, a shovel,
one or two folding rules,' a strong scissors, about 2 lbs. of ! in. wire nails, a
packet of pins, and some wood screws.
SITUATION.-The situation should be roomy and well-lit: it should
afford space for use around the model of small tables (desks) and chairs or
benches for the director of and the participants in the exercises. Preference
should be given in choice to a ground-floor room having a smooth and level
paved floor.'
SAND.-The sand used should be fine-grained, and where possible,
of the dark-yellow colour; and should, if necessary, be sifted .. , .... 7 Preference
should be given to a clayey sand, and coarse-grained river-sand should be
avoided. Allowing for an average depth of 20 cm. one cubic metre of sand
should provide for a model of 5 sq. metres in extent.
It is advisable to moisten the sand slightly, for the modelling is thereby
rendered much easier. If it is clayey and well compressed in modelling
a relatively hard crust will form on the surface, with, in consequence, less danger
of deterioration.
It is also necessary to procure a small quantity of white sand, or failing
that of white powder of some kind, for the purpose of representing roads and
tracks as well as quarries and earthworks included in the area to be
modelled.'
THE FRAME.-The frame (fig. 1) may be constructed from timber
6· to 8· wide by 1· to It· thick, the dimensions varying in proportion to
the projected size of the model so that the boards will be able to withstand
the lateral pressure of the sand. The work of constructing the frame
would come within the duties of a carpenter (engineer), who would keep to
the exact dimensions prescribed for him. The comers should be strengthened
A fine-toothed tenon-saw would appear from context to be ~~ kind required.
'It is not clear whether a gardener's or brick-layer's trowel 15 mtended, b?t the
context suggests that it would be no harm to have one of ~ach, both of small SLZeS.
6 As will appear from footnote 24, a plain scale graduated m cm. and ~m., ~ould serve
the purpose.
By the aid of this home-made co-ordinate-measunng nght-angled
scales could be constructed.
• See footnote 9.
•
7. Reference to probable prices a given quantity in terms of francs and cubic metres
15 olIUtted from the translation .
• Failing white sand, ground chalk, of the ordinary cIass·roo~ variety~ would serve
the purpose, though this would, perhaps, be a somewhat expe1lSlve substitute. Cha1k:
has the advantage that it is readily available in many colours, and would thus enable
the. representation of a variety of features. Incidentally the use of ~ w~~d~d
to. mcr~ase the clayey consistency recommended by the author. PJas
'
being liable to set, should not be used
5
3
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with right-angled iron brackets, screwed on. It would be well besides to
brace the longer sides by a cross-piece.'
The work of assembling the frame would be carried out as near as
possible to its destined final location; that accomplished, a bed of well
sifted sand would be placed within the frame. Its depth could vary
between 5 and 10 cm. Into this base or foundation of sand the picquets
which are to serve as a guide for the ground-form modelling would be thtust.
PICQUETS.-Wooden picquets for contouring purposes ~ay ~e
constructed from the timber of small packing cases of the kind available In
Quartermasters' or Mess Store Rooms. A plentiful supply of them may be
fashioned with the aid of a knife. They need be neither exactly square nor
planed. Their lengths will v.ary according to the vertical scale adopted,
and the height above datum of the contour for which each happens to be
intended. Io
MOSS.-The moss necessary for representing woods may be sought,
by a fatigue party under a smart N.C.O., amongst ruins, woods, and on old
stumps of trees. That which is quite green, not too thickly grown, and which
is found in large slabs should be chosen.
Small sprigs from pine branches may be adapted to provide a plentiful
supply of miniature pine trees. thus enabling the reproduction of coniferous
woods.
HOOKS FOR ATTACHING THE MOSS.-Old iron wire should be
procured and cut into 5 or 6 centimeter lengths, and formed into hooks by
bending over the ends (Fig. 4).11 These hooks will fix the moss in such a
way that it is not displaced during exercises.
• No reference is made to a base or floor for the frame. This taken in conjunction
with . the ~lier recommendation of a situation (room) having a level p~v~ ~oor.
defiwtely poults to the use on the floor of a frame consisting merely of retrunmg Sides.
~t would see~ th:at. the complication of putting a .. sand-tight" base on the frame •
..... cons~cti;Dg it m tray form. would be well worth while (See Fig. lA). and. would
allow of brmgmg the model to any convenient situation-provided this did not mvolve
passage of a narrow door-for instructional purposes.
It

The other dimensions of these picquets. not given by the author until

lat~r

are 7 to ~. square. Except with a view to confOrming to the usual thickness of packing-

material • .and enabling the gumming of lables on the top cross-sections (la.ter
advocated)! this seems, to the translator. unnecessarily heavy. Moreover. to ~hlOn
any .quantity of neat .pegs out of packing-case wood. which is often crooked-gram~d.
and In .other .I'eSJle7ts difficult to work. is not as easy as might at first sight appear. Strlpwood. In van~u ~ from I-8th of.an inch square (cross-section). can be readily and very
ch .~ply o~ed m almost ~y timber-yard or cabinet-makers' suppliers. and would
be Ide 1 r this pu~, needmg only to ~ cut into suitable lengths. Indeed it would
~ if the ~-8th mch stuff would be qUite heavy enough if the gummed labels co~d
be dispensed ,,"th. Or me o~er method of labelling substituted. 1 inch square strlp'00d should meet ~verr ~utrement. including the labelling. if neatly done. The work
uld be ~Uy lIlmplified by first marking off in pencil on the uncut strips lengths
~ponding to th ap~ropnate V.I . Picquets of any required length could then be
qwcldy clIpped oil. fractions of the V.l. being estimated.

~ba~y

~d ~f old .or used wire that would prove satisfactory would
Plain iron WIre. when old. is usually rusty and brittle. It m~y
be pomted out that. failing a source of supply of used wire rolls of fine galvanised iron WU'e
lll&
~ught for a few pence. Sizes betWeen 16 and 20 Standard Wire Gauge slIould
provebe wtab/e.
the. only

~vanised u:cn~.
11

be

Fig 4
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CARDBOARD.-A fairly tough and thick cardboard is necessary for
constructing retaining profiles for use where marginal heights of the
model overtop the sides of the frame. The following also should be
procured: ordinary cardboard (two or three pieces 30 cm. x 10 cm.) for
making templates for roads, etc.; black cardboard or paper for tablets on
which numerical information would be shown l l ; white cardboard for the
figures of the co-ordinates; cardboard of various colours for constructing
symbols of all kinds (indicating battalions, companies, etc.)lI; twine for
constructing the grid; and coloured cords to represent the limits of zones
of action, successive objectives, and the like.
The purchase of these
small articles, none of them difficult to procure, involves little expense.
B.-WORKING PERSONNEL.

An officer.
A N.C.O.
Two intelligent men.
The officer directs the work, particularly its technical aspects, and the
delicate modelling tasks devolve upon him.
The N.C.O. assists him in modelling the ground forms and transference
of the detail to the model.
The men construct the accessories and assist the officer and N.C.O.
PART III.
It should be realised to begin with, that the terrain represented will vary
according to whether it is intended for use by regimental,u battalion or
company cadres. In the first instance it will provide for a zone of action
of several battalions. In the second it will include zones of action of
companies, and should extend slightly into the zones of adjoining battalions
to permit of exercises including work on liaisons; the same model could easily
be applied to company work including tactical handling of platoons and
supporting fire.
1. Horizontal Scale.

A horizontal scale of 1/2000 will be quite big enough if the purpose is
to be limited to topographical instruction, but it would appear necessary
to increase the scale to 1/1000 if the model is intended for the study of
tactics of small formations, i.e., the tactical handling of platoons and squads,
11 See footnote 35. which, if followed, may obviate the need of providing bladt
cardboard or paper.
.
r 11 It is obvious from the context farther on that the author has in ~d c:n~=~
tght pasteboard, such as that used in cigarette packets. Before conung
on type of supplies to be obtained see footnote 38.
H The corresponding unit in out case would be a Brigade.
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in conjunction with the representation' of all automatic arms by conventional
symbols which shall not be of disproportionate size. I I
It will be possible by applying this latter scale, to represent the fire of
these auto~atic arms (particularly the machine guns), in the instance of a
momentary hold up or of stabilization, in such a way as to see at a glance
the organisation of a complex system of fire.

2. 'Vertical Scale.
In deciding upon the vertical scale, it is essential to bear in mind how
the region to be represented is configured. In mountainous country there
is no need whatever to exaggerate in relation to horizontal scale, whereas
in flat country, such as the North of France, one may contemplate such an
increase of vertical over horizontal scale as will give the model some
semblance of relief. A vertical scale of 1/200 used in conjunction ",ith a
horizontal scale of 1/1000, for example, would appear to suit the latter case.
One would adopt these last scales if there were available a room sufficiently
large for the reproduction of certain camp districts, such as the Camp of
Sissons,lI with a view to preparing during winter for the Summer Manoeuvres.
For a horizontal scale of 1/2000 a vertical scale of 1/400 will serve
excellently.

11 Our 25 in. Plans (scale = 1/25(0) may be found sufficiently near the first-mentioned
to serve the purpose on direct reproduction.
To arrive at an exact 1/2000 from
them will involve an enlargement Ii times.
Similarly a 1/1000 scale may be
obtained by enlarging the 26 in. 21 times. Unfortunately, neither these large-scale
plans n~r onr small-scale maps (if. we except some fragmentary and improvised maps
of certain restricted areas) are gndded.
Our nearest approach to a gridded general
map is the slJ1UIt'l4 edition 01 the I in. to the mile. A few district sheets of the
uared
. Enlargements from the latter small scales, as great as to 1/2000
lID. are also i9
and 1/ 1000, will lack accuracy, and a sufficient density of detail. They may be !nade
to
e, how ver, . and have improvised grids applied to them, or alternatively the
Toposraphi~ Section of the ~neral ~taff might on request apply the pro~
atandard.gnd to sheets of the 6 In. or 25 In. Both expedients would possess the dement
f involvmg
n the model of a reference system not, as yet, applied to the corresponding
ama1! scale maps. ~e author points out (Pt. IV.) that a griddled 1/20,000 !nap
~d a perfec~ basis. from which to work. This is, no doubt, due to the facts that
addino to being gndded, ~ scale. po5SeSses just the right density of detail for
er
sand
models, and IS SuffiCIently big to prevent the induction of gross
UuiCC1llTaC:ies
on enlargement.

t.o

.
II ~ extent of area on this !lCal.e that could be represented on 1/1000 scale is distinctly limited. A model 10 ft. square would roughly represent. sq. miles.
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The following table may serve as ~ guide in the choice of vertical scales.
It may be .departed from in the light of experience in a given case. but should
serve. as It stands. to govern average conditions.u
VERTICAL SCALES.
Horizontal
Scales.

1/500
1/1000
1/2000
1/2500
1/5000

Very flat
or slight
undulating
country.

Pronouncedly
undulating
country.

Hilly
country.

Mountainous
country.

1/50
1/100
1/200
1/250
1/500

1/100
1/200
1/400
1/500
1/1000

1/250
1/500
1/1000
1/1250
1/2500

1/500
1/1000
1/2000
1/1500
1/5000

3. Datum Level.
To keep the quantity of s~d required within reasonable limits it may
be necessary to assume a datum above the ordinary zero.lI This will be chosen
~7 The figures given in this part of the text, and in the table, and the general treatment
Of~: .aspect of the subject, may at first glance give it an appearance of complexity
It really does not possess. Analysed it all comes to this:W
(1) T~at in relie~ models and relief maps it is generally necessary to exaggerate
helghts relative to distance.
(2) That this exaggeration may vary between 0 in the extreme case of very
mountainous and 10 times at the opposite extreme of exceedingly fiat
country.
A fur~er examination of the author's figures will show that according to his ~ule the
~ortionate exaggeration for each type of terrain does not vary with changes 10 scale.
does not tally with the translator's experience of the needs. It may be accepted
~a ge~eral rule that the need for exaggeration decreases as the scale increas~ . On
ba5lS the author's recommendations appear to err on the side of reco=ending too
~eat an exaggeration. The reader may be familiar with the relief map of Ireland
~ the National Museum at Dublin, though the same has not been on vi~w to the pU.blic
r some years. It is constructed to a horizontal scale of 1/63360 (1 10. to the mile),
~d the vertical scale adopted is about 10 times that (i.e., an exaggeration recomme~ded
d Y the author for use on much larger scales in cert:un insta?ces) . It 15 a
Mfec;:t of the relief map in question that the exaggeration of helght 15 t~ great.
tiring allowance for the essential difference between permanent small-scale relief maps
o large areas, and large-scale sand models of comparatively small areas, the translator
Would recommend as a rule to govern the latter, that the exaggeratio~ should .in no
~e exceed. 5 times, and that the tendency should be to avoid exaggeration:' or stick to
cl all .ones m. all possible cases. It is necessary to give the user of a reli~f model a
itnear ~presslO~ of ground configuration, but it is equally. n~ to avo~d the false
PTeSsions which over-exaggeration may cause. A practical ex~ent WIth a model
~Lambay Island on a horizontal scale of 1/10560 (h~lf as sm~ agaul as the sm;uest
re e recomm~nded by the author) showed that in this case relief coul~, be per ectIy
presented WIthout resort to exaggeration though the island belongs to the ~ronouncedly
untry
:nduIating" or at most .. hilly" cat~gory of le"ain. In typical Iris~
epresented on a scale of 1/1000 the relief should be sufficiently bo11;l to reqwre ~ttIe or
~i ~e:titwion: If the work appears too fiat, experiment first WIth exaggerations of
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after examination of the portion of the rnap to be reproduced, so as to
include the lowest level within the area, allowing in addition for at least
5 cm. (in depth) of sand, which latter would represent a vertical ~ter:al of
10 metres on a vertical scale of 1/200. Thus if the lowest contour mdicated
a height above sea level of 70 rnetres, the adopted daturn would be 60 rnet~es
above sea level. This daturn would correspond with the base upon which
the rnodel would rest.

PART IV.
BUILDING THE RELIEF.
When rnaking an enlargernent on paper of a portion of a rnap the
plotting of detail precedes the contouring; in a relief plan on the other hand,
the contouring rnust precede the representation of surface detail. It
should be realised straightaway that a contoured rnap bearing the Larnbert
kilornetric grid is necessary to ensure accuracy in transferring the ground
configuration. a The 1/20,000 rnap answers this purpose perfectly.1O
PRELIMINARY TOPOGRAPHICAL WORK.
STUDY OF THE MAP.-A preliminary study of the rnap is essential.
In it it is necessary to pick out:
(1) The lines of highest altitudes, i.e., general directions of ridges,
watersheds.
(2) The watercourses.
(3) The important topographical features, such as summits, spurs, hills,
confluences of watercourses, and changes of slope.
Along the watercourses the points at which the contours tum will be
chosen (Fig. 5), i.e., the points which govern the direction of declivity.
Similarly, on the ridges the points on the contours which show the direction
in which the ground runs (turning points of contours), will be noted. In
the case of a hill the position of the summit will be determined. This will
represent the source of divergent watercourses as well as the culminating
point of convergent ridges (Fig. 7).
When dealing with an important ridge having lesser spurs abutting it,
it will be necessary to rnark the points along the higher contours which
indicate the directions of such sub-features (Fig. 8).
11 Thi."1
state.ment req1;lUes explanation.
In France it would appear
customary to co~der ~e. Gn~ and the Lambert Projection used in French Maps as
ble. This p!OJection 15, however, not the only one which lends itself to
Gn ding upon a basis of Rectangular Co-ordinates. The force of the author's remark
is that a map so gridded is . almost indispensable. As will have appeared from
foot;note 16 we may for some time to come have to labour under the difficulty of not
havmg such maps and make the best we can of improvised alternatives.
I I In respect both of scale and grid.
(Vide footnote 15).
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If the distance separating two consecutive points on the same line
exceed 50 cm. on the model, it will be necessary to choose one or more
intermediate points to ensure continuity in the accurate representation of the
features.
In order not to damage the map a tracing may be made of the points
and lines, taking care in doing so to give each point its co-ordinates to the
nearest 10 metres, multiplied by the co-efficient of enlargement applicable.
It will be necessary, if the scale of the map used is too small, to
construct to begin with an enlargement on which the aforementioned
positions would be determined U
PREPARATION OF PICQUETS.--Prepare for each of the points
a small wooden peg (picquet) of 7 or 8 mm. square section, and corresponding
in length to the altitude (at the vertical scale adopted) of the point above
the chosen datum (Fig. 2). Thus, for example, if the vertical scale adopted
Were 1/200, that is to say '005 metres=l metre, the length of a picquet for a
point having an altitude of 100 metres above sea level, but for use on a sand
model of which 60 metres above sea level was the datum, would be:
(100 m.-60 m.) x '005=·20 m., or 20 cm.
This picquet, planted vertically in the sand at the point indicated by its
precise co-ordinates, marks an altitude of 100 m. (above sea level), and the
surface of the sand at that point will, when the model is complete, be level
with its upper extremity. With a view to avoiding confusion between
picquets representing different altitudes, it is well to paste or tack to the
upper end (cross-section) of each a small label indicating the height (Fig. 2).
This indication, being level with the surface of the finished model, will
provide an easy means of re-establishing the positions d the controlling
points. The finished picquets, besides, will be tied up in small bundles
(according to squares of the grid), each labelled by a tag bearing the number
of the appropriate square (Fig. 9).11
TRANSFERENCE OF POINTS TO THE MODEL. PICQUETING
AND CONTOUR MODELLING. With the aid of a fine string and small
nails, superimpose on the model a kilometric grid at the predetermined
scale (Fig. 10), and corresponding with that of the portion of the map to be
reproduced, each square on the map corresponding to a square on the ~od~l.
Take care not to affix the strings in too permanent a fashion, because 1t wIll
be necessary to lift them in order to carry out the modelling, and to replace
them when about to transfer the detail. If the map is not already
gridded, a grid should be drawn on it for this purpose, and this reproduced
on the model in the same way.
.
Plant the picquets in the sand foundation of the model according to
their exact co-ordinates, and drive them home vertically to the full extent.

u::-n-

scale ~~.
•
11 This will apply in our case if we decide to work from exi;:t1;ng
stnce anything less than 1/20,000 may be taken as .. too small m
sense:
.
• ~I In ~ of grids in which the squares are not numbered in the :~~; :~~
this lUStruction suggests the co-ordinates of the left-hand bottom (5. .)
serve for identification purposes.
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It is useful for measuring the co-ordinates to have two gradua ted
rules
which will enable simultaneous measurement of the abscissae and ordina
tes.", sa
When the picquets are all in position, or at least all of them that may
lie
within a given square or group of squares (adopted as a working bas~s),
transfe r
to the model sufficient sand to bring the surface to an approXImate
level
with the tops of them. Then, with the aid of a trowel, model the
ground
forms, being guided on the one hand by the skeleton constit uted
by the
picquets themselves, and on the other by the detail of configuration
shown
by the contouring of the map. Compress the sand well, and slightly
cover
-with a view to realistic representation of the ground -form- any
of the
picquets whose values are not of such importance as to require their
being
shown on the finished model. Using a piece of cardboa rd, in the
manner
of a fiat-iron, an evenness and homogeniety of surface, upon which
the
representation of •detail will be comparatively easy, may be
readily
obtained.
•
MARGINAL PROFI LES.-T he height of the ground to be represe
nted
sometimes necessitates the establishment at the margins of the
model of
heights surpassing that of the frame-sides. Such heights will be
backed
by heavy cardboard, shaped as profiles, and sand-coloured if
possible.
This cardboard, which will first have been cut to represent the profile
of the
ground on the scale of the model, will have short lengths of lath
nailed to
its inner surface with a view to maintaining its vertical position, and
be thrust
into the sand base of the model to the proper depth (Fig. ll).
To avoid
an overflow of sand from the model build it up only to within 2 cm.
of the
top of the cardboard profile .

•
PART V.
REPRE SENTA TION OF "DETA IL."
A in the case of modelling the ground-form, so also in respect of
the
tklail, a preliminary study of the map is essential, and should be based
on an
analogous principle. Its purpose will be to enable the transference
of points
.~ For the benefi~ of those who may not unden;ta nd the
two terms it may be
explained that the)' sunply constitu te another way of saying.last
though in more precise
fashion. ~ W""tllnaUS! the abscissa being the horizont
al
or
and the o,tluuJU, the vertical or Northing Co-ordinate. The term Easting Co-ordin ate.
cornet only ~ ~ferring similtaneously to abscissa/l and ordinates. w""di,. aks is strictly
1& The sunple method of measurin g co-ordin
ates on map and model and transferr ing
polnb by uch meuure menb from the one to the other,
would b&-it appears to the
translatol'-~~ proc:ure or constr,uct to begin with. two right-ang
led to-'Jrdin ate measurin g
scalee. IIUbdlVlded In each case 1U tenths and hundred s of the grid-squ
are sides according
to the 8C&l worked u~n and the degree of accuracy desired. It
is well to note at this
&II inh~nt limitatio n in &II enlargem ent. namely.
that cannot exceed in accuracy
~t .from whi~ it is enlarged . For example. anyone of ait number
of points situated
WIthin a ~u~ mch of th m?del might equally agree with
the descripti on by co-ordin ates
of a ~ pomt on the map. ev!D assuming that the latter
was determin ed to the finest
subdivision of ~easurement applicable to the map. Anywhe
re within that square inch
on the m~el will do c:<t~r well. and there is nothing whateve
r to be gained by striving
to de~e wh~ Within. It the point should lie. A realization
of the simple fact thus
explained. and which applies to all enIargments, will prevent the error
of over-eva luating
enlargments. for whatever purpose.

;
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and lines of detail (roads, woods, quarries, embankments. cuttings, railways,
etc.) to the model in their respective correct positions. For this purpose,
and in order to avoid having to calculate the co-ordinates of each point as
transferred, it will be found advantageous to plot to scale on paper the
principal features of detail concurrently with the examination of the map.
The order of work will be identical with that executed as a preliminary to the
ground-form modelling. First make a tracing, and then an enlargement,
on which will be given the co-ordinates of all the governing points. U The
enlargement may show points in their true positions to a horizontal scale,
since the co-ordinates on being determined on the model will provide for
an accurate reconstruction of the detail thereon.
One would proceed in the following manner:
Draw on a sheet of paper, to the scale of 1/10,000 the detail (or outlines
of detail) contained in one of the squares of the map."
Determine by the aid of a two-decimetre rule n or graduated set-square
the co-ordinates of each important point.
Note these co-ordinates alongside the points, not forgetting to multiply
them by the co-efficient of enlargement. IS
For example:
The co-ordinates determined on a 1/20,000 map, of a cross-roads, are:
Easting 24 mm.
Northing 13'5 mm.
The horizontal scale of the sand model being, say, 1/1000, or 20 times
greater, these co-ordinates should be multiplied by the co-efficient 20.
The co-ordinates of the point on the model would then be:
Easting, 24 mm. x 20=48 cm.
Northing, 13'5 mm. x 20=27 cm.; giving 48-27.
One would, therefore, note on the drawing 48-27, and not 24-13'5.
Transference of Points of Detail.
The points of detail are transferred to the model in the same ,,:,ay as
~ere those governing the ground-forro, a pin stuck ~ the ~d ~nmg to
mdicate each. A shallow line, traced with the point if a kmfe, will connect
these points and indicate the directions of roads and tracks, and the
outlines of ~oods, enclosures and works. The principal lines being . thus
reproduced, it only remains to fill in the subsidiary detail. There 1S no
objection, on a scale of 1/1000 to the representation of items of the ~d.tter to
th'
..,
err t rue scale dlDlenslOns
(J.e., non-conventi'on ally )., but the heights of
woods will always be somewhat exaggerated owing to the use of mOSS.
16

See foot-note 24.

.

.,

, d

U On a basis of working from a 1/20,000 map, this preliminary

.

raWUlg

is an

enlargement by 2.
17 Co~esponds roughly to our foot rule. .
. f
,. tlisla,,"'
. bo- This multiplication is only necessary when working o.n : ll~ ~!~tiPllc:a.tion
m
th cases. If the method suggested in .foo~-note .24 15 0.0: drawing on an inter~ automatically, the only possible complication being ~t if
will have to be
mediate scale is found necessary or useful, yet a third oo-ordinate measurer
procured or constructed.
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Construction of Detail.
1. Representation of Roads and Highways.
Cut out of cardboa rd a small set of templates from 15 to 20 cm.
in
length, and of widths proportional to the roads or tracks to be represe
nted,
shaping them straigh t or more or less curved according to require
ments
(Fig. 12). These will be used on the model in the manner of stencils
, white
sand or some other white powder being lightly and uniformly spread
over
the part of the model exposed by the slot in the template. The
uniformly
wide white tracks so made will excellently represent the roads.*
2. Representation of Railways.
Standard-guage railways may be represented by a black braid
about
3 or 4 mm. in width, " fixed with pins in the predetermined position
s.
3. Emban kments and Cuttings.
(a) Embankments.-Embankments may be fashioned with the aid
of
little moulds, straigh t or curved according to requirements, made
of tinplate (from cocoa-tins or the like), of dimensions corresponding to
the scale
size of the embankments (Fig. 13).
Failing moulds, the sand may be modelled to shape with a knife.
(b) C"tting s.-·Sha pe one or more small pieces of wood to represe
nt the
sectional dimensions of the cuttings on the scale of reproduction
(Fig. 14).
These drawn through the sand along the traced line at the approp riate
depth,
and with the necessary downward pressure will give clean represe
ntations
of the cuttings. at
(c) Escarpments, qua"ies, and the like, would simply be modelle
d
according to requirements with the aid of a knife. 1t
The sand should he moistened to facilitate the modelling of
these
detail~.

4. Streams, Rivers, Canals, and Ponds.
Streams, rivers and canals are represented by lines of bright
blue
powder, I I of ",idths corresponding to their scale dimensions. Templa
tes,
similar to those used for roads, could be employed for modelli
ng the less
tortuous parts of watercourses, and particularly for making canals.
Bridges
and other works are represented by miniatu re models in cardbo ard
or wood.
• ~cate care should be exercised in removin g the template
after each such
Operation.
• Common black boot-lace of the narrowe r kind would serve
this purpose.
•
.. This method has the drawbac k that the wooden
acts as a plough,
•., ., as well as making " cutting it casts up the displaced s"ap~,
sand as ridges beside the
cutting, 10 me in tan
this might correspo nd with the actual nature of the case.
but it
more usual in ra.ilway construc tion to remove the excavate
d material to
construc t mbankm nb e where. To overcome this difficulty
a simple scoop might
be attached to the sIIapw (Fig. Ua) for the purpose of receiving
the displace d sand.
btly more elaborat e scoop-type tools could be fashioned without
much difficulty.
'ally if the service of ." tinsmith were available . One such as shown
in (Fig. 14b)
~d be U$ed by depresstng the forward and more or less accordin
g to the depth of
cutting requiM .
U The exposed faces of such features would
be made more realistic by being dusted
over with some wbite or litIht-coloured powder.
"Pulveri sed coloured chalk would serve excellently,

Fi~13.
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5. Woods.

(a) Mixed Woods.
" Mixed" woods are represented by slabs of
moss shaped according to the outlines previously traced on the model.
The slabs may be easily cut to shape with a scissors. If moss in pieces
sufficiently large is not available the shape required should simply be an
assembly of smaller pieces. In cases in which the woods consist of thinly
sewn or scattered trees, the boundary should be represented by bands of moss,
and a number of small tufts of moss should be disposed about the interior
of the figure so constructed, somewhat after the manner of a flower-bed.
Fix all pieces of moss with hooks made of wire, as described in Part II., so
as to minimise the risk of their being displaced during exercises.
(b) Coniferous Woods.-These should be made of small pine sprigs,
provided as suggested in Part II., and planted quincunciallY in their allotted
areas (Fig. 15).

6. Hous~s and Artificial Features.
These should be fashioned, approximately to the scale of the model,
either from soft wood, or modelling clay hardened at the fire, I I and painted
(roofs in red or deep blue). They should then be placed on, and if considered
necessary, secured in, their respective positions.

Walls may consist of red cardboard set in the sand and protruding a few
millimetres above the surface.
Hedges.-Hempen thread to which sprigs of moss are attached will
serve admirably for this purpose.
Fences (rail) may be fashioned with the aid of pins or match-sticks.
Beacons" may be made from matches.
Trenches.-Trace these with the point of a knife.
Any other items of detail, whose inclusion is considered necessary, may
be represented by their conventional signs drawn on small tablets of
cardboard.
7. Lettering and Figures.
The lettering of the map (place-names, woods, spot heights, etc.) will
be reproduced by being drawn in chalk on labels of black cardboard or paper.
The letters and figures should be of sufficient size to be read without difficulty
(about 4 cm. in height). Do not omit to indicate, by suitable inscriptions
o~ cards of this kind, along the margin the places to which roads ~d
railways leads, together with the distances of such places from the margtn.

II

Cardboard or plaster-o[-pans' should provide suitable alternative modelling media.
also Telegraph Poles an d S'tg11al Standard

It This
heading might have included
(1)_,,
u 4ln'ay).
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It is also necessary to show in
black on white card boa rd tick ets
the
numbers (co-ordinates) of the grid
-lines. I I
A well-finished sand model, on the
above lines, may be con stru cted
~t
an average rate of 1 square kilo
metre a day, whatever the scale:
This
obviously is a mere generalisat
ion; the rate of progress will
.vary
according to the complexity of the
configuration and detail and apti
tude
of the constructors.

ANN EX.
This work would, perhaps, be
incomplete if it did not deal with
the
symbols for representing units, auto
matic arms, tanks, o.p's. comman
d posts,
etc., for use in the stud y of manoeu
vres and exercises on such models.
For
this purpose draw on small cardboa
rd tablets, of different colours acco
rding
as they apply to companies, batt
alions, regiments," etc., the conven
tional
symbols prescribed by Article II.
of the Manoeuvre Regulations (1st
Par t,
1928,
Technical Inst ruct ion, " page 34).1
7
These symbols should not exceed 1
cm. x Ii cm., in order tha t they may
correspond as nearly as possible with
the scale of the model. The y shou
ld
be affixed to small wooden tabl ets
of corresponding dimensions'~ in
the
II

II It would not seem
by any means necessary to follo
scheme of colours for lette ring and
w rigid ly the au~o(s
place as close an adherence as poss labels. and the tran slato r wou ld reco mme nd m .lts
ible
to
the
conv
entio n in use
this advice the blac k card boar
for map s. FoUowmg
d or pape r would be dispensed here
the possible difficulty in procuring
with . and this in view of
it
wou
ld
in
itsel f be adva ntag eous . Plac
would be shown in blac k lette
e nam es
thick paper. white. neut ral or ring and grid data in red. on card boar d. past eboa rd ~r
sand
y
in
colo
ur.
The card boar d in tailo rs' boxe
usually of a suita ble sand y colo
s 15
It has been found in
and the same will. therefore. appl ur.
tice with relief map s.
y to sand models. that the prac
lette ring in colour which stan ds
mor
e
one
adds
deta
il
or
the leas pronounced does the imprin bold cont rast to the general back grou nd of the map .
well drawn. and of sufficient size. ession of relief become. If the fignres and lette rs are
background. Whe re anyt hing hasthey will stan d out quit e clea rly enou gh on a neut ral
to be repr esen ted by words. figur
there is ever ythin g to be said
es or conv entio nally .
there by avo idiq dupl icati on offor sticking as near ly as possible to map prac tice. and
mee t this recommendation wouaystems amd confusion. An alter nativ e whic h would
lette rs or :6gnres. coloured blac k ld be to prov ide or proc ure a foun t of cut- out
could be form ed simp ly by layin and red. from which the necessary word s or num bers
g them on the sand or emb eddi ng
n- could be cut
them in its surface.
out of card boar d. or. if fund s perm
itted
fitters (lett ers of the type used
in mod ern shop disp lay-b oard s. purc hase d at a shop bein g thos e in mind ).
II Brip dee in our cue.
If Por us the appr opri
ate conventional sym bols would
no
for map problems at the Defence
t, be thos e adop ted
Plan s Divisiou in 1928. with thedonb
l ubeequently adop ted .
chan ges or modifications

.. If good stou t cardboard were
used in the first insta
theee sym bols on wooden hue
the need of mou ntin g
s would seem to disa ppea r; nce
u.d , it migh t be of the three -ply
alter nativ ely if wood were
varie
ty.
of
whic
h tea ches ts are mad e and the sym
wna Id tbeD be dra _ OIl pape r
bols
inste ad of card. with the adva
vari ety of coIoun coal d be more
ntag e that a lIUpP ly in a
readily proc:ured.
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centre of each of which would be fixed a small hook or nail, to facilitate
manipulation during exercises (Fig. 16).
Moreover, the symbolization of the fields of fire of automatic armsparticularly machine guns-may be effected by using iron wires forming an
angle more or less wide according to the beaten zone of the automatic weapon
and the importance of its dispersion (Fig. 17). These wires could be painted
in the same colours as the symbols of the units whose fire they would
represent. Their lengths being proportional to the effective ranges of the
weapons, it will be necessary to construct a certain variety of them, some
for auto. rifles, and others for heavy machine guns (bearing in mind the fire
capabilities of these various weapons).
Represt:ntation of the Fire of ArtiUery and Infantry Accompanying
Arms. The fire of artillery (concentrated, zone, or barrage, as the case might
be) could be represented, either by tufts of cotton wool, or by a type of
grid-frame of iron wire, the dimensions of which would be in keeping with the
scale of the model and the fire power of the unit of artillery in question.
For example, on a 1/1000 model, one would allow, to represent the fire of a
battery of 75's, a grid frame 20 cm. by 15 cm., corresponding to a beaton
zone 200 metres wide by 100 metres in depth (probable error) (Fig. 18).
This grid-iron, the interior of which would comprise a number of
rectangles formed of wire, and on which would be fixed some tufts of cotton
wool, would be placed at appropriate times on the model in the position
taken under fire, and removed at will to signify cessation of fire. Further,
if considered desirable, the cotton wool might be coloured to represent
different kinds of shell, viz. :
gas shell.
Yellow tufts:
shrapnel.
White tufts:
Red Tufts:
H.E.
Green tufts:
Smoke shell.
The same system could be adapted to represent, m proportionate
degree, the infantry accompanying arms.
Zones of Action and Successive Objectives.
The limits of zones of action, successive objectives and lines of
resistance will be marked out with coloured cords (mentioned in Part II.)
fixed in position with pins.
RoUer-1n01mted Bench. Finally, the utility of a rolling bench (Fig. 19)
making it possible to move over the model from one end to the other, will be
obvious if the model exceeds two metres in dimensions. It will facilitat
(1) Construction of the model and carrying out repairs if need be.
(2) Placing symbols in position during the course of exercises.
This bench may be constructed of a Ii' or 2' plank, 12' to 16'" wid ,
fixed at its extremities on two trestles, the latter being mounted on mall
wheels or rollers. The sides of the frame will act as a guide rail for the
trestles, keeping their movement parallel.
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THE LOW TENSION BATTERY
QUESTION.
By LIEUT. M. N. MURPHY, Army Signal Corps.
ONSIDERABLE misapprehension ap~ars to exist regardi~g the correct
method of treating the Low TensIon Battery after delivery by the
makers. Therefore, in order to give it a fair chance, it is necessary
for us to have some knowledge of its construction, and the materials
used in its manufacture.

C

THE NEGATIVE PLATE.

The negative plates in ordinary Secondary Cells are generally of the
" pasted" type. In this the plate is moulded as a skeleton frame work of
Vertical and Horizontal Ribs, consisting of Lead, stiffened by adding a small
percentage of antimony. Between these ribs are little square grids with
tongues of lead projecting in such a way that when the ribs are filled with
a soft Lead paste, the projecting tongues keep the paste in, and prevents it
from shaking out of the grids. The paste with which the grids are filled is
made by mixing some Oxide of Lead, such as Litharge, with Sulphuric Acid.
By chemical action this mixture produces a paste of grey spongy lead, which
hardens when dried in the grids.
THE POSITIVE PLATE.

The positive plates have to withstand greater chemical reactions than
the negatives, since at each charge a coating of Lead Peroxide is formed on
them. Thus they are usually of stouter construction, and are not pasted.
They are of the formed type, which will be referred to later. The Plate is
moulded lead, stiffened by a little antimony, with horizontal and vertical ribs;
it is thicker than tbe negative, and between the main ribs the interstices
are filled in not with paste, but with lead, the surface of which is crinkled in
such a way that it provides pockets or brackets to hold the lead peroxide
formed on the surface; by such a construction not only is the lead peroxide
~ likely to fall off, but also the active surface is greatly increased; that
IS to say, a plate whose sides are equal to 1 sq. foot may have 10 sq. feet of
urface on which chemical action can take place.
FOlWlNG.

The process of " Forming" is as follows :-A number of moulded leaden
positive plates are all connected together so as to form one large positive
pl~te, ~d this is put into a tank containing the proper solution of sulphuric
aod WIth a correspondingly large negative plate, which for this purpose may
be ;large sheet of lead. C~arging current is then passed through, and the
post ve p~ates have ~ certam amount of lead peroxide formed on them.
The chargIng current IS then switched off, and the cell placed on discharge
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for a short time, this action reduces some of the lead peroxide on the
positive plate to lead sulphate. The cell is again placed on charge, and the
process of charge and discharge repeated several times. At each charge the
coating of lead peroxide increases as the chemical action strikes deeper into
the fissures, and the surface becomes of a more spongy nature, in this way
the active surface is increased, and with it the amount of electricity which
can be put in on charge, and taken out on discharge, when these plates are
subsequently used in cells. With new cells the " formation" of plates is not
complete when leaving the factory, therefore the capacity of a new secondary
Battery will increase gradually for the first few weeks in which it is used
regularly on charge and discharge by the owner.
THE BATIERY ApPLIANCE.

Positive plates always come from the manufacturers with a coating of
Lead peroxide on them, and the negative plates with a grey paste of spongy
lead in their grids. Lead peroxide has a dark chocolate colour, so that there
is no difficulty in distinguishing one plate from the other. The container of a
secondary cell is often made from glass, celluloid or other transparent
material so that the condition of the plates can be seen. The plates are as
close together as possible (without tpuching) so as to keep the internal resistance
of the Battery as low as possible. In order that the plates may not touch,
" Separators" of glass, ebonite, wood, or other insulating material are
placed between them. The plates are in all cases supported well clear of the
bottom of the containers, in order to prevent "short-circuiting" from
sediment which will gradually heap up at the bottom having fallen from the
surface of the plates. The cells should be examined regularly for this purpose,
and the sediment removed when necessary.
THE CAPACITY FACTORS.

The size of the positive and negative plates, and, therefore, the capacity
of the Battery is determined by the strength of the normal current it is
required to supply; generally the current will be from 4 to 7 amperes per
square foot of positive plate surface, but in small cells, with plates made
specially strong, the current density can be increased beyond this. In
secondary cells we always have one more negative than positive plates-this is to ensure that both sides of all positive plates are in action. Small
batteries are usually reckoned at 2 (two) volts per cell, that is to say, a
battery of 6 cells is called a 12 volt battery. It must be remembered,
however, that after a complete charge the voltage is 6 x 2.2=13.2 volts,
~d . may be higher if the battery is used immediately after charge.
Snnilarly the voltage of a 3 cell battery may rise to 7 volts w~en.~!
charged. The maximum voltage of a lead plate cell on "open Cll'cwt IS
2.2 volts. Immediately on coming off charge volts may be read even as m~ch
as 2.5 volts each, but this high value is mainly due to a local c~n~entration
of the solution round the plates, as during charge Sulphuric ACld 15 formed
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by the reductio n of Lead sulphat e on the plates. This acid tends
to lie. clo~
to the plates so that around them the" specific gravity " of the
solutIon ~s
higher than in the general body of the cell. When, however,
the cell . IS
standin g for some time after the charge ceases, the solution will
mix up,
and the voltage will drop to 2.2 volts. This pressur e is the normal
value
for a healthy cell when fully charged. As current is drawn from
the battery
the voltage rapidly drops to 2 volts per cell, and then more slowly
to 1.85
volts, when it is time to charge up again.
DANGER OF SULPHATING.

On no accoun t must a cell be allowed to drop below 1.85 volts.
If a cell is
allowed to remain in this discharged conditio n for a time, a hard white
sulphat e
is formed on the plates which is almost impossible to remove . This
coatin~
is known as .. Sulphat ing," and can also occur from a numbe r of other
causes,
for instance, if cells are allowed to stand idle, even though no current
is taken
from them, .. sulphat ing" will occur, due to the fact that the sulphat
e of lead
being inactive, or quiescent, assumes its natural or hard crystall
ine form.
Again if the level of the solution in the contain er is allowed to drop
below the
tops of the plates, the exposed parts will become sulphat ed, for
the above
reason. Lastly, if the solution is allowed to become too strong
(cause excessive gassing due to over-charging), there is every likeliho od
of the plates
becoming sulphat ed, and disinteg rated, and too much care cannot
be taken
to see that the solution is kept at the correct specific gravity , as
sulphat ing
commences immedi ately the solution is put into cells, a new battery
should
never be filled until everyth ing is ready to commence the first
charge.

THE

FIRST CHARGE .

When the battery is to receive its first charge it is essentia l to make
sure
that the supply from the charging source will be continu ous for,
at least,
.0 or 50 hours. Time is not wasted in satisfying oneself that the
positive
lead from the Dynam o goes to the positive termina l on the Battery .
The actual
time taken for the first charge will depend on the conditi on of the
plates as
upplied from the makers, and it may vary with different makes
of plates.
Th capacit y of a battery is generally reckoned in ampere -hours,
that is,
to y, the produc t of the discharge current which it will give, and
the number
of hours during which it will give it before the volts have droppe
d to the
safety limit (1.
volts). Thu if a battery after a comple ted charge gives
1 mper of di arg current for 20 hours, before the volts have
droppe d
to 1. . the capacit y of th battery on discharge is 10 x 20=200
ampere h~urs. POint, to remember is that the capacit y depend s on the rate of
discharge, for Instance, a battery on discharge giving 10 amps. for 20 hours,
, uld not give 20 amps. for 10 hours, shOwing that as the rate of
discharge is
mcreased the amp. hour capacit y falls off. Similarly, if the dischar
ge is only
at th~ rate of 1 amp., it might reasona bly be expecte d to give more
than 200
orking hours. In any case it is good practice to charge a battery
as often
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as possible, and not wait until it has reached the limit of discharge. This will
insure that the plates are kept in good condition, and avoid having to rush the
charge at times with heavy current and disastrous results. The max.
current which may be taken from a battery can be as much as 50 per cent.
above normal, but it is always best to avoid using heavy currents as they heat
up the plates and cause "buckling."
IMPORTANT POINTS.

Important points to remember are: (a) Specific Gravity of the solution
must be kept at the proper strength (l.200). (b)When the acid level has dropped
it should be brought up again with distilled water, only in the case of the
solution being actually spilled is acid of the proper S.G. added. (c) When
on charge the charge should be completed before taking the battery of charge.
(d) The voltage of a lead plate cell should on no account be allowed to drop
below 1.85. (e) Sediment, which is always "heaping up " in the bottom of the
container, should be removed regularly, so as not to be allowed to touch and
"short circuit" the plates.
(f) The solution in a fully-charged cell is at max. S. G.(1.250), with the cell
gassing freely; the voltage at its maximum (2.5); the positive plate assumes
a dark chocolate colour and the negative a light grey; the electroylite assumes
a milky appearance. An important point to remember in testing the voltage
of cells is that a meter of good quality is essential in order to obtain a conect
reading. The instrument to be used should have a resistance of at least from
300 to 700 ohms per volt.

The Navy's view of the present situation is well expressed by paraphrasing
the aphorism of Admiral Sir Geoffrey Hornby a former Sea Lord. "It is for
the polit··
lClans, " he said, •• to tell me if they ,want the trade routes defended
or not; that is their business. They tell me that I have to defend the trade
routes, and I then say: • Very well; to do that I shall require so many ships,
~ many guns, and so many men; that is my business.' Then they have a
ngh~ to say: • That is too much. We cannot afford it, and we will give up
the h
Idea e
of defending
the trade routes'
t
·
.That
, again , is their
. business. But
y have no nght whatever to say: • Your do not require that number of
guns, or ships, or men,' for that is not their business, and they know nothing
about it."
From The Daily Telegraph.
e
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NOTES ON FOREIGN ARMIES.
Contributed by

SECOND BUREAU GENERAL STAFF.

AM E RI CA.

The United States Army has definitely adopted a self-loading rifle, of
calibre of somewhere about .260 in., and believe that it has thereby made
its greatest forward step for some years in the equipment of Infantry.
Results: (1) Greater fire power.
(2) No increase in ammunition weight, more rounds balance
against reduced weight.
(3) Simplification of training (only one weapon instead of
Rifle and L. Auto). Especially valuable this for nonpermanent troops.
(4) Greater accuracy of fire .
.
(5) Less strain on man, therefore, greater endurance.
ARMY

DEVISES PLANE TO CARRY H UGE BOMB.

Carrying a bomb weighing 2 tons, an Army bombing plane has been
successfully manoeuvred at high altitudes, the Department of War announced,
October 8th, in a statement which follows in full text:
Conducting practice flights at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland,
with the B-2 Curtiss" Condor" bomber in preparation for the aerial bombing
demonstration to be staged at that station on October 10th, "Ordnance
Day," Major Frank H. Coleman, Air Corps, recently piloted this big ship
at high altitudes carrying a full load, manoeuvred it at that altitude, and on
several occasions dropped a 4,000-pound bomb.
The "Condor" is the new standard bomber of the Army Air Corps.
Powered with the two V-I 570 Curtiss 6OO-horse-power engines, it is expected
to give an unusually high ceiling with the 4,OOO-pound bomb load. The
normal bombing load is not much over 2,000 pounds. The plane has a long
cruising radius, and unusually high speed for a bomber. Instead of the
conventional two-bladed propeller, three-bladed types are used on the
.. Condor." The personnel which can be carried on this plane is the same
as that possible on the other types of bombers in use by the Air Corps,
consisting of pilot, navigator, bomber and rear gunner.
The 4,OOO-pound bomb which the C-2 "Condor" demonstrated it can
carry at high altitudes. without difficulty, measures 14 feet in length. It is
the largest bomb yet constructed, and will be dropped during the demonstration
on ... Or~ance Day." Black stripes have been painted on its yellowtriped SIdes to enable observers in planes, and on the ground, to follow its
descent more closely.

United Statu Daily.
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In 1928 a first credit of ten millions (sixty thousand pounds) was voted
towards tins defensive plan. In 1929 a second credit of twenty
millions
was voted for extraordinary expenditure. and three millions
for the
protective armament of some of the Meuse forts. Towards the prepara
tion
of the destruction of the bridges one-third of a million was voted.
It is understood that these credits have permitt ed of the organisation
of
forts Barchon, Evegnee, and FIeron. In 1930 the forts of Chaude Fontain
e,
Embourg, Boncelles, and Pontisse will be restored and re-arme
d. A
fortified work, for which the site has been acquired, will be built
at Lixhe.
The main defensive position formed by these ' "point s d'appu i"
will be
linked together by concrete shelters.
.
The fortified front, provided with guns ranging up to 18-20 kilomet
res
(II to 13 miles) will be covered by an outpost zone destined to break
up any
.. attaque brusque."
The total cost of the Eastern frontier was calculated in January , 1928,
at 30 millions-including the purchase of the necessary lands. This
figure
will be considerably exceeded.
-From " Le Courier de l'Armee ."
CZECHO.SLOVAKIA.
Tm: FRENOH MILITAR Y MISSIO N.
At the recent discussion of the Budget, the Minister for Defence
of
Czecho-Slovakia, having been asked to reduce the French Military
Mission,
declared that the considerable services which it had rendered in furnishi
ng
instructors made it still indispensable for quite a long time. The
expenses
which they cause," said he, " are so small that they do not alter the Budget
.'t
Last year we sent into Foreign armies forty-one officers, the greater number
to France, and others into Yugo-Slavia, Poland, Rouma nia and
Italy. to
complete their studies.
The Military Administration is devoting all its attentio n to
the
transformation of the Aeronautics, and to the safety of this service.
Last
year eighteen military pilots lost their lives in the execution of their
duty.

FRANC E.
In addition to the defen ive works under construction on the French
fronti • further defen ive measures are being undertaken in the
extreme
north of the country. The area from a point north of Lille to
Dunkirk
p
the peculiar advantage that it can be flooded. Protection by flooding
could be done under present conditions only in certain seasons, but
schemes
are ~der con .deration by which it could be made effective at any
time.
It. will ~ necessary also to arrange for the sea-water used in flooding
, to be
nuxed ,WIth fresh water, in proportion sufficient to preven t excessive
damage
to agnculturaI land. The resources in water must be mobilised, and
such
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d to
mobilization will soon be possible. Besides flooding, it is propose
,
Mormal
and
establish strong points at Cassel, and in the forests of Raismes
be
will
s
where machine-gun casema tes will be built, and mobile defence
completed,
organised elsewhere. In three months the flooding scheme will be
at the
sluices
and it is hoped to test it by general experiments with locks and
end of this year.

From the London Times.

O.
MOTOR ISATION IN THE PACIFIC ATION OF MOROCC

and
In order to improv e protect ive measures in the Southe rn territories
pushed
actively
being
is
ation
motoris
y
militar
and,
the Algero-Moroccan borderl
for pursuit
on. As a result it is found that the employment of motor cycles
to move
able
be
will
groups
These
results.
good
groups is likely to give very
ving
fast-mo
and
active
an
t
~agains
ry
necessa
with great speed which is
enemy.
ment;
The Mounted Legion will be the first unit to profit by this develop
n.
squadro
each
in
found
soon
be
ly
probab
will
and a motor-cycle group
the
e of
The Government will allocate import ant funds for the purchas
l.
necessary materia
-From "La France Militaire."
GROUPI NG OF FRENCH Am LINES.
NIGHT FLYING ARRANG EMENTS .

Extract from The Times, Friday, January 17th, 1930.
made
With the issue of the French Air Estima tes the announcement is
under
groups
main
three
in
ed
organis
be
to
are
that the commercial air lines
State supervision.
One group will connect with Belgium and Holland, Germany, Poland,
and Tunis,
Constantinople and Baghd ad; anothe r with London, Marseilles,
with
another
hina;
Indo-C
and
Egypt
lly,
eventua
and
Athens, Damascus,
to
Africa
through
and
a,
Americ
South
and
Spain
Africa,
North and West
have
Madagascar. These groups will include the private companies which
Central
operated the air lines hithert o-the Air Union for the Northe rn and
and
East,
European section, the Air-Asie Compagnie for the Far and Middle
South:
and
the Aero Postale (formerly Latecoere) for the North African
American Services.
lly in
Steady progress is being made in ground organisation, especia
on
s-Lond
thePari
On
fog.
provision for night flying and safeguards against
follow
to
able
be
will
aircraft
route an electric-magnetic guiding cable which
Bourget.
by means of a special instrum ent is being laid from Luzarches to Le
a given
in
rays
ic
magnet
~ .. wireless beacon ," which gives out electrod
equippe
fully
now
is
route
This
direction, is being installed at Abbeville.
the
of
ent
equipm
lighting
The
miles.
12
with lights at interva ls of about
routes
Paris-Brussels and Paris-Marseilles lines are nearly complete. The
are
nca,
Casabla
to
se
Toulou
from
and
,
Biarritz
from Paris to Bordea ux and
flying.
also being equipped for night
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GREAT BRITA IN •

.. The Navy's view of the present situatio n is well expressed
by
paraphrasing the aphorism of Admiral Sir Geoffret Hornby, a former
Sea
Lord. • It is for the politicians,' he said, • to tell me if they want the
trade
routes defined or not; that is their business. They tell me I have to
defend
the trade routes, and I then say, .. Very well; to do that I shall require
so
many ships, so many guns, and so many men; that is my business."
Then
they have a right to say, .. That is too much. We cannot afford it,
and we
will give up the idea of defending the trade routes." That, again,
is th~ir
business. But they have no right whatever to say, •• You do not
reqwre
that number of guns, or ships, or men," for that is not their busines
s, and
they know nothing about it: "-Fro m The Daily Telegraph.

ITALY .

THE

STELVIO TuNNEL .

THIRD LARGES T IN EUROPE TO BE OPENED THIS
YEAR.

From the S1mday Times.
The question of a tunnel through the Stelvio Pass, in the Upper Adige,
was first mooted by Senator Silvio Crespi at the Peace Conference
in Paris
in 1919. Italy's right-i ndeed her need-t o improve her communication
s
in this region for the defence and naturalisation of her new provinc
es was
fully recognised by the Allies. Later It was decided that the new route
should
follow the electric line from Milan to Tirano (through Lecco, Varenn
a,
Calico, and Sondrio) , and that a further line should connect Tirano
with
Bonnio, where the tunnel will begin. Over eleven miles will have to be
drilled
through th heart of the mountain to reach Prato, which will be linked
up
by a short line of railway to Resch, on the Austrian frontier, where
the
di h its source.
Th new line of International communications thus created will lessen
the ~. tan betw
Uan and lunieb by over 74 miles, and will bring
UDleb 1 n arer to the port of Genoa than it is to the port of Hambu
rg,
f t hieb ' bound to have its influence in increasing the traffic
of
the
Italian port ~ith Central Europe.
Wh tompl ted the Stelvio tunnel will be the third longest tunnel
in
Europe, coming close after the Simplon tunnel and the Apennine
tunnel
be,
Florence and Bologna. It will probably be opened for traffic
this yur.

•
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ITALIAN OPERATIONS IN TRIPOLI.
SUOOESSFUL ADVANOE.

From the Irish Times, 21st January, 1930.
The Italian forces in Tripoli, composed of Italian and native infantry,
artillery, an aeroplanes, have recently made an important advance. The
town of Sibha was occupied, and much booty was seized, including 130
rifles, two guns, and ammunition.
On January 9th the same column reached Umm EI-Araneb, 190 miles
south-east of Sibha, and near there encountered numerous groups of rebels,
who were driven off, leaving behind 48 dead, 200 tents, with women, children,
and old people, 200 camels, rifles, munitions and food.
Eighteen Askarls in the advancing column were wounded.
On January 15th two rebel encampments were destroyed, these
comprising altogether 300 tents. Subsequently mobile troops completed
occupation of the most important centres in the south-west, notably Murzouk,
Ubar and Ghat.

RUSSIA.
An event that may quite well have very far-reaching effects took place
ill the middle of January-the entrance into the Black Sea of a Russian
Dre~dnought battleship, and a light cruiser which had come round from the
Baltic. The explanation given by the Russian Government is that the ships
needed repairs after their arrival in the Mediterranean, and the only
Russian harbours available were in the Black Sea. Hence the infringement
of the International Agreement concerning the Dardanelles was unavoidable.
The result is, however, to very materially add to Russian Naval
strength in these waters. Owing to the greatly reduced numbers of battleships,
o~e.vessel of this class nowadays counts for relatively as much as about three
simil~ ships in 1914. And, of course, an agreement with Turkey would
penrut of these ships being also used in the Eastern half of the Mediterranean.
The future progress of these ships will be worth following.
.

--.

- --.

TURKESTAN-SIBERIA RAILWAY .
. The new Turkestan-Siberia railway, which is over 900 miles long, and
which runs from Semipalatinsk to a point on the Tashkent railway, will be
opened on May 1st, which is three months earlier than was originally planned.
About 700 miles of the line are already in use. The new line connects
the cotton area of Central Asia with the com, timber, and coal producing
areas of Siberia, and at the same time opens an immense territory. It was
begun only in 1926.-(From the Morning Post).
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REVIEWS.
THE IRISH BAITALION IN THE PAPAL ARMY IN 1860. By G. F. H. Berkeley.
The Talbot Press, Ltd., 1929.
15s. net.
This is a truly remarkable work, and one of the greatest interest to any
Irish soldier. To quote from the Preface: "We owe it to them that the
episode should be remembered, for it represented much honest endeavour
and self-sacrifice on the part of men who cared for Ireland at a time
when, politically, she was, perhaps, at her lowest ebb. . . . . .
" It is almost the last of the' Irish Brigades,' that is to say, of the Irish
corps, serving under foreign governments; but this 'brigade' differs
essentially from the others, because it was enrolled for a particular cause which
lay very near to the heart of the Irish people, namely; the defence of the
Temporal Power.
" At the same time, it is also an expression of Irish nationality in days
when the nation had no flag, and it is one of the few which obtains a
mention outside Ireland."
Mr. Berkeley, whose Campaign oj Adowa had long since established
him as a military historian, has given in this latest book a remarkable
object lesson of how to produce a military history. He gives a bibliography
that runs into four pages, and the same hall-mark of thoroughness runs
right through the book. In addition he consulted every survivor, of the
Irish "Papalistes" with whom he was able to get into touch, and went
over most of the terrain of the campaign. In short, he has produced a book
that could never again have been produced-because in a very short while
the same material will not be in existence. There is one solitary short-coming
in this book-and it is a pity, for the defect could easily have been remedied.
There should be, at least, a fair map of the Central Italy of 1860.
The pictures of the actual fighting at Perugia, Spoleto, Castelfidardo
and Ancona are particularly vivid and realistic. One can follow the action
of each small unit almost every quarter of an hour. But, to the professional
soldier, even more interesting is the description of the recruiting, equipping,
arming and training of the troops. Especially is there an excellent picture
of the evolution of the Irishman as a soldier-the military limitations of
the race are shown just as clearly as its positive qualities. To the Irishman
who has to make soldiers of other Irishmen every chapter of this book can
be recommended.
The Iris}, BaJUllion in the Papal Army oj 1860 will-let us hope-be an
inspiration. We need more books like this. In these days of universal
pacifism we can still remember that, rightly or wrongly, pacifism has never
been our own strong point.
An early recollection of the present reviewer is seeing in Sligo workhouse
an old soldier-mentioned by Dame in this book, moreover-and listening
to his tory of th Siege of Ancona, the final act in the drama. The reading
of 1r. Berkeley's masterly volume renewed the feelings experienced then
-that of being in the presence of:
"The Past of the Nation in battle there."
J. J. O'C.
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THE IRISH FUTURE AND THE LORDSHIP OF
(London, Cecil Palmer, 5 . net.)
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THE

WORLD. By C.

J.

O'Donnell.

This book deals in a rather incoherent manner with a great variety of
matters which the title would not lead one to expect. Some of these topics,
such as Anglo-American relations, and the part of Ireland in these relations,
are of great importance, and are worthy of more exhaustive and careful
treatment than Mr. O'Donnell gives. Others, such as the alleged German
atrocities in France and Belgium, and the over-taxation of the Indian peasant,
have no direct bearing on the Irish future. Having read the book, one Will
turn with surprise to the author's statements in the introduction, that its
objects are " to call on Irishmen to take all necessary measures to rescue the
Catholics of Ulster . . . . . from 'a degrading thraldom,' and to get
Irish Americans to endow education in Ireland." The contents do little to
further these objects, and there is practically nothing about the future of
Ireland.
Mr. O'Donnell writes extensively on the subject of German war-guilt,
and explodes the propagandist fables accounting for the origin of the war,
without, however, giving any satisfying account of its real causes. He
touches fundamental truths as when he deals with commercial rivalry, and
explains the inevitable result of years of preparation by the great powers for
Armageddon, but he does no more than touch upon them. There is room for
a wor~ which will dispassionately analyse the causes of war, and examine the
operation of these causes in present day international affairs. Mr. O'Donnell
has sensed the great danger of Anglo-American conflict, and the importance
of Ireland as a factor in the relations between the great English-speaking
peoples, and it is a pity he does not do justice to this vast theme.
The book as a whole is provocative, and the author would command
more attention for his views if he were more caref.:u on matters of historical
fact. lIe speaks of Governor AI. Smith as the" Irish Candidate" for the U.S.
Pr 'd
.
.
eSl e~cy. The ex-Governor's Irish blood, if he has any at all, IS but a small
propOrtion, and anyway, such description as this calls for explicit definition
b~ Mr. O'Donnell of the word "Irishman." Lord Northcliffe is a "great
Inshman," and M. Briand a " distinguished son of Ireland." One wonders
w?at General O'Ryan himself would think of the reference to him as " General
o Ryan who organised the American Army during the War." We also find
~he challenging statement that "the American Army . . . . . has always
een more than half Irish." Other statements that are far from the truth
~~ the following: "One might well be astonished by the daring of the Sinn
em bands till it ;s remembered that they were guided trained and largely
~~mprised of demobilised soldiers" . . . and this one' on pages 115-116:
O'N' .' . As late as the beginning of the 17th century Irish princes, the
I eill and O'Donnell, the direct descendants of the ancient Kings of all
t~eland, were Monarchs over Ulster and had held back for four hundred years'
T: English Armies that began the ~onquest of Ireland by Henry II. in 1172."
e author has evidently forgotten about Art MacMurrough Kavanagh and
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his exploits at the end of the 14th century, for he says on page 246 that the
O'Kavanaghs " practically disappeared soon after the Conquest of Henry II.
in 1272." Apart from the obvious error in printing 1272 for 1172, it is
misleading to speak of the" Conquest of Henry II.," and such statements
deprive the book of authority on matters of Irish history, and cast doubt
on its author's reliability. It is incorrect to describe Baltimore (U.S.A.) as
"the most Irish town in the Union." Boston holds this title, and New York,
Philadelphia, and Chicago, to name but a few, are more "Irish" than
Baltimore. Yet another historical error appears on page 245, when it is said
in speaking of the Ard Ri that" for centuries this high office was held by the
Royal family of O'Neill, round whom were grouped the four princely
provincial overlords, the O'Donnells in Ulster . . . . "
While certain Irishmen may agree with the description of Parnell as
"an incompetent," few would agree with Mr. O'Donnell that Wolfe Tone
was "a shoddy and un-Irish revolutionary."
The author is a brother of the late Frank Hugh O'Donnell, and devotes
the last chapter of his book to an account of famous men of his name and
race.
M. J. C.
With the DHblin Brigade (1917-21), by Charles Dalton. 5s. With Michael
Collins, Through the Fight for Irish Independence. By Batt O'Connor,
T.D. 6s. Both volumes published by Peter Davies, Ltd., 30 Henrietta
Street, London, W.C.2.
These twin volumes have come at a very opportune moment: all the more
so in that they are in a sense complementary of each other. The first is the
personal narrative of a Volunteer officer, setting out in clear and living
language a picture of the active service side of the years just before the Truce.
The second is the narrative of one of the .. old-timers"-the men whose
nationalism took shape long before 1916, who played their part in 1916, and
who were, fortunately, spared to steady and sustain the young fellows during
the crucial years HH6-21. Commandant Dalton shows us how the Volunteer
fighting men tackled a job that was far more arduous than people generally
knew; Batt O'Connor shows us how a Government was enabled to function
and support the Volunteers while fighting. The two books, as I have said,
are complementary. They present an embodiment of the unity of purpose
and action that animated the Irish people at one crisis in its history-and they
present that picture from complementary standpoints.
Each of these books is a personal narrative, and it is this character that
points a lesson for all. It is mainly from personal narratives that the history
of the Irish War of Independence will eventually be compiled. From the
nature of the case many of the documents capable of being more generally
useful are unavoidably missing. The place of such general material can be
taken by a system of Closs-checking of personal narratives. For example,
in reading Commandant Dalton's book I was reminded of a reconnaissance
b~ ~not mentio~ed-of the Auxiliary Headquarters at Beggar's Bush,
WIth a VIew to a particular operation which did not materialise up to the time
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of the Truce. Again, the account of the Mespil Road raid on General Collin's
office, in Chapter XXII. of Batt O'Connor's book, has recalled an amount of
detail of our command machinery that I had clear forgotten.
The two volumes are thus a warning to everybody with material for
history in his possession, to make it available NOW. Time is passing, papers
get lost, memories become blurred, men die, even. If people who can
conttibute their share wait much longer they may easly wait too long. Their
information may be utterly lost-or, at least, may lose half its value. There
was nothing easy about the pre-Truce fight, we are not in the least afraid to
table its problems, and difficulties, before the scrutiny of anyone. We used
our military means better than various forces from time to time have used
far superior means. We have now nothing further to gain by secrecy. On
the contrary it is the present duty of every man to contribute his quota of
history now as he did of service then. Charlie Dalton and Batt O'Connor,
in realising this, have given a lead in national service that will surprise nobody
who knows either of them.
J. J. O'C.

I

AGIN THE GOVERNMENTS. Memoirs and Adventures of SIR FRANCIS FLETCHER
VANE, BT. 16s. Net. Sampson Low, Marston & Co., Ltd., London.
So many mediocre memoirs have been published during the past ten years
that it is a distinct relief to find a book which is" something different." Even
if one had never heard of the distinguished author, the intriguing title of the
book would have invited much more than a passing glance at its contents.
Sir Francis Fletcher Vane needs no introduction to the public. Those who
have not already made his acquaintance through his earlier books such as
Pan Britannia, and The Other Illttsions of War, know of him as a capable and
fearless soldier, and a very gallant gentleman.
His latest work should have a special appeal for Irish readers. For it is
only natural to expect that a great many of our people will be anxious to
learn in detail what manner of man is he who risked his commission in the
British Army and calmly faced the prospects of social ostracisation because
of his inborn sense of justice and chivalry during the passions and horrors
of the Erim tragedy of Easter Week.
Agin the Governments is much more than a mere collection of memoirs.
It is, in fact, a scholarly review of personages, events and influences which
have helped to shape the history of the past fifty years. Starting with the
boyhood of this uncompromising descendant of Irish and English re~ls, the
author introduces us to British public school life in the "seventies, the
Oxford Military College and the now defunct Militia, experiences in the
Guards, the famous Toyuber Hall Settlement and the formati~n of Working
Boys' Cadet Corps; the formation of the first cycling umts ; and the
.
organization of the Boy Scouts. All of which are of great interest.
But the portions of the book which will undoubtedly rivet the att~ntion
?f Irish readers are those dealing respectively with the author's ex~nen~s
m South Africa during, and after, the Boer War; and, more especially, his
reminiscences of his connection with Irish affairs from 1914 to the East7 r
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Rising. For, both in South Africa and in Ireland, Sir Francis Fletcher Vane
found himself up against very similar circumstances. And, to his everlasting
credit, he never departed by a hair's-breadth from a code of honour that is all
too unusual in war.
Readers will welcome the opportunity of learning the true facts of the
brutal murder of the gentle Sheehy-Skeffington and his two companions,
Dickson and McIntyre, and the selfless moral courage of the British Officer who,
failing to obtain a hearing from a bloodthirsty military administration, braved
its wrath by taking his complaint over its head to no less a personage than
Lord Kitchener, then War Secretary.
The book is splendidly turned out, and contains an exhaustive index.
The concluding paragraph of a foreword by "AE" reads:
" I remember Sir Francis, Nevinson, Hammond and some others who made
it possible for us not to cast another people altogether out of our hearts.
It is by such people we renew our sense of common humanity with nations
with whom we have been at conflict."
A sentiment with which readers will find themselves in cordial agreement.
L. MacA.
BRITISH STATEGY. By Major-General Sir Frederick Maurice, K.C.M.G., C.B.,
LL.D. With an introduction by Field Marshal Sir George Milne, G.C.B.,
Chief of the Imperial General Staff. London, Constable, lOs.
The high standing of the author and the inclusion of a welcoming
introduction from Sir George Milne will be sufficient to ensure that this book
is widely read by students of war. In any case the work stands " on merit
alone" as one of the most valuable studies of strategy published by a British
author. I hasten to say, however, that it is on Military Strategy rather than
British Strategy that the book will be referred to as an authority.
It is not easy to define the word strategy satisfactorily, but it is evident
that in its most comprehensive application the word stands for all those
measures political, naval, military, and aerial which are employed by a State
to force its will upon its enemy. In a narrower sense strategy is usually
defined as the leading of troops up to the time of contact with the enemy.
( Vide page 51 of our author). In other words, there is to be considered
Grand Strategy, embracing the use of all means of injuring the enemy;
Military Strategy, which is the use of armies ; Naval Strategy, the use of naval
power, and the newcomer, the use of air power which may be called Aerial
Strategy. It i in Grand Strategy that British genius has manifested itself
most successfully, and the title of the work under review leads one to expect
an examination of the measures by which British policy has been so successful
again t Spain, Holland, France, and Germany. The strategy that is
peculiarly British is the adroit and competent use of naval and political
means to subdue the enemy. Castlereagh rather thenWellington is the example
of a truly British Strategist.
Sir Frederick Maurice, it is true, defines strategy as " the art of applying
national power to achieve the object of war," and it would be hard to get
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The Generalship of Ulysses S. Grant, by Colonel J. F. C. Fuller,
C.B.E.,
D.S.O. London : John Murray. 21s. net. 446 pages, with Maps and
Plans.

To Sir Frederi ck Maurice we are indebte d for the best exposition we
have
of what for democratic countries is one of the most import ant
lessons in
military history ; the relationship between soldier and statesm
en in the
American Civil War. Hende rson's" Stonewall Jackso n" is, probab
ly, the
best known book on the same war, and it deserves its vogue despite
its author' s
occasional want of balance, and some few historic al misstat ements
. A third
British soldier has now outdone the Americans in the writing
of their
military history, and made an effort to rescue Grant from the
verdict of
mediocrity which has been sometimes passed upon him, or, at any rate,
to place
before the world a more workmanlike accoun t of the great Americ an's
leadership
than the reviewer has previously seen.
Colonel (now Brigadier) Fuller is not even content with his work on
Grant;
he endeavours to draw a parallel between the Civil War and the World
War~
and to prove that the lessons of the former had to be learned
again by
European statesm en in 1914-1 918. Unity of comma nd was essentia
l to
success in both cases. In Europe it was only agreed to " when a death-r
attle
began to choke the Allies cause." In the Civil War "for nearly three
years,
Lincoln who was an amateu r statesm an, stood perplex ed between
how to win
the war, and whom to trust with the task.
One General after
another failed him; they did so because they were also amateu
rs, for,
with the solitary exception of Grant, they failed to unders tand
that a
General is an instrum ent of Government.
They had no comprehension
of grand strategy , that is of the relationship between policy
and war."
We are also told that the Civil War was the beginning of the end
of the
assault as previously understood, and that the difficulty of taking
trenches
defended by magazine rifles, pointed directly to the stalema te that
wire and
trenches and machine guns produced in France in 1914. These lessons
were
not learned, and soldiers of all nations are indicte d as pedant s because
they
studied war withou t taking properly into accoun t the means and
weapons
which an industr ial world had placed at his disposal.
The book is, therefore, much more than a biography. It opens with
an excellent chapter on the Natural History of the War, treats in turn with
the Grand
Strateg y of the war, the Strateg y and Tactics of the war, and goes on
to deal at
length with Grant, both as a subordinate General, and as General-in-chie
f. Part
IV. contains chapter s on the Foundations of War, and the Founda tions
of Peace.
The author recognises the economic origins of war, and he very properl
y decries
th th ry so popula r now-a-days, that war can be prevent ed by elimina
ting
armi and navies. The American Civil War was the outcom e of an
economic
conflict between the Southern and Northe rn States, helped, of course,
by the
struggle between the increasing federal power, and the doctrine
of States
right, and irritate d by sJavery. This war welded the various States
into a
nation; it made them one economic unit, and transfer red the
primary
all giance of the citizen from the State to the United States. Fuller,
realising
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the economic interdependence of the whole modern world, believes the ideal
of universal peace to be attainable only by the creation of a " United States
of the World," in which economic rivalry, tariffs, etc., would disappear.
This is a vain oream, however, for there is a vast difference between the State
loyalty of the American of 1860, and the intense nationalism of ancient peoples,
like the French and Germans and Irish. In drawing his analogy between
the world and civil wars, our author does not give sufficient weight to the
strength of this nationalism, and his arguments and deductions are weakened
thereby. America absorbed nationals of many countries; it is truly the great
melting pot ; but its Anglo-Saxon basis of culture and institutions broke down
all others, and was the foundation of all the States. How can the nations of
the earth be so mixed, and how can they be made to accept as common
institutions those of some country to which they may be traditionally
antagonistic? It is not individuals that must be absorbed as in America,
but well organised and self controlled States. Still this part of the book is
valuable and deserving of careful study.
It is, perhaps, natural to find in the work of a very prolific writer, who
is mainly devoted to the advocacy of new weapons and methods of warfare,
a tendency to generalize unduly. This tendency reduces the value of a historical
work. For instance, we are told that slavery was the" real cause" of the
Civil War (p. 22). It was one of the causes, but not by any means a main cause,
if we are to believe the historians who published critical and well documented
accounts of the matter. Colonel Fuller introduces this statement into a very
brief account of the origin of the war, and his conclusion is not justified,
by a full examination of the eviden,~e.
On page 25 it is said that "Texas revolted in 1836, and was annexed
by the United States, and in 1845 was admitted into the Union." The
facts are that Texan independence was recognised in 1836, and that it was
admitted to the Union at its own request, and not annexed.
References to Sheridan hardly do justice to this dashing cavalry leader,
Who possessed more of the personal magnetism and power to infuse the fire
of his own soul into the army than any other leader except, perh~ps,
Stonewall Jackson. These qualities of Sheridan are among the VItal
attributes of really great leadership, and these Grant lacked.
The account of Grant's leadership, which, of course, is the greater part
of the book, is amazingly good. It is done in the best historical manner, well
documented, the value of sources properly appraised, and is altogether a
coherent and well balanced narrative. While Grant is not unduly exalted,
his sound strategy, and indomitable will power, and perseverance e properly
appreciated. The study is a fascinating one, and deserves to be WIdely read.
The contrast between Grant's remar1..--able success as a soldier, and his
dismal failure as a statesman is a remarkable one, and Colonel Full r in
treating of Grant as a man, r~ther glosses over that failure. The simplicity
~d crass ineptitude that distinguished him as President, reveal more fully
his character than this author would have us believe. Grant was not a great
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Captain, but he was THE man at a great crisis, and he possessed precisely
those qualities which were needed in the leader of the Union armies. As
Colonel Fuller says, he educated himself as the war went on, and thoroughly
understood how to win it. His education was, therefore, narrow and not. able
to guide him after the sudden immersion in corrupt politics, where one can
seldom learn from one's mistakes.
Grant was an imperialist, and his biographer approves of this, but
imperialism was emphatically not suited to America, convalescent from the
greatest war that, till then, had ever been waged. Bearing in mind the history
of Ireland, Austria-Hungary, and Italy, could anything be more fallacious than
the statement that follows? II That he (Grant) had Political sense is proved
by . . . • his practical vision of the absorption of smaller nations by the
greater in order to reduce the causes of war."
M. J. C.
JOSEPH PILSUDSKI: THE SOLDIER OF RESURRECTED POLAND. By Jacques
Carency. 12 francs. La Renaissance du Liver. 78 Boulevard SaintMichel, Paris.
The first reflection on reading this book is one of regret-because, being
written in French, it will not obtain the circulation in Ireland that it
otherwise assuredly would. For there is no other public man in any country,
or in any walk of life, at the present time, whose career and personality can be
so thoroughly understood in this country. Broadly speaking, it is not
inaccurate to describe Marshal Pilsudski as embracing in his own person the
joint qualities of President Arthur Griffith and General Michael Collins.
To the far-seeing steadfastness of the first he united the military energy of the
second, and the result is Resurrected Poland-certainly the most notable
national restoration in history, not even excepting that of Italy.
The volume of M. de Carency is divided into seven chapters with an
appendix.
The chapter-headings are: His Youth; His Revolutionary
Activity; His War Policy; Head of the State; Pilsudski and the Polish
Government; Pilsudski and the Polish Anny; Pilsudski and Polish Foreign
Policy. Each chapter contains a mine of information, and the matter in each
is set out in the most clear and interesting way. Broad general guiding
lines, and illustrative incidents alike are used to the best advantage.
The following incident is so like certain experiences of our own that
quotation in full is worth while: II Among the more notable ' coups' of the
bojowka (volunteers) may be mentioned the liberation, in the spring of 1906,
of ten members of the P.P.S. (Republican Polish Party) under sentence of
death for armed attacks. Pilsudski organised their escape by strategem.
One evening the Russian Police-Prefect of Warsaw notified the Governor
of the Rue Pavia prison to hold the ten prisoners in readiness to hand over
to Captain of Gendarmerie, Baron van Budberg, who would convey them
to the Citadel. Shortly after Von Budberg arrived on horseback with ten
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the ten
gendarmes. As his papers were all correct there was no delay, and
driver
the
town
the
of
clear
prisoners were packed into a prison van. Once
Tsar '
the
Father
Little
the'
serving
-who alone of the escort believed he was
JurM.
safety.
in
crossed
was
-was chloroformed, and the frontier
this
in
g
Budber
van
Baron
nated
Gorzechowski, who so successfully imperso
"
!
exploit, is to-day, Police-Prefect of Warsaw
is
In conclusion, may fittingly be quoted Pilsudski's own saying which
iece:
frontisp
the
written under his photog raph on
Force withou t Freedom and Justice is nothing but Violence and
Tyrann y'.
Freedom and Justice without Force are only Verbiage and Puerility."
J. J. O'C.
II

II

London,
INTO THE BLUE. By Captain Norman MacMillian, M.C., A.F.C.
Duckworth. 8s. 6d.
with
This is a splendid story; a tale of adventure that will be read
soldier.
every
of
library
pleasure by all, and one that should find a place in the
and
Captain MacMillan tells the story of a fighting squadron on the western
his
and
pilot,
a
as
Italian fronts, and gives an account of his early training
but
,
graphic
a
in
writes
He
later work as an instruc tor at a Flying School.
that
simple and unegotistical vein, and at times paints vivid word pictures
adth
hairbre
daring,
al
individu
of
delight and thrill. There are many stories
escapes, and noble self-sacrifice.
and
Captain MacMillan relies on squadron records for most of his facts,
al
historic
rable
conside
has
book
the
that
quotes extensively from them so
of
rity
superio
t
constan
almost
the
of
e,
value. We are told, for instanc
occurred
German planes, of the fact that most of the squadron casualties
ion
descript
graphic
and
e
valuabl
a
get
we
and
among unexperienced pilots,
.
ndale.
Passche
of
battle
the
during
troops
of an attack on ground
e
In reading of the great daring and wonderful endurance and esp~t-d
lly
corps of the air fighters, one is reminded of the significant fact that practica
served
all the ex-British Army Officers now serving in the Defence Forces
our
of
arm
throughout the war with the Air Force. They are in every
Service.
M. J. C.
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MAGAZINES.
BIUTISH.
JOURNA L OF THE ROYAL UNITED SERVIC E INSTITU
TION.

November, 1929.
This is the most importa nt Military Journa l in the English languag
e,
and can be relied upon to provide authori tative and well written
articles on
all matters of moment. In the number under notice the steps which
have
been taken to preven t war, and the causes of war, under modern
conditions,
are examined under the title Is War Possible. The expend iture of
men and
money in the Great War is tabulat ed and reaches the astound
ing total
(admittely incomplete) of almost nine million men, and fifty-five
and a half
thousand million pounds. Capitalising the loss in men, the total world
capital
loss comes to 82,345 million, including War Pensions. The whole
article has
the stamp of authori ty, and deserves careful study.
The Fleet of the Future is the title of an import ant lecture by Captain
J. V. Creagh, D.S.O., R.N., in which is summarised the function of the Navy,
and which contains a discussion on aircraft, gas, and the submar ine
as new
factors in naval warfare. The lecturer goes on to outline the fleet
of the
future, and the role of aircraft, cruisers, destroyers, and capital
ships. He
believes that the future battlesh ip will be much smaller than the
present
type, and of greater mobility.
The Ftltl,re of Mechanization is an article proposing a division
al
organization based on the medium tank, of three tank battalio ns
with three
Infantr y battalions, transpo rted in carriers, and other variatio ns
of the
present organization designed to provide a completely mechanized
division.
The author of the remarkable Naval Prize Story, which appeare d
in the
May, 1929, Number, Lieut. Commander J. D. Prentic e, R.N.,
discusses
Aircraft in War in Ten Years Time. Taking the three main factors
which
govern the strageti c use of aircraft as speed, radius of action and
armam ent,
he considers the deVelopment of these characteristics from 1916 to
date, and
forecasts the typical machines of 1938. He tabulat es his conclusions
in part
as follows:
Radius of
Action

Type.
Fighter
Day Bombers
Day Bombers
Night Bombers
Flying Boats

m.p.h.
207
198
148
133
133

Miles.

Guns.
215
2
330
2
410
2
480
4-5
480
4-5
with bombs.
580
on reconnaissance.

Armam ent.
Bombs.
460
460
1,008
1,008

lbs.

"
"
,.
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in
Since aircraft casualties sometimes reached 80 per cent. per month
will
ion
1918, and will in future be heavier, the WI iter concludes that product
war.
future
the
of
stages
early
the
in
losses
not equal
ed,
The employment of aerial forces in a war a decade hence is visualis
.
and the conclusions reached are these:
es
(I) In the case of enemies whose frontiers adjoin, military objectiv
will
ns
operatio
and
,
will tend to be the principal concern of aircraft
be mainly in more or less direct support of the rival armies.
war
(2) In the case of countries divided by a narrow strip of water,
ing
attempt
side
each
forces,
air
might well become a struggle between
e.
existenc
l
nationa
to disorganize the machinery of
In the case of Britain it is realized that such effort might well be
directed towards a blockade imposed by aerial attack on the vital
sea routes.
(3) In the case of combat ants separated by a large expanse of water
the defender will benefit by the fact that an enemy can hardly
approa ch the coast without being located by aircraft at a greater
distance than he can ever cover in the hours of darkness, and by
the fact that an invader must establish extensive and secure bases
before he can hope to carry war across an ocean.
the
The Commander and his Officers is a very fine study of leadership, and
"Every
Jones:
The author quotes a saying of Paul
obligations of the led.
to be
Commander should keep constantly before him the great truth that
that
nt
atateme
the
adds
well obeyed he must be perfectly esteemed." He
must
who
is
it
he
"
and
n,
the Commander's motives must be above suspicio
yfirst show his loyalty and readiness to trust his subordinates." Loyalt
any
of
fabric
whole
the
of
cement
to be true to your fellow man-" is the
set the
service. In it, of all things, the Commander must be careful to
rather
guide
to
d
prepare
be
must
"
told,
are
example." "A Commander," we
scope
full
it
allowing
nate,
subordi
a
of
uality
than suppress the strong individ
of
good
the
to
!t
adapt
to
and
officers,
his
of
and freedom in the organisation
tkin
Kuropa
from
on
quotati
ing
interest
an
ion
connect
the service." In this
nder
is given. Writing of the Russian Army of 1914, the veteran comma
passed
said: "Men of strong individuality are, with us, unfortunately, often
a so~ce
over instead of receiving accelerated promotion. Because they are
being
as
of anxiety to some officers in peace time, they get suppressed
.who
others
headstrong. The result is that they leave the service, while
Ient,
subserv
are
possess neither force of charact er nor conviction, but who
and always ready to agree with their superiors, are promoted."
~f
. The following maxim deserves to be quoted also, for it is on.e the tru~
15
It
down,
laid
been
has
decision
which is but little understood. " Once a
mig~t,
wh~l~
our
with
,
attempt
and
true loyalty to give up our own ideas
JD domg
to carry out the plan which it is our duty to follow. Furthermore, ~
he has
which
mistake
a
ng
executi
is
he
that
so the subordinate is convinced
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pointed out, he must not act blindly, but with an intelligent readine
ss, to
prevent or mitigate the bad consequences of such action, should circums
tances
prove his opinion to be right."
Panic in War is the title of an article by Brigadier Rowan-Robins
on,
in which he makes use of a discussion on the subject which recentl y
appeared
in the Militar Wochenblatt. Eleven causes of panic are mention
ed, among
which are indecision in command, bad staff work, and a weak organis
ation
in which responsibility is either too greatly centralised or is obscure
ly defined.
The latter is particularly conducive to panic in leadership.
A lecture by the Commandant of the Royal Army Service Corps Trainin
g
College on The Supply of Mechanized Forces in the Field is reporte
d. After
a reference to the enormous base supply establishments that grew
up during
the World War, and the continued existence of such depots, etc., the
lecturer
says that their establishment is no longer a practic al operati on of war,
in view
of the capacity of modem aircraft. "Does anyone ," he asks, "believ
e any
longer that a single seaport could serve as the base of a large
army? "
Aircraft has made it necessary to base an army on an area contain ing
dispersed
depots. Under the old L. of C. system, involving railroads, the Comma
nder
will be pinned to earth by the weight of his own establishments,
and " the
arm of military force has been tied <lown at the wrist so that it can
only fight
with its fingers." "Unde r such conditions," concludes this authori
ty, "the
more we a.dopt mechanization the more iinmobile we shall become
."
Captain Liddell Hart contributes an article on the Army Exercises,
1929,
which he says discloses " a tendency to appreciate more clearly the
essential
nature of the new warfare."
Other articles in this number are:
The PrinciPles of War, a criticism by Admiral Sir H. W. Richmo
nd
of a discussion in the previous number.
Naval Strategy in the Great War, a German View.
P,ogress in Civil Aviation, by Sir Sefton Brancker.
The Development of hench Air Powe,.
The Mode1'n Submarine Mine.
A"'J.01l1'ed Cars and the Royal Ai, F01'ce.

M.
JOURNA L OF THE ROYAL ARTILL ERY.

J.

C.

January, 1930.
This splendidly produced journal deserves to be widely read by officers
of other arms as well as by Gunners to whom it is indispensable.
J?ere is an article in this number by Major James Price, RA.,
on The
D~ oj a Mortar J01' Close SuPPorl, which deals with the general suitability
of the weapon for close support. its lightness, mobility, simplic
ity, and the
adv~tages that flow from its high angle fire. Design is dealt with under
the
hea~ portability, simplicity, accuracy, range and shell power, and the
followmg general conclusions arrived at:
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Maximum weight- 700 pounds.
Maximum No. of loads :-Man Carriage, 12 or Pack, 4.
Ideal maximum weight of one load
...
60 lbs.
Absolute maximum weight of one load
ISO lbs.
Limits of weight of shell
20 to 40 lbs.
300 lbs. a minute.
Fire power about
Extreme range ...
3,000 yards.
Maximum 50 per cent. length zone
2 per cent. of range.
The Strange Adventure of Major Winkle is an up-to-date parody on the
~amou~ Rip Van Winkle story. The Major returns in 1942 to find a British army
m which the territorials and regulars are almost completely merged. The
article should be read by those concerned with organisation, and particUlarly
by those dealing with our own territorial venture.
Other articles are:Lord Horne as an Army Commander, by Lieut.-General Sir HastingsAnderson, K.C.B.
The Rocket Service.
The Master Gunner of St. James' Park.
Multiplication is Vexation, being hints for users of the slide rule, and a
plea for its more general adoption.
The Study and Art of Make Believe War (a review of Training and
Manoeuvre Regulations, which will reveal to many the mine of information
and great amount of valuable guidance which this somewhat neglected text
contains.)
Honour Titles of Batteries in the Royal Regiment of ArtiUery.
Inspection, its Principles and Practice. (A valuable account of War
Office Inspection.)
Training the Hunter for Point to Point Races.
He Dreamed a Dream. (A delightful hunting story.)

.

M.

J.

C.

ROYAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL, December, 1929.
Military Mining in the Great War is a useful resume of a subject on which

httle appears to have been written.
. The Engineer School of V ersa~Ues is a very interesting translation,
ernng, perhaps, a little on the side of literalness.
. The most noteworthy, perhaps, and generally interesting contributions
hide under the rather technical titles, namely: Survey in Relation to Gimnery
P~oblems in Mobile Warfare, and The Mechanics of' M echatJisation '-discourses
bnstling with interest for the tactician, the armoured-vehicle officer and the
~er. The first is a reprint of a lecture delivered at the S.M.E., Ch.atham,
by Colonel M. N. McLeod. His views on such topiCS as Tank and Anh-Tank,
Accompanying Arms, Mechanisation, Field
Methods, and
the like, evidently arise from clearer thinking than IS usual l.Il the
of speculation. Both articles-the second (by V. W.
IS,
m itself, somewhat speculative-tend to show up the folly of doctnn4l"sm.

Inf~try
~elter

~illery .

?rese~t
Germ~):
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The analogy between Tank Tactics and Naval Tactics has found much
favour
of late. In The Mechanics of ' Mechanisation,' the full implications
of the
analogy are worked out, and the conclusions are, perhaps, those least
expected
by some lovers of the analogy.
As a tabloid military history of Afghanistan from the British view-po
int,
Colonel Moles.worth's Afghan Wars, would be hard to improve upon.
The
recent events in that country enhance its interest .
Articles of practical utility to those concerned in troop instruc tion
are
" The Personal Card Index," by Lieuten ant Michlan, and "Map
Reading
Races," by Lieuten ant Rolleston.
THE ROYAL ENGINE ERS JOURNA L, March, 1930.
There is an interesting lecture by Lt.-General Sir Hasting s Anders
on,
Q.M.C., on the Quartermaster-General and the Royal Engineers in
War, in
which an outline of the history of the Engineers is given, and the
gist of the
forthcoming new edition of F.S.R., is stated in so far as it concerns the
subject
of the lecture.
The Bridge Problem of the British Army is the subject of a fine
essay
by Captain C. P. Worsfold, M.C.
Fortificatio-ns in 1914-1 918 are discussed very well in a 12 page
article,
and the author (Major Thomas, D.S.O., M.C., P.S.C., R.A.), predict
s the
future deVelopment of permanent fortifications.
L .O.X. (The Modern High Explosive).
An Atlantic Liner from the Inside.
The Permanent Defences of Shanghai.
A Twentieth-Century Sport (Ski~ng).
The Forcing of the Save at Schabaz (Aflgus t, 1914) .
Suggestions o-n Preparatio-n for Promotion Examin ation.
Airship s and the Empire.
A Visit to Orakau Battlefield.

CANAD IAN.

M.

J. C.

CANADIAN DEFENC E QUARTE RLY, October, 1929.
Lieut.-Colonel Vanier, Royal 22e Regiment (the French speaking regular
regiment) contributes some very interesting and well recorded memori
es of
AIIUshal F och.
There is a very long and useful article on Military Study. The treatme
nt
of the ubject ugg ts United States influence, and is, perhaps, a
little rigid.
There are studies on Dis4,."IIJ1nent, Mobility, and Graphic Panorama
Drawing
f or A.rtillery Observatio-n.
The historical articles are of the usual high standar d, most readabl
e and
instruct ive, and deal with: Rhe Baku Episode (1918), Australia's
NatJY j"
tIN G,tIIl Wa" A.rnold's Much to Quebec (1775), The Canadian Militia , The
Dead Period, The Story of Ri.fle Riclta,dso-n, V.C., and The Queen's
Oum
Riflu ill C.1UUl4.
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Besides Book Reviews, Notes of Military Interest, and Notes on Service
Journals, there are eight pages of excellent editorial comment on matters of
current interest.
M. J. C.

AMEIUCAN.
THE INFANTRY JOURNAL.
The November, 1929, number contains a lucid summary of the development
of mechanization in Great Britain, by Major C. C. Benson, in which Britain's
supremacy in this matter is acknowledged. The multiplicity of types of
armoured fighting vehicles, is, in the opinion of this writer a necessary evil
of the period of development and test. He believes that the time for
simplification of types and elimination of all but a few is at hand. The article
seems to have been written before the War Office exercises of 1929, which were
remarkable for their demonstration of the machine-mindedness of the British
Army.
The article on " The Fut14re of Infantry," by Captain Bolte, is continued,
and a very interesting instalment deals with the development of Infantry
equipment. Infantry officers should read this important series of articles,
in which the whole organization and equipment of American Infantry is
discussed by a member of the Board which surveys all such matters.
A " New Machine Gun Anti-Aircraft Sight" is described in detail by the
inventors, Major Boyd and Lieutenant Greene. The sight is still undergoing
test, but it seems to be a marked advance on all existing types. Incidentally
the authors say that: "the only sight at all satisfactory now in use is that with
which the German Army is equipped.
" Are we Up-to-Date?" is the title of a plea for the re-establishment
of the Council of National Defence on the lines of the British Committee of
Imperial Defence.
"Our Tanks," by Major R. E. Jones, gives the characteristics of the
six U.S. tanks in use since the World War, and a sketch of tank organization.
There are also articles on " Riot Duty," the I Corps Area Machine G14n
School, and " The Lincoln Forgery," as well as the usual notes, reviews, etc.
THE U.S. ARMY ADOPTS A SELF-LOADING RIFLE.
The following is an extract from an article in the Infantry Journal of
November, 1929.
The self-loading rifle is an accomplished fact, altho~gh there will be
changes in the experimental models before the weapon IS finally accepted
as ready for issue. The calibre will be .276 inches. Loath as we may be to
give up the calibre .30 Springfield rifle which has been the mainstay of the
Infantryman in our later wars, the requirements of the mod~ battlefield
point to the adoption of an individual firearm which will deliver a greater
volume of accurate fire in a short space of time, with a l~r d~~ee of
~~ure and fatigue to the firer. So long as the fire is effective Within . the
liffiJting ranges, which characterize the Infantry fire fight, we can sacnfice
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against armoured formations, the longer range, and greater striking force
of the calibre .30 rifle. One of the arguments advanced against the adoption
of a more rapid firing individual weapon maintains that the rapidity of
consumption of small-arms ammunition will be too greatly increased. This
argument is met partly by the assurance that the reduced calibre increases
the number of rounds in a given weight of ammunition, and partly by the
assertion that front-line Infantry units have seldom, if ever, run short of smallarms ammunition except in isolated local situations. The new "rifle will tend
to bring the ammunition consumption up to the ammunition availability.
In view of the tremendous reserve of Springfield rifles now on hand, it is
obvious that there will be no rapid substitution of the .276 auto-loader, but
that for the present the arming of the Infantry with the new weapon will be
a slow and gradual process, once the weapon has been finally approved. The
new rifle will, in all probability, replace both the Springfield and the present
Browning automatic rifles; for, while the latter was originally intended as a
weapon delivering automatic fire, it was found unsuitable for this purpose,
and is used solely as a single-shot weapon.

U.S. INFANTRY JOURNAL, January, 1930.
Captain Bolte concludes his important series of articles on The Future
of Infantry with a discussion of Infantry tactics. While showing that tactical
methods are continually changing, he declares that" the basic doctrine that
infantry fights, by fire and movement, properly exercises an undiminished
control over the tactical conceptions according to which we are training, and
will apparently continue to train." The application of that doctrine is,
however, being changed in the direction of making the machine gun
companies the pivots of fire, under cover of which the infantry carries out
movement, thus releasing from the task of providing their own covering fire
the manoeuvering elements which are to make the assault. The decreasing
density of men per unit of area is noted, and its corrollaries the increased
difficulty of control, decentralization of authority, and the need for greater
The doctrine of
individual initiative and intelligence are discussed.
infiltration is also held to be of more universal application than during the
world war.
On the question of mechanization the Infantry board has not yet
formulated definite decisions, but the few remarks which Captain Boltbe
makes on the subject show that the problem is being considered in a thorough
fashion.
.
Tank Organization is the title of a short article by Major S. E. Brett,
an officer who has had much experience of tanks on active service, and since
the world ,,"ar. He pleads for an organization that will provide tanks with the
supporting arms, and the supply repair, and command agencies which have
been undergoing development in Britain in the experimental mechanized force.
Tiu T,aining of t~ Infantry Team, describes the training of the winnel"!;
of. the 192n National (Rifle) team match. The first part of the article is in
this number, and the conclusion is in the February number. A most
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thorough and very detailed preparation is reported, and the article is of
importance from th..! viewpoint of musketry instruction.
"The World War has made the army a great school," says Major Pond
of the National Guard, in a valuable article on The S1lpervisio1J of Instruction.
The Policy for Selecti1Jg Officers for Special Service Schools is outlined,
and a note on the Reorganization of Infantry Battalions, contains a very
excellent comment: "Our war strength organization at any time should
be based on the weapons which we can enter combat at the time." Those
concerned with the training of the "Citizen Soldier," will find a series of
Training Notes, prepared by Major-General A. Peyton, of much value.
Besides the usual" Reviews and Discussions," and notices of books, the
January journal has also the following articles:
A nti- A ircrajt Rifle Marksmanship.
Rig for Driving.
From Colonial Times.
Retrospective. (These last two are historical sketches.)
Our Tanks.
Refreshing at the Infantry School: and
Brains pl11s Motors.

M.

J.

C.

THE INFANTRY JOURNAL, February, 1930.
Colonel Fuller contributes an amplified edition of an article which he
recently published in the Army, Navy and Air Force Gazette, entitled The
Problem of the Last Eight Hundred Years. The rifle and machine gun have
put an end to the infantry assault as formerly practised. Only overwhelmi~g
artillery fire enabled the cloth covered soldier to close with ~s enemy III
1914-1918, Brigadier Fuller would have the tactical ideas of the pre-rifle
era revived. Infantry to hold the enemy in place, and absorb his reserves.
Cavalry to manoeuvre and strike the decisive blow at the enemy's rear. The
new cavalry he would have is an armoured brigade of Armoured Cars, light
tanks, medium tanks, and a supply column.
.
Rifle Markm4nship and Battle Efficiency is discussed by Major Johnson
at considerable length, and in a very thorough fashion.
Other articles are:
Tank Design and Characteristics.
Chemical Warfare Tactics.
Some Practical Aspects of Anti- Aircraft Rifle Practice.
The Training of the Infantry Team.
RoUing Ketchen.
M. J. C.
THE MILITARY ENGINEER (U.S.) November-December,
1929. .
.
u:t:tary Engmeers
•
This number of the Journal of the Society of Amencan lfUU
contains much that is of general interest. Amongst the articles swtable for
.
general reading are the following:
An English Sixteenth Cent.u,.y Defence Plan, by Major Chandler DaVIS.

lO~
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Military Railroads during the Civil War. In this we are given the fruits
of an evidently thorough research into an aspect of the American
Civil War which has not hitherto received much attention. If this
contribution to military history from the pen of a woman has any
fault it is only in being too detailed. It contains many intensely
interesting passages.
Railway Engineering in Persia, by Lieutenant C. L. Meng. This is not
by any means the mass of technicalities that one might expect.
In fact, it is quite an interesting summarised study of present-day
conditions in Persia.
Interesting contributions to the general history of the European War
are: The Kaiser's 1914 HaUou;een Party, by T. Baxter Milne;
The 163rd Division Crosses the Meuse, by Captain T. D. Weaver;
Base Section No.5, Brest, France, by Major-General E. A.
Helmick, U.S.A.; and Supply Problems during the World War, by
Rene Oppenheim.
Generally speaking, the several contributions which deal with Civil
Engineering projects on the American Continent are of purely technical
interest, though one, The Nicaraguan Canal, by Major E. Graves, contains
much useful information on the history, cost and scope of the rival projects
for the canalization of the Isthmus of Panama, namely the Panama and
Nicaraguan Schemes.
As usual the Journal is well illustrated, though one item, Colonel Moreland's
article on the Bonnet Carree Spillway, suffers from the lack of a map. This
number contains, besides the articles specifically mentioned above, a host of
interesting miscellaenea.
COAST ARTILLERY JOURNAL, January, 1930.
Some of the principle articles are:
The Re-organisation of and New Training Objective of the Coast
Artillery Corps.
Passive Metal Linings for Internal Comlmstion Engines.
Comments on Combined Manoeuvres.
Rec1'lIiting, and How.
The Professional Notes announce the deVelopment of a New Bombaiming Apparatus for aircraft, and that SPanish will, in future, be studied
at the Command and General Staff School.
COAST ARTILLERY JOURNAl, February, 1930.
There are articles on :
ComlHU Arms, Their Relative Ffmctions.
Air Defence.
Chemical Warfare Tactics.
Buena Vista- A Western Thermophylae.
Avoidable Delays in Target Practice.
And notes on the following:

April.
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Duties of the R. Sergea1Jt-Major.
High SPeed Targets.
Policy for Selection of Stl4lients for C. and G.S. School and Army War
College.
F~ENCH.

LA REVUE MARITIME,

January, 1930.

This Review is published with the co-operation of the Historical Section
of the French Naval General Staff, and, the present number being 121, the review
thus appears as one of the first service periodicals to have been" re-constructed"
after the World War. La Revue Maritime does not restrict itself entirely
to strictly naval topics, but advances somewhat beyond the border-line of
these. For example, the present number contains an article on "Maritime
Art and Naval Archaeology," by Mr. Cecil King, in which certain works,
Dutch School of Naval Painters, are very well reproduced in black and white.
There is a very interesting historical article on Captain La Couldre de la
Bretonniere, the creator of the harbour of Cherbourg. Appropriately enough
this is written by M. Pierre Appell, a Naval Reserve Officer, who represents
Cherbourg in the Chamber of Deputies.
Captain Fleury has another article on the work of Marshal Mannont
in Dalmatia, which is of interest in view of the present Adriatic situation.
Finally, M. Monffiet in his article "Regarding the Administrative Style,"
makes it abundantly clear that French Civil Servants-and their Frenchare very like their opposite numbers elsewhere.
The permanent features are the Chronicle and Bibliography. The
former has a section devoted to current Naval news generally-in the
January number the London Conference. There are sub-sections dealing with
varies navies: France, Great Britain, United States, Italy, Spain, in the
present number.
The bibliography is very complete. That of periodicals-French and
foreign-being alphabetical by subject-headings-is an unusually good guide.
J. J. O'C.
REVUE DES FORCES AERIENNES,

January, 1930.

This number is the sixth of this new publication-the successor of the
.. Revue de l'Aeronantique Militaire," and published by Mm. Ganthier-Villars
et Cie, as was its predecessor. The new periodical is the" Organ of. the
Military, Naval, and Colonial Air Services, and of their Reserves. published
~th the assistance of the Air Ministry." In its present form i~ is, ~h~, a
direct consequence of the establishment in France of an Air Ministry.
~nlike the former review, which appeared every two months, .the present
~s a monthly journal, consisting of 124 pages of text exceptIOnally well
illustrated with photographs, maps, and sketches. The extent of groun~
covered is very wide: "Navarre's First Victory," by Comdt. Cham~,
.. Mass Action of Aircraft in a Defensive Battle," by Comdt. Lange~;
.. Aircraft at the Battle of Jutland," by Naval Lieut. Arnet;
Umpmng
(Representation of Artillery Fire by Aircraft)," by Comdt. Jannakeyn.
If
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The pennan ent features comprise a General Infonn ation Section
,
reproducing articles dealing with Aviatio n; a Material Section dealing
with
machines and engine s-Fren ch and foreign -with ample illustra tions;
and,
finally, an up-to-date Chronicle of the latest aeronautical activities
in various
countries. Altogether the "Revu e des Forces Aerien nes" is an
admirable
publication, thoroughly authoritative, and destined, we have no doubt.
for a
long and influential career.

J. J.

O'C.

ITALIAN.

LA RIVISTA AERONANTICA, January, 1930. Rome.
This is the organ of the Italian Air Minist ry-the first article
being by
General !talo Balbo, the Air Minister himself: "From Rome to
Odessa,"
describing the recent Italian aerial cruise.
There are a number of other very interesting and instructive features
of which the following are the chief :
Training in Gliders, (by Major A. A. Mario Ficini). The author describe
s
the impressions given by gliding and makes some observations on
the ulility
of this particu lar training.
The First Results of the Flights of the Airship "Dox." (by Captain
G. A. Corrado Gustosa). The author gives an account of all the flights
made
by the "Dox" during the period July-N ovemb er, 1929. with a list
of the
greatest loads with which she took off, and the speeds attaine d during
flight.
He dwells a little on the efforts made during flight to obtain a regular
cooling
of the rear motors, describes the filling out of the body to fly
with 170
passengers, and gives some details of the flight . Finally, in analysing the
control
realised to-day in the case of the" Dox," he quotes some import ant stateme
nts
made by the designer of the Airship.
Physical Exercises for the Pilot Service, (by Surg.-Lieut. Aldo Faenzi)
.
The author examines Physical Culture generally in its relation to
pilotage,
and the physiological functions of the human organism in relation
to the
aerial medium.
He then goes on to deal with physical training, and of the adoptio
n of
pecial physical exercises to make aerial pilotage conditions easier, and
waxes
enthusiastic in hi description of an aerial sporting camp.
Facilities to privale individU4ls to purchase aeroplanes, and the Public
afety Act of Of" Aeronautical Legislation, (by Dr. Alfonso Pirozzi)
. The
author having consid red how the sale on the instalment plan of aeropla
nes
can acbi v th dissemination of this means of transpo rt, recalls
the legal
t nns relative to the sale of automobiles on the instalm ent system.
He explains
the precautions sellers can take with regard to buyers on this system,
in
accordance with the application of our aerial laws ; he examines the
institutes
of th aeronautical register, and the aeronautical mortgage,
draws a
comparison with the naval mortgage, and concludes by giving a resume
e of
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defences, and all the interesting details of the siege, dwelling especia
lly on
particulars such as mining and counter-mining operations, which
would be
of special appeal to an Engineer.
A series of copies of old wood-cuts, with extract s from the records
of
contemporaries, gives a vivid illustration of what war meant
for the
unfortunate civil popula tion: "A numerous (in this case about
30,(00)
volunteer light Cavalr y-the Akinds chi-pre ceded the main Turkish
Army.
They were unpaid -but paid themselves well by plunder. Apart
from
reconnaissance-work their job was to strike fear and terror into the commu
nity,
and prevent the organisation of resistance. Like their kinsfo lk-the
Hunsthey believed in the element of surprise, and avoided serious encoun
ters.
They overwhelmed all positions not strongly protect ed and defended,
and'robbed
and burned them. They carried off to the slave-markets of Turkey
those
of the populace whom they did not kill. In German lands they were
known
as • Runners and Burner s.''' The whole contrib ution is extremely
readable .
.. Raids by the Imperial and Royal Armoured Train 11.," describ
es two
successful efforts under very difficult conditions by this train on
the Italian
Front in 1915, and in Galicia, 1916. .. The Germans in the Dying
Imperial
and Royal Army," is a series of analyses of official figures by
General
Ratzenhofer, in which he shows that the German element, in the
Austrian
Army, maintained its proportion relative to the other elements of populat
ion,
and in which he incidentally shows that there was great cohesio
n and
loyalty among the racially divergent units of that Army. .. Particip
ation
by Aircraft in the Fight on the Ground," opens with a brief historic
survey
of the origin of this branch of aerial activity. "The so-called BattleFlight
originated during the Battle of the Somme (1916) on the side of
the Allies
on the initiation of the airmen themselves. The German Infantr y,
held down
by the frightful artillery fire, could scarcely disturb the low-fly
ing enemy
infantry fliers. The latter availed of their unrestr icted freedom
of action
to sweep with machine gun fire the trenches in which the German
Infantr y
sought a slender protection against the storm of steel from the
enemy
artillery. The last miserable protection seemed to be torn away
from the
half-dazed defenders. Their over-strained nerves were unequal to
the task
of thinking out a method of defence against the new enemy. The
German
Infantr y, to escape the low-flying enemy, stumbl ed confusedly into
the dugsout. The enemy infantr y following up at this junctur e, streame d
over the
empty trenches, and capture d the defenders caught in the dugs-ou
t, like
mice in a trap. The po ition was lost, togethe r with the batterie
s which
frequently lay there defenceless." The German morale was further
broken
by rumour that the enemy machines engaged in this work were proof
against
machine-gun bullets. The author, Captain Ritter, of the Genera
l Staff,
discusses the further development of this type of participation by air-craf
t,
and joins issue with a French authori ty who, from experience of its employ
ment
in colonial warfare, advocates the formation of special air-units
for this
purpose.
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. "~oder~ Aids to Training," by Major Dr. Franck, is the most practical
article In the Journal. He divides the subject into, I. Theoretical Instruction'
II. Practical Training.
'
Under I. is a discussion on:
(a) Picture.
(b) Model and cross-section.
(c) Plastic table (sand-box).
(d) Film.
(e) Apparatus, such as the Baranoff in Artillery studies.
(f) Literature.
Under II. he deals with:(a) Representation of the enemy and of a battle in progress.
(b) Representation of Fire, both hostile and friendly (all types).
(c) Flyers.
(d) Gas and Smoke.
This contribution deserves close perusal.
"The Development of Artillery Material since 1914." "Special Infantry
Weapons," and " The Military Significance of Applied Psychology" complete

the text proper.

T.

MAC
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BELGIAN.
BULLETIN BELGE DES SCIENCES MILITAIRES, January, 1930.
This number begins the second decade of the publication of this review,
a review arranged on a somewhat original plan. The subject-matter of
the "Bulletin" is sub-divided into three divisions. The first of these
consists of an ordinary magazine, much like any other similar professional
publication. The contents of this section we shall deal with more fully later.
The second part consists of a Technical Review dealing with material and
scientific matters. For example, there is a 10-page study on "Recent
Developments in Tanks and Anti-Tank Material" which is of exceptional
in~~rest and value. The third part of the "Bulletin" is constituted by a
Military Bibliographical Review which is easily the most complete one
con~ained in any military publication. An idea of the importance of this
section will be easily formed when it is known that it consists of 48 pages.
The magazine section contains an instalment of the "Belgian Official
History of the World War," dealing with the early part of 1917. There are
next an examination of German theories on the employment of machine-guns ;
" A Study of Artillery Training," by General Mozin; an instalment of " A
Day o~ Defensive Fighting," translated from the German by Colonel Janssens ;
an
by Captain-Commandant Von der Donckt on " The Attack of Ground
Objectives by the German Aviation"; an article on .. Material cker
for
Instruction," by Captain Commandant Leseul and Captain newan
, :"hich
should prove of the greatest value for training short-service troops· Fmally,
there is a short, but very complete, account of the Military Organisation of
Poland.
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CUMANN COSANTA NAISIUNTA.
(National Defence Association.)
ASSOCIATION NOTfS.
C1JMANN COSANTA NAISIUNTA PRIZE ESSAY.
In order to stimulate interest and
research into the general question of
National Defence, the Council of Cumann
Cosanta Naisiunta has decided to institute
a prize, consisting of a Medal and Ten
Guineas, for the best essay on a subject
to be selected annually by the Council.
The subject selected for the year is:

.. IRISH NATIONAL 8lJPPLlES Ili W AB.
The need for a country to be able
to live and fight without external
assistance is to-day no longer open to
question.
It is, accordingly, essential
that we should be organised on a selfcontained basis."

BULES OJ' THE

COMPETITION.

1. All citizens of Saorstat Eireann are
eligible to compete. (Members of the
Council of Cumann Cosanta Naisiunta
excepted.)
2. The essays submitted for the prize
shall not be more than 10,000 words
in length.
They must be typed or
legibly written on one side only of
the paper.
3. Essays are to be signed by a penname, the identity of which will be
forwarded separately under seal to
the Secretary C.C.N.
•. The title, author, and page of any
work. to which reference is made in
any essay, or from Which extracts are
taken, must be quoted.

5. The essays, which are to be addressed,
in sealed envelopes, marked clearly
prize essay, to the Secretary, C.C.N.,
must reach him not later than the
1st of January, 1931.
6. The essays will be judged by three
Assessors-to be appointed by the
Council of C.C.N. The decision of the
Assessors, or of a majority of them,
will be final.
7. The Assessors are fully empowered,
if, in their opinion, or in the opinion
of the majority of them, no essay
submitted to them comes up to a
sufficiently high standard of excellence,
not to award the prize; or they: may,
if they consider such a course desu:able,
divide the prize among two competi~ors.
8. I n deciding on the relative ment of
Essays marks will be divided as
follows : Matter ... 75 per cent.
Style
... 25 per cent.
,
9. The result of the Competition will be
made known in the April, 1931,
number of AN T-OGLACH, and the
prize essay will be published in that
number of the Journal. In the event,
however, of there being two or more
prize essays, the Council reserves the
right of deciding which of these
essays shall be published first. .
10. The copyright in any essay sub1Illtted
belongs to the Council of C:C.N.
11. Any further information requIred may
be obtained from the Secretary C.C.N.

LEaruRES ON NATIONAL DEFENCE.
For some time past the Council has had
under consideration the question of conducting a series of lectures on National
Defence in furtherance of Object 2 of the
Constitution. It was intended that this
l~ture ~es would have been inaugurated
this WlIIter, and that, in addition to
members .of the Association, public
~~~tives . and other prominent
CItizens, UTeSpective of political affiliations
would have found it possible to Participate'
The ~uncil had hoped that as a result
of this plan the great problem of National
Defence could have been lifted up above
the level of political ezigencies and

attention focussed upon it as a truly
National rather than a party ~roblem.
In view of the difficulties met WIth, the
Council are ' reluctantly forced to ~e
conclusion that the time is not yet
for this, and have decided to drop
e
matter for the present.
They wish. to
take this opportnnity of exp~g
appteciation of the ,patriotic action of
those public repr~ntatives, and others,
who were good enough to expr~
appreciation of the scheme and to pro:~
their active co-operation, and hope
a
they may be in a position to ~vail tl!:eDlselves of this at a more opportune tilDe.

T
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MEMBERS.
The following is a list of the Associate
Members of the Associa tion:Lieutena nt Joseph P. Byrne, Assistan t
Commissioner E. Cullen, Garda Siothcha na
Mr. Archie Heron, Major-G eneral Seamu~
Hog~, Professo r, Univers ity College, Cork;
Captain Owen Maginn, Lieutena nt Charles
Ma~ire, Major R. E. McCorley, Captain
Patrick McCorm ack, Lieuten ant P . F .
McGrath , Comman dant Joseph Murray
Mr. Richard O'Connell, T .D. ; General E:
O'Duffy, Chief Commissioner, Garda
Siothcha na; Comman dant P. R. O'Farrel ly,

Lieutena nt George O'Higgins, Captain E .
O'Reilly , Captain A. J . Quirke, Colonel
C. F . Russell, Lieutena nt A. P . Tuke.
Since the publication of the last issue
of the Journal, sixty-tw o members have
been enrolled. The Association needs an
increase d membership list to enable it
It is
effectively to secure its objects.
imperati ve that each Active Member
should give his practical support, by
inducing others, particula rly those eligible
for Associate membership, to join the
Association NOW.

EDITORIAL CHANGES.
Colonel M. J. Costello submitte d his

resignati on as Editor of AN tOGLACH on
January 21st, 1930. He stated that he

II

AN toGLACB."

was compelled to take this step on the
instructi ons of the Chief of Staff.

DEATHS.
The Council regret to announc e the
deaths of Lieut. A. B. O'Malley, Army
Medical Services , Reserve of Officers,
of Captain O. P. M'Intyre , M.B., B.CH., B.A.O.
Army Medical Services, and of Lieut.

H. McAtamney, Reserve of Officers,
All three officers were active members
of the Association and votes of condolence
with their relatives were passed by the
Council.

BENEVOLENT FUND.
The Council has under consider ation
the organiza tion of a Benevol ent Fund
for the benefit of members , and has
appointe d a sub-com mittee to draft rules,
which will be submitte d to the next annual
It is proposed
meeting for approva l.
that the fund be financed by setting aside
a portion of the annual subscrip tion.
pr~bably 50 per cent., and by moneys
raised by means of sweeps, concerts ,
athletic contests , etc.
It is proposed that the fund be
administ ered by a specially appointe d
COmmittee. and that it be vested in
Trustees . For this purpose the committ ee
would be registere d as a friendly society.
The scheme in its present form provides
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Correspo ndence for Cumann
(Nationa l
Naisiun ta
Cosanta
Defence Association) should be
addresse d to:
The Hon. Secretar y.
Cumann Cosanta Naisiunt a.
McKee Barracks .
Dublin.

it
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for the granting of assistance to necessitous
Widows and Orphans. and other dependa nt
relatives of deceased members. and to
distresse d members. It would also afford
facilities for members or their dependa nts
in procurin g specialized medical or surgical
The whole proposal will be
treatmen t.
circulate d to members before the next
annual meeting. and if there approved
it will be in operatio n almost immediately.

IIUT11A L DlSUBBOB.
The Council has also under consideration
a mutual insuranc e scheme for members,
which afford 8Ubstantial financial advantages .
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Cheques , Postal Orders. and U
t
U Money Orders should be made U
U
U payable to the HOD. Treasure r. U
U Cumann Cosanta Naisiunt a.
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The Association is now prepared

U to receive. in accordance with theU terms of Article 12 of the Conatitu
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tion. appUcations for ~te
Membership. Allauch appUcatiOllS
most be signed by two Active
Members of the AUodati on. and
forwarded to the Hon. SecretarY.
eo.anta .Nailiunt a,
Cwnann
McKee .Barracks. Dublil1.
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